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Ruger Presents a New
.22- Bolt-Action Rifle

And Ruger Design Leadership
Makes it the World's Finest

The first time you see the new Ruger 77/22 ™ bolt-action
rifle, you'll agree it's an amazing .22 rimfire, with the
quality and precision you've always associated with the
finest big-game rifles. The light weight, elegant lines,
smooth mechanism, and outstanding accuracy of the
77/22™ will restore the pure pleasure of smallbore rifle
shooting. This is the rifle that was made to inspire the
pride of any experienced owner, and to prove again that
Ruger stands for advanced design, superior perfor
mance, and exceptional value.

Specifications: Caliber/Ammunition: .22 Long Rifle;
Barrel Length: 20"; Overall Length: 391f4"; Sights: Gold
Bead Front Sight and Adjustable Folding Leaf Rear
Sight; Weight (without scope, magazine empty:) .~P/4

Lbs.; Catalog Number: 77/22S. Plain Barrel Model has
no iron sights, but includes one inch Ruger scope rings.
Catalog Number: 77/22R.

77/22 is a trademark of Sturm. Ruger & Company. Inc.
e 1984 by SlUrm. Ruger & Company, Inc.

Stock is select, straight-grain
American walnut, hand
checkered, with durable poly
urethane satin finish. Sporting
type Nylon buttplate, pistol
grip cap, and sling swivel
studs are standard.

Simplified Bolt Stop fits flush
in left side of receiver and per
mits bolt to be withdrawn
from receiver by prcssing
down lightly.

Unique new 3 -Position Safety
gives positive security. With
safety in "safe" position,
action is locked closed and
bolt cannot be flipped open ac
cidentally.

Non-adjustable Trigger Mech
anism is set for crisp, medium
weight trigger pull. Mecha
nism includes a single coil
spring for both sear recovery
and trigger return.

New Bolt Locking System en
sures positive lock-up by two
large locking lugs on rotating
part of bolt which engage pre
cision machined surfaces in
receiver immcdiately behind
magazine.

Ruger IO-Shot Rotary Maga
zine, proven in concept by
years of dependable service in
the Ruger 10/22$ autoloader,
provides smooth, reliable
feed.ing and easy reloading.

Solid steel receiver incorpo
rates integral scope mounts of
the patented Ruger Scope
Mounting System, with one
inch Ruger scope rings.

~--------l -

All mechanical components
are heat-treated chrome
molybdenum steel, with mu
sic wire coil springs. Metal
surfaces are finished in deep,
lustrous blue with non-glare
surfaces on top of receiver.

In addition to scope mounts,
Gold Bead Front Sight and
Adjustable Folding LeafRear
Sight are provided as a scope
back-up on 77/22S model.

~

Exclusive Ruger Dual-Screw
Barrel Attachment System in
which two longitudinal
screws, working through a
heavy V-block barrel retainer,
pull barrel tightly into re
ceiver, rigidly locking these·
parts together.

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF THE ENTIRE LINE OF FINE RUGER FIREARMS.
SINGLE COPIES OF INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUE6T -PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL FOR WHICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL.

STURM, RUGER & COlOpany, Ine.
2 Lacey Place
Southport., {;onneeticut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Please send free color prospectus for the
official Buffalo Bill Centennial PistolYOU are invited to send for the free

full color prospectus detailing the
Buffalo Bill Centennial Pistol based I
on Col. William F. Cody's own 1860 I
Army Colt and decorated in 24 karat . .I
gold. Original issue price of$J. ,850 I
includes gold plated powder flask, I
bullet mold, screwdriver/nipple I
wrench, percussion-cap box and caps I
and gold-tooled walnut display case. I

I

Na.....

City

Merrill lindsay, Chainnan, Antique Arms Committee
United States HistoricalSociety

Dept K, First and Main Streets
Richmond, Virginia 23219

CaBToR Free 800-....6-7968

Zip



DAN ConERMAN

HAND10ADING

Velocity

1063
1061
926

1020
1570
1400
1000
930
870

1510
1400
1085
1083
1313

Grains
8.5
7.8
7.0
7.3

17.5
15.0
11.5
11.5
10.5
20.0
24.0
16.0
10.6
15.5

Powder
#7
#7
#7
#7

5744
5744

#7
#7
#7
#9

5744
5744

#7
#7

with standard primers. Magnum primers tend
to give more erratic velocity readings.

"At the moment we have another pair of
powders in development that will be suitable for
use in handguns. Hopefully, one or both ofthem
will be suitable for target-load .38s. Currently,
our powders are too slow for that use."

Liggins included a brief table of handgun
loads so we could scan the performance of the
three powders mentioned.
The foregoing is just a sample of handgun load
ing data available from Accurate Arms. If you'd
like to see more, drop Marty Liggins a line at
the address given. Meanwhile, tests will con
tinue with #7, #9, and MP-5744. Also, I'll be
working on bringing my original powder burn
ing rate list up to date, for publication in a future
issue of American Handgunner.

Gaylord D. Gorham, pistolsmith at the
Vanishing Brook Gun Shop, 370 East St.,
Sharon, CT 06069, was interested in our com
ments on loading the .38 Super and the .45 auto.
He writes: "I would like to pass along my loads
and findings. In regard to cast bullets, I have
been using several styles in .45 and .38 that are
hard cast, moly lube<! and wax lube<! by Bob
Foster, of Foster's Bullets, RD 10, Kent Shore
Dr., Carmel, NY 10512.

"One is a .45, the H&G #292, 230-grain flat
base, similar in shape to Hornady's jacketed
one. Using WW-231 in charges from 5.2 to 5.8
grains in increments of 2/10ths-grain, any
primer, any brass, seated to 1.200" to 1.210"
LOA and roll-crimped, it shoots like a bandit in
any .45 auto it's been tried in. Also, by roll
crimping, it feeds flawlessly, even in an un
throated pistol, partly due to the shape, lube,
and crimp.

'f\s to the .38 Super, I use Foster's 9mm
120-grain FNBB (121-122-grain) cast hard and
lube<! the same as the .45 bullet. As you have

Continued on page 10

Bullet Wt. & 1Ype
9O-gr. HP
ll5-gr. HP

125-gr. FMJ
125-gr. cast
165-gr. GC
180-gr. GC
21O-gr. cast

220-gr. SWC
230-gr. FMJ
230-gr. FMJ
230-gr. FMJ
158-gr. cast
158-gr. cast
240-gr. cast

.357 Magnum

.45'ACP

.45 Win. Mag.

.41 Magnum

.30 Herrett

Caliber
9mm

.44 Magnum
I

COMMENTS ON POWDER BURNING
RATES AND LOADS FROM READERS

T he first burning-rate Hst, established a mere
20 years ago, included 60 powders then

available to handloaders. RougWy two thirds of
that number represented powders that were suit
able to the stoking of at least a few of the many
handgun cartridges. Since then, others have
been introduced and the ladder, from Bullseye
on down, has been extended. That's great, but
anyone who is aware of the countless circum
stances the handloader encounters in terms of
case sizes, case designs, bullet weights, barrel
lengths, and so on and on, also is aware that
even this generous selection of powders is
fraught with gaps. The problem, as concerns
specific performance in every type ofhandload
ing situation, may never be solved to everyone's
satisfaction. Still, it's reassuring to know the
industry is trying.

Which leads to a letter from Marty Liggins,
R&D man at Accurate Arms Co., Rt. 1, Box
167, McEwen, TN 37101. He writes: "The easi
est way to explain the burning rates (of A.A.'s
handgun powders) is to tell you which current
commercial .powders are closest in charge
weight/velocity ratio to ours. The cw/v ratio for
Blue Dot is quite similar to our #7; our #9 is
close to 2400; our MP-5744 is an orphan in that
nothing is really close, but IMR-4227 and
IMR-4198 surround it. #7 was developed for the
9mm Luger, #9 is best suited for magnum hand
gun rounds, and MP-5744 is best in 'one-hand
rifles' (Contender, Wichita, etc.). We've used
MP-5744 in everything from the .22 Hornet to
the .45-70, and have had at least acceptable
success in most calibers. In some calibers
results have been nothing short of excellent.
Currently, we are listing MP-5744 as a general
purpose powder that is excellent for cast

.' bullet loads.
. "We are using standard primers for all three
of these powders. All of the spheroid powders
we are currently marketing are more consistent

Learn about this
dual reticle and

recoil proof scope
system which is

factory tested
for recoil at

1400 G's and
backed by a

lifetime
Warranty!

W'tUe for Catalog!

Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH-11S

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 '

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

·/\ ;evol(jti~narynevidual.
reticle system which
allows you to illuminate
the crosswires in
poor light. This
Thompson/Center
Recoil Proof'·
Scope system
offers the fu II
magnification,
clarity and light
gathering power
of a top quality
instrument
plus the
Electra Dot'"
Reticle for
dawn to dusk
precision
aim!
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It's toughtotell elDyou lDissed.
Sure, we all miss once in a

while. And it hurts. But you
should never have to wonder if
the ammunition you bought is to
blame. You won't when you buy
Frontier Cartridges. They're
for hunters who don't like
making excuses. We make them
with the kind of care you'd
expect from a company of dedi
cated handloaders. So it takes
us longer... and each box costs
a little more. But it's worth it.

It's worth it to know you're
shooting high performance

I Homady Bullets, precisely matched
to case, powder and primer. Worth it
to have confidence that accuracy; de
pendability and stopping power are

built in, constantly verified and
repeatable, round after round.

Think about it as you plan
your next hunt, and insist on
high performance Homady
Frontier Cartridges at
your dealer.

For more information on
Homady Frontier rifle and
pistol cartridges, write:
Hornady Manufacturing Co. ,
P.O. Box 1848, Dept. AG3114,
Grand Island, NE 68802-1848.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1984 7



An award-winning artist creates his first-ever collector plates

The Sporting 'l'earpORCELAIN PLATE COLLECTION

by Ken Michaelsen

Twelve magnificent sporting art plates in fine porcelain,
capturing the beauty

offield and game
month by month

throughout the year



City' _

Address _

The Sporting lear
Vaild only if postmarked by

December 31, 1984.
Limit: One collection per person.

@ 1984 FP

,.----..,. ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION ---------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Franklin Porcelain
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to the limited
First Edition of 'The Sporting Year Porcelain
Plate Collection' by the award-winning artist
Ken Michaelsen, consisting of 12 fine por·
celain plates hand·decorated in 24 karat
gold. The plates will be sent to me at the rate
of one every other month.

I need send no payment now. I will be
billed for each plate in two equal monthly
installments of $27,50· each, the first due in
advance of shipment.

·Plus my state sales tax

Signature _
AU. ORDERS AFiE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE.

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss, -:-::-==-::- _

PLEASE PRINT CLEARL.Y

bringing out the lovely, natural colors, the
nuances of tone line and shade that make
Ken Michaelsen'~ wildlife art so distinctive.
And the sense of richness and quality will be
further enhanced by the application, by
hand, of a border in pure 24 karat gold.

Limited First Edition - handsome
and impressive for den or living room

To the outdoors person seeking a bold dec
orative statement for a den, or the person
wishing to give an already elegant living
room a memorable yet harmonious new
accent, The Sporting Year Plates provide
an exceptional opportunity. And especially
now, when the First Edition of this unique
collection is being made available. For this
will be a limited edition and the only edi
tion that will carry the artist's complete
signature in the backstamp. The First Edi
tion will be limited to the exact number
of subscriptions entered by December 31,
1985. Thereafter, it will never be made

• available again.
The issue price for each imported plate is

$55, payable in two monthly installments.
An informative reference folder will be sent
with each plate and a Certificate of Authen
ticity will be included with the collection.

Four rewarding pleasures
in one richly decorative collection

You may find 'The Sporting Year Porcelain
Plate Collection' most fascinating as sport
ing or wildlife art. Or as landscape art,
capturing the changing glories of the coun
tryside throughout the year. Or as fine
porcelain for connoisseurs. Or simply as
supreme decorative art, whatever part of
the home is chosen for its setting. The col
lection, truly, is all of these four things.
Which is why it represents such an excep
tional artistic achievement. Acollection that
in years to come will surely be viewed as a
classic. You now have the opportunity to
acquire it for your home. But please note:
the application form below is valid only
until December 31,1984.

Each distinctive portrayal
a masterpiece of realism

Every. plate in this outstanding collection
reveals the skill that has established Mi
chaelsen as a master of wildlife art.

For quality of color, observe the rich
toned plumage of the Ring-necked Pheas
ant, vibrant against the snow in the plate
for February.

For perfection offonn, see the graceful
Canvasbacks, swooping down to the cool
green haven of the reeded lake.

For intricate, authentic detail, look close
ly at the underside of the Green Winged Teal
- each feather meticulously defined -as
the bird powers into the sky at the black
Labrador's approach.

And for the thrilling spirit of action,
consider November's plate - The Ruffed
Grouse. Disturbed by the Setter, the birds
seem to have hurtled into the air, to begin
their streaking, low-level flight. The 'just-as
it-happened' feeling is superbly captured.
And the composition -placing the action
on a 'stage' bounded by a stone fence in the
foreground and the reddish-gold foliage of
the trees behind- is yet another demonstra
tion of Michaelsen's abundant artistic talent.

Crafted to the highest standards,
hand-decorated with gold

More than two years of planning and prepa
ration by Franklin Porcelain have gone into
the creation of these collector plates. To
provide full scope for Michaelsen's finely
detailed portrayals, the size of plate will be
large'- 9 inches in diameter. The poreelain
itself will be of the finest whitest quality-

Limited First Edition.

Available by subscription only.

Advance Subscription Deadline:
December 31, 1984.

One of the secrets the successful sportsman
. .. artist ... collector ... share is a keen
eye - for color, form and detail. The art of
Ken Michaelsen is rich in these qualities.
Which is why it is so true to life. And why it
is so genuinely admired and sought after,
all over the world.

Michaelsen's special.genius for capturing
the essence of nature has made him a win
ner of America's Duck Stamp award, the
most coveted single award in the world of
sporting art and the only artistic com
petition regularly sponsored by the U.S.
Government. And now he is about to make
his debut in a traditional medium that has
long found favor with sportsmen and all
who appreciate the beauty of the coun
tryside: the classic porcelain plate.

Michaelsen's new work, 'The Sporting
Year Porcelain Plate Collection; consists of
twelve superb collector's plates. Each bears
an original work of art created exclusively
for this collection. Each features a different
species of wildfowl ... in a different setting
... in a different month of the sporting year.
Together, they form a collection of unusual
richness. For they combine the excitement
of moments etched in the memory of every
outdoorsman with the beauty of the land
scape's ever-changing pageant.

State, Zip _



Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient :>lace. We offer:

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealer. please inquire

SJH[((}t(()JIST
SlUl»I»LY

Attention!
(C((»MLD~AT

S]H[((D(()TEI{S

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D 's Welcome
or Lall your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Kings Extended safties 18.50
Ambidextrous safties-Swenson 40.00

Colt 49.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok·buf f 6.35
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18 y, lb. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended MagaZine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
Seleq self timer 154.95
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties-Wilson 19.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

31ighlening holes 17.50
Magazines- Colt. blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Coil, cked. 23.00

Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 49.~5

Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi' Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (Ieflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 6.35
Rogers E-Z load 8.35
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 22.95
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmavr "combat" grips 17.50
Detonics Exlended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~.q.u.i~: for details.

We have considerable experience
in IJt~rforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 6

found in your trials with the .38 Super, SR-4756
works quite well. I load this bullet with charges
of from 7.0 grains, for fun, to 9.0 grains, for
serious carry. These loads are hot, and make
major in IPSe. This lead bullet is also sized
.357" diameter for my particular Colt .38
Super. This load shoots 1'/2" to 2" hand-held
groups all day if the shooter does his part.

''These charges should not be used in any of
the older .38 autos, or re-chambered 9mm
Lugers . . . also, don't use .357"-diameter bul
lets, because of the smallish bore and groove
diameters often encountered in these older and
somewhat questionable guns.

"I have been shooting these loads and bullets
in two Colt .45s and my Colt .38 Super for quite
some time, and to date the .45s have about 800
rounds of the lead bullets through them with no
apparent heavy leading. The .38 Super has
about 350 rounds, hot, with no leading at all."

Mr. Gorham adds a tip on handgun barrel
care: "My procedure with a new barrel is to
hand-lap with J.B. Bore Paste for half an hour,
then follow through with regular cleaning with
the Lewis Lead Remover. I firmly believe that
leading problems can be cured or greatly
reduced if the shooter tends to his barrel and
treats it right."

Dave Corbin, of Corbin Mfg., P.o. Box
2659, White City, OR 97503, writes to let us
know that his company is now making bullet
swage dies for the .32 Magnum. This means
handloaders will be able to turn out jacketed or
swaged bullets in weights and shapes of their
choosing. The swage die alone costs $69.50,
and you may be able 'to use it in your present
reloading press, but it's a good idea to check
with Dave before ordering. Otherwise, you can
get one of his Mity-Mite swaging presses. I
haven't had an opportunity to work with this set
up; however, judging from my experiences in
testing Corbin tools for other calibers, I'll say
his .32 Magnum bullet making tools will be
good, and I'll follow in a few issues with a
complete report. Meanwhile, if you'd like to
have more information, send Corbin a stamped

, envelope.
Home swaging will solv problems involving

the scarcity of bullets of specific shapes and
weights in just about any caliber, especially the
new .32 Magnum. It is, however, encouraging
to note that Hornady is marketing good bullets
in .32, notably their latest, an 85-grain JHP.
Also, both RCBS and Hornady-Pacific are
offering reloading dies for the .32 Magnum,
and Federal Cartridge has two factory loads: a
95-grain LSWC and an 85-grain JHp, the latter
exiting a 4¥sths-inch barrel at lloo fps. Also, in
addition to Harrington & Richardson's consid
erable selection of' .32 Magnum revolvers,
Cparter Arms' six-shooters in Police Under
cover (two-inch), and Police Bulldog (four
inch, adjustable rear sight), and the Ruger
Single-Six, in a choice of barrel lengths, will be
available.

Gene Milner, Rt. 4, Box 203, Whitewater,
WI 53190, found the beef; it was in assertions

Continued on page 13
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See Your Local Gun Dealer

HKS Products, Inc.
7841 Foundation Drive
Florence, Ky. 41042

Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speedloaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

•
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Yes, I wish to reserve the Korean War Commemorative
Thompson, selectively plated with 24-karat gold, with roll
engraved inscriptions and deluxe presentation finish. Only
1500 will be made. I will also receive a Certificate of
Authenticity, membership in The American Historical
Foundation and information concerning the history, care,
display and firing of the Thompson.

D My deposit of $95 (or credit card authorization) is en
closed. Please invoice (or charge my credit card) for the
balance due...

D in four equal payments of $275.
D for the balance.

D My payment in full (or my credit card authorization)
for $1195 is enclosed.

D Also please send the optional, furniture-finished walnut
display case. Please add $225 to the final charge of the
method of payment I have selected above.

Address .................................••••

tected from dust and unauthorized handling by a dear,
pIexlgIass lid, which Isaffixed with three soHdDra8rl....
and three solid brass clasps with match-keyed Iocb.

How to Reserve; SatIsfactIon Guaranteed
This is available eXclusively throush The AmericlIn

HIstorical Foundation. You may write, caD, personally
visit or use the reservation form below. Satlsfaction Is
fully guaranteed, or you may return for a full refwul any
time within one month.

If you do not have a firearms license, we wID c0
ordinate delivery with you throush your local firearms
~ after your reservation Is received here. If you do
have a license, send a signed copy, and theThompson
wID be delivered dfrec:tIy to you.

The few men, museums and organizations who own
one of these wID have an extremely rare, fIrIna showpiece
which Is assured a place of honor in any coIJectIon: It Is
a lasting, tangible embodiment of the courageous deeds .
and saCrifices of our COIDltrymen who made that 1m.
portant first stand against CommunIsm.

Name .

for Visa, MasterCard or American Express, please send account number, ex
piration date and signature. Virginia residents please add tax.

r----------------------------------------------; RESERVATION
, Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 Days for Full Refund
I To: The American Historical Foundation
I 1022 West Franklin Street, Dept; AHK2
I Richmond, Virginia 23220
: Telephone: (804) 353-18U
: 24-hour toll free reservations: (800) 368-8080
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

front sight. Your finger rests on the 24-karat gold plated
trigger. Even the spedaI, black, military style sIlng Is
affil<ed to swivels which are 24-karat gold plated and
mounted with four 24-karat gold plated screws.

Genuine GI Stocks - Specially Finished
The soUd walnut stocks-aregenuine GJ production

originally made duringWorld War II-as were most of
the Thompsons used in Korea. They are now being re
moved from their origlnaI storage crates for this project.
For the first time, they are being stained to a rich, extra
dark walnut shade, then given a finish as beautiful as the
finest shotguns.

The rear grip is fitted with a black, red and blue
cloisonne medallion, embossed with the Great Seal of the
United States in the center and bearing commemorative
inscriptions. The famous red and blue drcuIar symbol of
the Republic of Korea, worn by many Gis in the center
of their Korean Presidential Unit atation, forms the cen
tral design of thespedaI cloisonne fired enamelmedallions
which are custom inset on both sides of the butt stock.

Not JUst A Showpiece
But this Is not just a showpiece. It is a fim!g Thomp

son'. Because it fires in the semi-aiUomatic mode, you do
not need a spedallimise to own It. Anyone who can
own a standard hunting rifle can own the KoreanWar
Commemorative Thompson. And because it's functional,
It could even be called upon to defend your home and
family - with the same famous .45 ACP ammo Gis and
American shooters have used since 1911.

It is a dramatic symbol of combat. Designed by
General John T. Thompson, this was the weapon that
pioneered the use of General Thompson's term "Sub
machine Gun"-and the first weapon of this type ever
Issued to U.S. military forces.

TheThompson gained fame in the hands of aD our
service branches-Army, Marine Corps, Navy, and Air
Force. It was the most hIahJy desired, hand-held, dose
combat assault weapon of'the ·KoreanWu

CoDector Interest
Only 1500 wID be made-making it one of the rarest

of aD firearms. It is the first commemorative tribute ever
issued to honor the Americans who fought in Korea, so
it Is also in the "first ever" class of distinction. At a time
when collectors pay between $2,000 and $20,000 for a
standard issueThompson with a unique feature or two
recognJzabIe only to the advanced collector, the original
issue price of thisThompson is particularly reasonable.
It Is a piece of worIananship you wID enjoy owning and
displaying, and you wID be proud to pass It along to fu
ture generations of your family.

A saUd walnut display case, Ilned with draped and
fitted gray velvet, is also available. The entire gun Is pro-

Korea-"The
front lines 01
freedom."
President Ronald Reagan

For the first time in world hlstory, AmerIcans drew
the line against Communism. The place was Korea.
The names of the battle8e1ds are lmmortal...the

Pusan~..lnchon...the Otosin ReservoIr. Here we
came to the aid of freedom. 33,629 AmerIcans gave their
Hves; 103,284 were wounded and 7,140 were captured.

Today, 40,000 American troops still patrol the DMZ
- President Reagan calls it: "The front Ilnes of freedom:'

The Korean War Commemorative Thompson Is the
first commemorative tribute ever issued to honor the
unsung Americans who first drew the line against Com
munism in the 1950s-and the Americans who continue
today to hold that narrow line.

The tremendous firepower of the Thompson, with
the knockdown punch of the .45 ACP cartridge, made
it a favorite of the front line fighting men in Korea in '
stopping the human wave charges of the Red hordes. It
is a proud American firearm to honor the brave AmerI
cans who defended freedom in this waJ:

When you hold this 12-pound weapon, it may bring
back memories of those faraway places or- for the first
time-let you experience what a friend or family mem
ber felt 30 years ago.

ThIs project was created by The AmerIcan HIstorical
Foundation; each is specially built by Auto-Ordnance
Corporation, official manufacturer of the famous
Thompson.

Limited Edition of Only 1500
ThIs Is a strictly limited edition of only 1500, world

wide. Each is specially serially numbered between 0001
and 1500, with the prefix KW(for Korean War). ThIs
number is also insaibed on an accompanying Certificate
of Authentidty. Each Is being produced in a firing, semi
automatic version or, upon request, in fully-automatic
for holders of Oass III Federal Firearms licenses (please
add $350).

The fit and finish of each Thompson Is presentation
grade. Spedal inscriptions are roD-engraved and gold
gilt lnfiDed on both sides of the receiver.

Richly Plated with 24·Karat Gold
You sight across the 24-karat gold plated rear sight

and the spedaI, gold plated, two-r1b1led activator knob.
Your eyes move across the 35 deep cooling fins and along
the high-polished and blued barrel to die hefty mirror
polished, 24-karat gold plated Cutts Compensator and



VERY SPECIAL HANDGUNS TE
YOU ABOUT THEMSELVES

C(;;he MANURHIN PPK/S whispers of ...
London, Berlin, Casablanca Pass' ,
ports with exotic entry stamps .

mysterious passengers in train com'
partments through the Balkans ...
The intelligence services of a
dozen nations padlocked ,\
attache cases Expen, ~
sive hotels and cafes,
and sleek fast E\ll'CY
ean sedans,
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SCOPED GUNS Finally a
way to carry large scoped
guns with up to 14-inch
barrels. Camo or black, right
or left. Convenient and
lightweight.

INSIDE·THE·PANT Made
of a black, super-thin laminate.
Black metal clip secures
holster. Non-chafing to skin.

I I

Send $1.00 for 24-page catalog to Michaels
of Oregon, Dept. AHG-5, P.O. Box 13010,
Portland, OR 97213.

VERTICAL SHOULDER
A great hunting and all
purpose holster for large
revolvers & autos.
Comfortable harness with
unique support system.
Camo or black, right or left.

ANKLE Now a truly
comfortable ankle holster you
can wear for hours. Velcro~
adjustments all around. Safety

-' strap with thumb break.
Black only.

---------------------I
I
I
I
I
I Name
II Address

~~ I City/State/Zip

SIDEKICK™
HOLSTERS

MAIL TO: Lenny Magill Productions· 4550 Kearny Villa Rd. #107 . San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 569-4000

HIP Medium high ride,
camOUflage or black, right or
left. 11 sizes fit most revolvers
& autos.

HORIZONTAL
SHOULDER Tuck revolver
or auto under your arm. Extra
flat harness. Safety strap
has thumbbreak. Black only.
Fits right or left.

NOW AT YOUR DEALER
All of these high quality holsters (except Inside
the-Pant) are made of Cordura~ nylon,
waterproof closed cell foam padding and nylon
lining to protect the finish of your gun. Snug fit
for all guns. Adjustable safety strap keeps gun
secure. Made in U.S.A. Complete holster
selection guide at your dealer.

Lenny Magill Productions is proud to announce the release of three dynamic videotapes for home viewing.
Each program is professionally produced in full color and features slow motion, freeze frames, split screens,
graphics, music and complete narration. The tapes are classics that will be viewed and enjoyed for years.

The Steel Challenge @]~W'".....,,:;
Bianchi Cup . World~ Sh?Oting ~ ttl.

VI ChampIOnshIps '__0 __

The world's richest, most com- Speed 'and accuracy are the Encapsulates SOF convention
petitive tournament. Five dif- determining factors as shooters held in Las Vegas, Nevada.
ferent events comprise this blaze down steel targets in their Includes 3-gun combat match,
exciting pistol competition. 60 efforts for the lowest overall automatic weapons demo, G.
minutes in length. time total. 60 minutes in length. Gordon Liddy speech, 70 min-____________________________ ~ ~~~J~~~ _
TO ORDER: Send check, money order, VISA or Mastercard numberfor$59.95 per cassette plus $3.00 postage. Please include
your shipping address and whether you prefer 0 VHS or 0 BETA. Credit cards must include signature.
D Check D M/O D VISA D ~lastercard

Exp. Date: Month rn Year rn
Signature _

r=====:=;~DEOTAPES • VIIS AND BETA=======-.Continued from page 10

that the .38 Special isn't enough gun. While he
was working with the old Special, he ground out
a solution to recoil in .357 Magnum snubbies.

Milner writes: "Over the years, I've read
many articles about how inadequate the .38
Special is as a defense cartridge. 1 swallowed
those articles, and looked at the S&W Model 10
in my bedroom as being inadequate.

"I've played with four .357 Magnum
snubguns; three Rugers and one Smith. The
S&W Model 13 three-inch is the gun that feels
right for me.

"The only problem is that all these fixed-sight
guns hit where the sights are pointed with 158
grain magnum ammo only, and that stuff is a
real bear to shoot in a 2*-inch Speed Six or
3-inch Model 13.

"I decided to try to come up with a handload
that hit where the fixed sights were pointed,
kicked less than factory 158-grain .357 ammo,
and outperformed + P .38 Special :Umno.

"Here's what 1came up with. . . 1must warn
you that I have not spent much time working
with this load: Once-fired .357 case, W-W
primer (standard, not magnum), 6.1 Red Dot,
160-grain hardcast SWc. This is a maximum
load in my Model 13.

"Here is a list of maximum loads taken from
the manuals in my library: Speer #9, .357 Mag
num, 158-grain LSWC, 5.2 grains of Red Dot;
Speer #10, 158-grain JHp, 6.7 grains of Red
Dot; Hornady #2, 158-grainLSWC, 6.5 grains
of Red Dot; also Hornady #2, 158-grain JHp,
6.6 grains of Red Dot.
'~ the warnings about working up to a

maximum load and watching for pressure signs
are definitely worth listening to. 6.0 grains of
Red Dot was looking good . . . recoil was tame
and there were no pressure signs. Ditto for 6.1
grains of Red Dot: no pressure signs, tame
recoil, hit where the sights were pointed, etc.
6.2 grains Red Dot-extraction seemed a little
sticky, 6.3 grains Red Dot, extraction was defi
nitely sticky and the primers looked 'funny.' "

Milner concludes by noting that, had he
begun his experiment with one of the 6.5,6.6,
or 6.7-grain charges the manuals list as maxi
mum, he might have been "in big trouble."

And what of Milner's beef over the short
comings of the .38 Special? Well, while he was
working with the .357, he chanced to fire a'
variety of .38 Special + P loads into, of all
things, wet newspapers. Good expansion ofbul
lets resulted, probably somewhere in the sports
section.

This handloader's observations on the value
of heeding warnings with respect to approach
ing maximum loads with caution should be
noted by all. Never begin your attempt to work
up an accurate load by using a maximum
charge.

We're holding back on publishing letters that
deal with handgun accuracy using wooden ver
sus rubber grips. There's been a lot of response,
both·pro and con, and weti like to wait till all the
votes are counted before we say more.

In the meantime, all ofyou - handloaders and
manufacturers alike-are invited to share your
information here. The new address is: Hand-
loading, Rt. I, Box 7, Llano, --M-
CA93544. ~
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NEW800KS
THE COMBAT .45 AUTOMATIC

By Bill Wilson and Michael Bane
Wilson's Gun Shop, Route 3, Box 211D,

Berryville, Ark. 72616, $12.95

The past five years has seen Bill Wilson
emerge as one of the best of the :45

combat automatic pistolsrniths. In addition to
building winning guns, Bill has won many
matches including two time winner of the
prestigious Second Chance bowling pin
match. Wilson has now collaborated with
professional writer Michael Bane to produce
the definitive book on "The Combat .45
Automatic."

This book will not tell you how to build a
combat .45. It will tell you everything you
need to know to have a pistolsrnith build the
best combat .45 auto for your personal needs.
Two hundred forty pages long, Wilson's book
includes chapters on such topics as "Combat
Modifications," "Combat Accessories," "The
Full-House Competition Gun," "Proper
Maintenance of the Combat Auto" and
"Equipment of Champions."

Wilson is surprisingly candid in his cover
age ofcombat modifications and accessories,
telling the reader what is necessary, what is
only cosmetic, and what to stay away from.
In the last category he includes hooked trig
ger guards and colored front sight inserts.
Wilson points out that most current competi
tion holsters won't accept a .45 with hooked
trigger guard. About sight inserts he says that
with changing light conditions "The point of
impact can change as much as 4 inches at 50
yards." A popular modification is deactivat
ing the grip safety, about which Wilson says
". . . I disagree with disabling any of the
safety features on the 1911. Our shop doesn't
offer this modification, nor do we recom
mend it." One can save many times the
$12.95 purchase price ofthis book by follow
ing the author's recommendations. Wilson
recommends the Pachmayr rubber combat
grips over the more expensive checkering of
the frontstrap and mainspring housing. An
accessory to stay away from is the extended
slide release, about which Wilson says: ')\n

extended slide release is the second "most
worthless" thing you can add to a gun. The
first "most worthless" is an ambidextrous
extended slide release!"

''The Full-House Competition Gun" chap
ter includes a section on what Wilson calls
the "Exotics" which include long slides, pin
guns and compensated guns. As to the con
troversy over so called "gadget guns" in
IPSC, Wilson says that one of Jeff Cooper's
basic principles was that practical shooting
presents a problem, and the shooter solves it
in any way he/she feels is best. According to
Wilson, "One of the most common problems
presented is rapid shots against multiple tar
gets, usually at close range." The gadget gun
is designed to best solve this problem.

Continued on page 17
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RANGEFINDER
SCOPES:
_DD'I'IIol'_.......- ..
10 GAUGE SllJTIUS........
. LU

Why miss
a month?

Make your hobby more fun
and subscribe to the finest
firearms publication
available, called GUNS.

Because it's great to open
your mailbox each month
and discover a magazine
that you can spend hours
with, getting all the
adventure, action and
information you want about
firearms. You open the
covers and the world's
greatest eXPerts let you
pick their brains.
Reloading, benchresting,
shotguns, handguns, rifles.
Whatever your interest,
you'll get some new
information and insights
about it in every issue of
GUNS. Then there's the
beauty and excitement of
customizing and engraving,
,all in full color features.

The experts read GUNS
because the experts write
GUNS.

To subscribe, just fill out the
order card in this issue. Or
drop us a note with payment
for one of the following:

1yr $14.95; 2 'yrs $24.a5; 3 yfs $33.45.
Foreign subscribers add $6 per year.
Aildw 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Save yourself a bundle off the
single issue price.

GUNS P.O. Box 85201
San Diego,CA 92138.

--aM
.3S1
Mlm_
British long
Range Pistols



BOOKREVIEW
COlltillued from page 14

The chapter on maintenance includes rec
ommendations that recoil springs be replaced
every 2000 rounds and firing pin springs
every 5000. I was surprised to read that
Wilson personally lubricates hammer-sear
engagement surfaces with STP automotive
oil additive, a trick we used on our competi
tion Fast Draw single action revolvers some
25 years ago.

I found the last chapter, "Equipment of
Champions," of special interest. It contains
gun, load and leather gear information for
17 of the top IPSC shooters in the U.S.,
including current U.S. National and World
Champion Rob Leatham (gun was a Wilson
Accu-Comp). .

Every active IPSC shooter, as well as any
one considering acquiring a combat .45 auto,
needs a copy of this book. Bob Arganbright.

PISTOL BUllET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage halliackel andlmc !lase hullm In cahher 30. gnnn.
351.44 and 45. lmc hase bullels may he 'lied a1lackeled
huilci velocillCs and a1 a "aCilon "I ,he COSI. .

For mlorrnallon and pllces con1.cl SI'OR I f1I1E MI·G .. INC.
2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW, TROY. MI 48084

1:11:11 tHO Ofj4H

FROM YOUR UNSKIN:
• MODEL H-ILS (shown above) S Padded Suede

Padded Sheepskin with Calf rt .. : .... $26.95
Support $36.95 added Suede

• MODEL H-l Padded Sheepskin out alf Support ....$22'91)'
without Calf Support .... $32.95 • • • .

Please Add $3.00 For Shipping & Handling . "'0';i! '
"'" -

. Nothing comes close to a Cobra .
133-30 32nd AVENUE, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11354 (212) 762-8181

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS

Accurate • Reliable • Economical
• Double Safties • Blue Finish

• Combat Trigger
Guard

(BERSA)

MODEL 225
• .22 LR Caliber
• 5 in. Barrel

MODEL 383
• .380 ACP Caliber
• 3Y2 in. Barrel

MODEL 226
• .22 LR Caliber
.6 in. Barrel

MODEL 223
• .22 LR Caliber
• 31/2 in. Barrel
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PHILIP C. BRIGGS

S'I.UErAS

AN EARLY LOOK AT THE NEW WICHITA
INTERNATIONAL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL

I t's not often that a shooter designs and
builds his own dream gun. Rarer still are

those guns that finally end up in production.
Bert Stringfellow, long time handgun sil
houette shooter and IHMSA VP has done it,
with what Bert originally called the Sierra.
Now under production by Wichita Arms and
marketed by IHMSA (PO Box 1609, Idaho
Falls, Idaho 83401) the pistol is available for
the rest of us to try.

The pistol is all stainless, as you no doubt
know by now, and it has a very solid, substan
tiallook about it; the metal has a matte finish
and the walnut grips carry a very low gloss
finish - they almost look unfinished, in fact.
Although all castings, save the barrel, the
pistol has a very business-like one-off look to
it (which may be due to the roll pins through
it- a quality piece of work to be sure. Sights
are Wichita's own target sight on the rear and
a special Patridge back-slanted blade on the
front.

The pistol is a single action - the exposed

hammer must be cocked to fire. This gun is
the target version and as it has neither a safety
nor an inertia firing pin, it cannot be safely
carried loaded either on the range or in the
field. There's a quarter-cock notch, but that's
only there to hold the hammer off the firing
pin while loading and preparing to fire (open
ing the pistol, by retracting the sliding latch,
sets the hammer on quarter-cock).

The trigger has an over-travel stop that can
be set by the shooter, but no other adjust
ment. The trigger on the test gun was not
only too heavy for competition use, but also
erratic. Shooting it standing, the trigger pull
felt about the same whether the gun was
cocked or not; it'll never discharge if not
cocked, but the trigger pull is so heavy the
pistol never feels like it will fire-even when
the hammer's back. Heavy trigger pulls are a
product of our liability-crazed world I guess,
but for those of us that can handle a light
trigger pull, expect it, this situation is disap
pointing. Worse yet, the pull varied all

around. Ten tries on the trigger scale as I
write this gives: 72, 70, 58, 65, 56, 56, 57,
56, 55 and 57 ounces. Thinking that it had
settled down I tried another ten: 60,64,57,
58, 63, 69, 71, 70, 56 and 54 ounces.
Obviously, it needs a trigger job; no wonder I
had so much trouble while shooting standing.
To be fair though, I must note that this is an
early production gun (SN 45). Hopefully
they'll get things worked out so that the later
guns will come with a crisp three pound or so
pull.

The pistol breaks open, and has a mechan
ical extractor. As with any break open gun, it
has no mechanical advantage on closing, so if
the ammo isn't right it won't close. With the
tight chambers that are cut in this gun to give
you target quality accuracy it means that
you'd better start out with new brass and
never stretch it with overloads if you expect
to have trouble-free operation.

Handling is about what youtl expect for a
60 ounce Colt auto, as the grip angle and
frame overhang match John Moses Brown
ing's most famous design. The International
points and feels right, with a good looking
sight picture whether shooting standing or
Creedmoor. Still, if you think that that natu
ral grip angle is without problem, think
again. The overhanging frame, in a heavy
recoiling pistol like this one, bites. No way
around it; if you're snuggled tight into the
frame it will (if your hands are as soft as
mine) take a chunk of skin from your first

. thumb joint Gust like my Merrill does). And,
just like the Merrill, if you'll pad that joint

Caliber: powerful
.380 Auto (9mm Short)

I
Call toll-free for nearest Beretta Dealer. 4 3

800-638-1301 ~:
Monday through Friday. 8 AM to 4:30 PM. Eastern Time. 7

• Maryland residents. call 301-283-2191.

Walnut or
.plastic grips

TI:IEBERETTA

13-round, staggered magazine

Ambidextrous
safety



with a piece of Moleskin, you'll do all right.
The load table shown is but part of the test

program I have planned and is limited to the
loads that were recommended in the material
that came with the pistol. The manual says
that these are mild and they are. If you com
pare these to what you can get out of a ten
inch 7mm TCD, you'll find that the velocities
are about the same. That's partly the result of
trying to stay at or below the parent 3%0 brass'
limit of40,000 cups in the top loads (the 7mm
TCD's limit is 50,000), and partly the
backer's intention to keep ev:erybody safe and
sound. Still, doing so thwarts the intent of the
7R, that is, deliver a bit more wack from the
production guns than the smaller cartridge
does. Looking through Hornady's 1983 ver
sion of their "Silhouette Loading Data" book
let, I seethey used a bit more powder then
recommended, but they don't get much more
velocity than shown in the table. Still, I plan
to give them a try. The top loads shown do
produce one to one and a half thousands of
pressure ring expansion (in new brass),
which means that with the'tight chamber that
the pistol sports I'm up near top charges for
trouble-free operation.

As for the loads themselves, the cartridge
seems to have too much capacity for a ten
inch tube; velocity variations are high with
most loads, which means that it's liable to be
fussy when out to develop accurate loads.

But then again, we won't know until we
punch some paper. . IIIIM-

I'll be back with the rest of the story. ~

Load Data
7mm International Rimmed

Wichita International

Bullet Powder Velocity Remarks
Type Charge Average Spread

(grs) (fps) (fps)

120 gr. Hornady SP H322 27.0 1898 228
28.0 1941 148
29.0 1969 115 Top.

139 gr. Hornady SP H4895 24.0 1577 188
25.0 1602 106
26.0 1676 165 Top.

139 gr. Hornady BTSP H322 24.0 1744 74
25.0 1781 52
26.0 1811 130 Top.

748 31.0 1730 119
32.0 1760 20
33.0 1866 99 Top.

154 gr. Hornady SP H322 23.0 1643 81
24.0 1652 126
25.0 1708 131 Top.

748 29.0 1677 90
30.0 1701 113
31.0 1746 61 Top.

All velocity data is for one five-shot string, measured ten feet from the muzzle with
OeWer Model 33 Chronotach and Skyscreens. Federal large rifle primers (#210) and
new, unfired brass used for all loads tested. Data is for illustration purposes only, and
should not be used as loading recommendations; indicated loads were safe in the test
pistol. .

.•.

SURVIVAL KIl:

________ Zip

Beretta U.s.A. Corp .. 17601 Indian Head Highway. Accokeek. MD 2C607

Beretta sportsmen and sportswomen are born survivors.
They know that Berettas are great values. Police and mil
itary personnel specify them for protection. Collectors

lock them behind glass simply to exhibit. Our Model 84
is exceptionally reliable, safe, and delivers tremendous
firepower.

But only if you need it.
The 84 teams together beautifUlly with a line

of Beretta knives, holsters. buckles, hunting cases
and more. An entire Survival Line for shooters and

hunters, with a catalog that's all yours for just cutting
out our coupon. /:

As for the 84, it takes on the powerfUl .380 car- /:/:.
tridge with double-action dependability. Thirteen telling /:

rounds fed from a virtually jam-p'roof staggered- maga- . /: /: Send for
zine. unlike many hi2ndguns. Ambidextrous safety. Hand- /: free Accessories Catalog.

some walnut or tough pl?stic grips. Only 22-1 /2 ounces. /:
And it's as close as your phone. Call us toll-free for the /: /' Name
nearest Beretta dealer. He's a survivor like the rest of us. /' Address

/:/' City
/:/' State

/'/' Name of your favorite dealer
/'

/'
/:

/'
/'

/

•
Beretta

~ u"'''' Beretta U.s.A. Corp.
!'Ita' 17601 Indian Head Highway

Accokeek. Maryland 20607



17th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Easily one of the most original and
informative collections of firearms
features around! Showcases a pair of
very special Mag-na-port 44 Magnums
the Ruger Red Label converted double
rifle, too. Proof, through long testing,
that movable sights aren't always a must.
Explores the versatile 223 Remington,
the unique and valued Browning T-Bolt
22 - even the good 01' 38 Special. Lots
more: Japanese guns, the Whitworth
Muzzleloader, 45-90 Sharps, plus the
remarkable MG-34 German machine gun.
Also: the Remington 1100 Special Field
gun, Weatherby's new Fibermark rifle, and
the Rossi Model 88 stainless kit gun.
Expanded and revised catalog section
with the most up-to-date prices available.
328 8112" x 11" pages. (8 in full color)

1985 GUNS ILLUSTRATED®

$1495

#GD1056

Buy One mBook, Get One Free!
1985 GUN DIGEST®
39th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner
Dozens of timely, interesting articles on
all facets of firearms. Funny guns and
gear of the Western fast draw game.John
M. Browning and his patents. The Uncoils,
U.S.-made pistols of 1911 pattern. The
sidehammer rifle. Middle ground deer
rifles. The gun that followed the famous
Webley 455. Old gunsmithing tools. The
Miquelet lock. Getting a grand slam on
turkeys. Guns and gunfire on TV tube
and movie screen. Fred Adolph's long
range single shot 22 centerfire pistol.
Lightweight mountain rifles. Much more.
Plus regular departments. The special
Gundex"', new product reviews and
testfire reports. Expanded and revised
catalog section with the most up-to-date
prices available. 488 8112" x 11" pages.
(8 in full color).

By Chuck Adams

Adams does a thorough job of cover
ing this growing sport. There's plenty on
equipment: bows, sights, quivers, arrows,
clothes, lures and scents, stands and
blinds. He delves into shooting basics
and advanced techniques: bow-tuning,
bow-shooting problems, tips on improv
ing accuracy, much more. All about the
specific behaviors and habitats of white
tail, blacktail and mule deer, elk, moose
and caribou. Adams moves on to stalk
ing and stillhunting, hunting from a stand
and other proven methods. When to shoot
and where to aim. Field care. The facts
on Trophy Deer - the ultimate bow
hunting c.hallenge. 256 8W' x 11" pages.

By Clay Harvey
Provides the hunter/shooter with
extensive information on most of the
cartridges introduced during this
century (with some carryovers from the
19th) that cannot be obtained from any
other single source. Combines the hard
data of a reloading manual with the
author's interesting and informative
analysis. Major sections are devoted to
the .223 Remington, 243 Winchester,
6mm Remington, .270 Winchester, .308
Winchester, the .30-06, .375 H&H, 7mm
Remington Magnum, many more.
Covers history and development,
application, general loading information
on nearly 50 cartridges. Tabular
ballistics data are included at the end
of each chapter. 320 8112" x 11" pages.

POPULAR SPORTING
RIFLE CARTRIDGES

$12 95

. COMPLETE GUIDE TO
~I!J' BOWHUNTING DEER

Better hunting begins with this well
rounded, fully illustrated collection of
expert tips and advice. How to select, set
and use waterfowl decoys. Ten steps to
wing-shooting success. How and where
to hunt the Dark Continent. There's
much more: hunting exotic game in
Texas, getting close to trophy game,
gutting and skinning deer, the lowdown
on ringneck pheasants. Plus, how not
to spook the trophy of a lifetime and air
line regulations governing firearms
shipment. All written bysome ofAmerica's
finest shooter/writers: Fadala, Lott,
Zumbo and more. 244 8112" x 11" pages.

1985 GUN DIGEST
HUNTING ANNUAL ~~~'
2nd Edition
Edited by Robert S. L. Anderson

ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
ILLUSTRATED
Edited by the staff of
Bow &Arrow Magazine
First single source reference for
archery equipment and accessories ever
published! Hundreds of items are fully
illustrated and arranged into more than
a dozen sections, with retail prices
where available. Huge section on bows,
showing all the major manufacturers and
offering the latest in hunting and target
models. Also sections on arrows, broad
heads and other tips, release aids, bow
cases and covers, plus accessories such
as arrow rests and holders, klickers and
stabilizers, and much more. All kinds of
targets, bowfishing accessories. Large
section on hunting gear. The latest in
knives for the bowhunter. Plus listings$1095 of all major manufacturers and archery $1095
organizations. 256 8W' x 11" pages.
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Buy One ID811 Book, Get One Free!

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
P1STOLSMITHING RIFLESMITHING SHOTGUN GUNSMITHING

By Jack Mitchell By Jack Mitchell
<;oyers. ~~oothing, tuning, Covers locking systems, proven By Ralph Walker
tim,n~Jolnlng metal tempe

One of the nation s premier
"r- designs, t~'ers, safeties,ing, re arrelling, troubleshoot- b I 'n' . bed shotgun specialists explains

ing, accurizing, installint;:,al- arre fI ID crowmn~, - the principles and practices
te

. "ghts k' ding, bolt Jewelling, IDstal- of repairin~. individualizing
f1ngsl ;"ma IDgrep ace- lin" scope mounts and sling Pmentparts .....itsfora45 auto .. I 11"n and accurizmgmodem scatter-

rebuilding ajunker pistol. 288 sWlve s, meta IC fI e sights, guns~ Much here never
8W'. x 1r" pages. stocks and forearms, much covered before: 256 8\1," x

~ more. 256 8W'x 11" pages. II" pages.
#PS9546 $10.95 #RG2816." $10.95 #SG2916 $10.95

. I

BOOk #

C
Send These

FREE'

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
arms. New drawings from Mar
lin, Interarm~ Weatherby,
Savage; the ~harter AR-7;
UZl's submachine gun. 448
8W'x ll"pages.

#EX9336 $12.95

HOME GUNSMITHING GUNSMITHING: THE
DIGEST, 3rd Edition TRICKS OF THE TRADE
By Tommy L. Bish By J. B. Wood
Repair, restoration, remodel- Using ordinary workshop
ing for every gun owner. Metal: tools, Wood explains how to
plating, inlaying, soldering. replace and repair broken parts
W<?od.: gluing, coloring, filling, without welding; repoint firing
fimshm~. Tools: choosing, pins/auto pistol strikers;
sharpemng, care. 256 8W' x tighten shotlluns/revolvers;
II" pages. more. 256 8~~'x II" pages.

#HG5176..... $10.95 $1095#GS5166....... •

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS BOLT ACTION RIFLES
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ #FP8616 $10.95 Revised Edition
DISASSEMBLY PART II: REVOLVERS By Frank de Haas

By JB. Wood # FR8626 $10.95 Definitive work covering all
Field-stripping and complete PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES major designs since the Mauser
takedown and reassembly of #RR8636 $10.95 of 1871. Detailed coverage
20 I popular firearms with PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES of over 110 turnbolt actions
photos and text describing #CR8646 " $10.95 - how they function, take-
each step. Each book con- PART V: SHOTGUNS down/assembly, strengths &

·tains 288-320 8W' x II" #SR8656 $10.95 weaknesses, dimensional
pages. PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT specs. 448 8W' x II" pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY WEAPONS # LW8666....$10.95 #BA9036 $13 95

r---------------,G~U~NiD~I~G~E~S~T~B~O~O~K~O~F~T--------~==-::;G~U;.N~D;,I~G~E;ST~Boo~K~O~F~r---------------------~~~~----~---
COMBATHANDGUNNERY TRAP&SKEETSHOOnNG: TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
ByJackLewis&JackMitchell ByArtBlalt OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
From the basics to compe- Understanding the game. How Buy one of the OBI books shown In this ad and
tition training and exercises. to shoot and win. A look at get another OBI book FREEl
Coverage ofthe Bianchi Cupl today's competition shotgUns. (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price
the Steel Challenge and Worla How to improve scores thru (b) For each book you buy. you may select a
Ch . h' 'thd' proper tournamentprep. Com- damplons II'S WI lagrams plete rules for American tr1. secon book from this ad of the same price
and how to shoot courses. & Sk or less FREEl
288 8W' x II" pages. . eel. Fully illustrate. () PI . I d $200 f288 8W' x 11' pages. c . ease Inc u e . or each FREE book you

$
10 95 order to help us cover postage. insurance.

#CH8826...... • #TS7726 ..... $10.95 packing and handing.
CARTRIDGES OF THE METALLIC CARTRIDGE (d) This offer is restricted to purchases made
WORLD, 4th Edition RELOADING Edited by by mail order from this ad only

By Frank C. Barnes Robert S.L. Anderson A B
Completely up-dated, this en- How-to articles by experts. I'm Buying Retail
cyclopedic work covers the plus over 200 pages of load These Price
dimensions, performance para- table data on approx. 70 rine $
meters,physicalcharacterist- and pistol calibers. Emphasis BOOk #
ics for over 1,000 different on modern rine &. handgun I $
cartridges in one, well-otgan- cartridges. selected obsolete : 'B>':o:::o;'-k-::;c#----=--------------,o--,-,-
ized boOk. 384 8W' x II" pages. 320 8 Book #

ones. %"x II" pages. : =:::;:--::;c-------'$'-------------...,,---,-.,,-

_-----#=C~W::_::504=6=.=.._..........$....1_2_._9_5-+ ~#~M_:;,C;.2~706~.~..;.~..~$;1;..;2;.;;9~5~: Book # Book #I l Column "B" Total $, _
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF MILITARY SMALL ARMS : PLUS postage.
MODERN GUN VALUES, OF THE 20TH CENTUF,lY I ,nsurance and
4th EdT B J 4th Edition I h . f

I Ion y ack Lewis By Ian V. Hogg' & John Weeks . I andling ee
Greatly expanded to include I ($200 for each
all non-military ~guns intro- Fully revised comprehensive : FREE book) $
ducedbetween I900 and 1981. illustrated encyclopedia of I ------

Thousands of listings and small caliber arms used by : TOTAL ENCLOSED $,------
nearly 2000 photos. Current the world's armies today, 1~ Y 0
values, full specs and descrip- those used in two world wars, DA M N EY BACK GUARANTEE.
tions. 400 8W' x 11" pages. and those sure to be used in the ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY,

$12 "flO's. 288 8%" x II" pages. OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. Z504r #_M_G_5_846_._._"._._. ..:.-_•..:9:...5=---1r- ...,...:#:;M~E:.:9~14::6~,:.:... .:.:..:.:..=!$~1~2~.9~5:..... One Northfield Plaza. Northfield. IL 60093

SUCCESSFUL DEER THE TRAPPER'S Name _
HUNTING HANDBOOK :

By Sam Fada/a' By Ric/( Jamison Address I
Fadala tells what has worked All the ins and outs of suc- - I
best for him, covering habitat cessful trapping from making :
hunting techniques, guns and scent to marketing the/elts. C,ty,_______________ I

equipment, butchering in the Covers coyote, red an grey l
field and preparing the harvest fox, skunk, opposum, badgerl 1 State Z,p :
for the table. 288 8W' x 11" muskrat, mmk, beaver ana 'u S &C Iraccoon. 2248W' x ll"pages. ' .. anada only. Sony, no APO's or FPO's I
pages. : 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days' Check or money I

#SU3826 $10.95 $10 95 ' order must accompany order. Please do not :
~ _L #~T~H~76~3~6~·~·~··~·~·~~·:::_L~~~~~~~~ J
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a cop, statistically count on facing more than
one offender, often with more potent weap
ons. The ability to deliver multiple hits and
covering fire that can keep their heads down
as you move for cover is, when applied judi
ciously, a possible life-saver.

On lllinois State Police alone, I know of
three cases where the greater cartridge
capacity and/or speed reloading capability

BROWNELLS
Designed for

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves
the Best possible in supplies -Immediate service from in-stock
inventories -Personal association with knowledgeable gun people
-Constant adjustment in product performance.

MASSAD AYOOB

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need -Chemicals for every application -Supplies for every operation
-Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to re-build or build the Gun
-Electroless nickel plating -Wood carving tools -Engraving supplies -Hot and cold gun bluing
-Special glass bedding· Acraglas· Acraglas Gel.

Price $3.50* - FREE TO GUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME)
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future): Ask, and we will send Federal Firearms Licensing
procedures with your $3.50 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legitimate professional - full or part time - or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! *Refunded on

•-------BIRO...'NELLS. Inc. 200 s. GROVE first 5. 0 or er.... MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171

THE AUTO PISTOL FOR POLICE-IT HAS
SOME POSITIVE ASPECTS IN ITS FAVOR

Tast issue, we discussed some of the numer
Lous advantages of the double-action
revolver as a standard service weapon. This
issue, let's examine some of the strong points
in favor of the service autoloader.

Firepower. Even if you buy the statistic of
"2.3 rounds fired per real life gunfight"
(which I don't), you can't count on your next
encounter being "average." You can, if you're

COPTAUC
____11__

AlDTAL
DESIGN

CONCEPT
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DARTON ARCHERY

11 3261 Flushing Road, Dept. AH11.12'1I
Flint, Michigan 48504
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The Bank of Harrisburg and SMITH & WESSON are honored to
present a special offer for gun enthusiasts. Choose an investment plan
from those listed below. and we will ship your set of SMITH &
WESSONS, prepaid, to your licensed federal firearms dealer. Receive
the immediate enjoyment of your interest today, and 100% of your
investment is returned at maturity.

- -,

MEMBER FDIC
DEPOSITORS INSURED

TO $100,000

from. I like the policy for just that reason: if
the autoloader in the service holster is a
clearly visible "badge of expertise," the
officer has more incentive to become skilled
with his weapon.

Conclusions: For a number of safety and
training reasons, the double-action revolver
still makes most sense as a standard police
duty weapon in most police departments. But
a quality autoloader is in many ways a more
efficient weapon for a variety of police com
bat situations, and if the officer has proven
himself to be seasoned and cool under street
stress, and to be expert with a high-powered
autoloader, I would like to see ~
him authorized to carry it. ~

The Bank of Harrisburg
2 West Walnut
Harrisburg, IL 62946

618-252-3030

: Name _

I Telephone _

: Address _

I City . _

I State ZIP ---:-::
L ~.J

10 Years
8 Years
6 Years
4 Years
2 Years

12 Months
6 Months

~thebank
~JOF HARRISBURG
JUST NORTH OF THE SQUARE AT 2 WEST WALNUT

l5J 169JMf.MBER FDIC

These Sets Make Excellent Holiday Gifts!

INVESTMENT MATURITY* For more information
$ 2,000
$ 2,300
$ 2,900
$ 4,200
$ 8,000
$12,000
$24,000

, 'No wllhclfawal prlOI HI rnalUlIly Shipped plepa,c1 dlle<:tly 10 your

hO!llSl!d fc(feral flleaflns dealel trllhe Conttnental U S only RaTes
,lilt! prll:es subject 10 chanHc

the first; double-action shot.
ISp, and virtually every other department

issuing 9mm or .45 autoloaders, has found a
marked increase in range shooting skill on
the part of what were formerly their lower
achieving shooters. An expert can learn to
overcome the difficulties of double-action
shooting . . . the less expert are proportion
ately more benefitted by the ease ofaccurate,
rapid fire shooting with the auto.

Encouragement of excellence. In one of
our few disagreements, my colleague John
Farnam argues with my contention that sea
soned officers with Master scores should be
allowed to carry autos, because he doesn't
like the sense of elitism that may arise there-

saved the lives of four officers. Sgt. Les
Davis, facing a charging gunman with an
Ithaca shotgun loaded with deer slugs,
dropped the man with either the 7th or Sth
lOO-gr. W-W Powerpoint softnose he fired
from his S&W 39. Trooper Kenny Kaas used .
his 7th 95-gr. Federal softnose to dump a
gunman coming at him with a Winchester 20
gauge automatic shotgun, also slug-loaded.
There is evidence that the suspect had been
counting Kaas' shots, and moved in after the
sixth, assuming that Ken's sidearm was
empty.

. Troopers Bob Kolowski and Lloyd Bur
chette had to fire 21 W-W li5-grain Silvertip
hollowpoints at a two-gun suspect, striking
him 13 times; he didn't go down until the 13th
bullet. Kolowski was able to reload his
Model 39 auto instantly. Had the gunman
perceived both troopers to be reloading
revolvers instead, he would have been amply
capable of moving in on them and murdering
them as they crouched behind their squad car.

Required familiarity for operation. With
the thumb safety on (so long as you don't
make it an oversize thumbshelfofcontrasting
finish), it is unlikely that the average street
punk will be able to figure out how the gun
works for several seconds. In addition to the
above-named troopers, we believe that at
least seven more ISP troopers are alive today
who would have been dead had they carried
revolvers, because suspects who got their
safety-locked 9mm autos away from them
couldn't make them work in time to shoot that
officer or a fellow trooper.

This has even been known to happen when
the suspect had an autoloader stolen from a
private citizen. Indiana State Trooper and
renowned pistol champion Jerry Wilder once
walked up to a suspicious vehicle to investi
gate it. As he bent down to the' right-side
window, the man behind the wheel levelled a
P-0S Luger 9mm at him. Wilder instinctively
drew his S&W model 19 from his Jordan
holster and pumped a l5S-gr. Remington
.357 JSP round through the suspect's chest,
right to left.

The gunman tumbled out the left side door,
and Wilder moved into a cover position near
the left headlights. The suspect apparently.
pulled the trigger several more times and
worked the toggle action, ejecting a live car
tridge and chambering a fresh one, before
bleeding to death with the still-unfired Luger
in his hand. Subsequent investigation showed
that the would-be copkiller had failed to dis
engal?;e the thumb-safety of the stolen Luger.

Autos deliver more accurate rapid fire
under stress. Possibly the greatest argument
in favor of the autoloader as a general issue
weapon is the higher hit probability, due to
the much greater ease of firing a self-eocked
pistol instead of fighting the l4-pound double
action trigger on a two-pound revolver.
Police Foundation's studies show that Ameri
can cops, armed perhaps 99 % with the
revolver, have a hit probability of only 25 %
in combat. My studies of the l5-year Illinois
State Police experience with the S&W 9mm
autoloader show more like a 65 % hit proba
bility, with many of the misses occuring with
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HANDGUN lEArHER

GORDON DAVIS HOLSTERS-IN THE
FOREFRONT OF NEW DESIGNS

AL PICKLES

The mid 1970's saw a shortage of good
competition leather for the combat pistol

shooter. Andy Anderson, the major manu
facturer and designer of combat leather, had
been forced to retire by bad health. Bianchi
Gunleather had not yet developed their
"Pistolero" and "Chapman Hi-Ride" rigs, and
Milt Sparks was back ordered for many
months for his excellent rigs. At this point,
Gordon Davis stepped forward to fill the void
with Davis Leather Company, specializing in
holsters for the practical shooter.

I first became aware of Davis Leather
from an article in the July/Aug. 1977
American Handgunner by Ira A. Greenburg.
A catalog was obtained, where I found Davis
offered a full line of competition rigs for the
Colt .45 Auto. The rigs in this first catalog
showed a heavy Anderson design infIuenc~,

including low hanging, tied-down, open front
rigs and front welt holsters similar to the
classic Anderson ''Thunderbolt.''

It wasn't until the first annual Shooting,
Hunting and Outdoors Trade show (SHOT
show) that I had the opportunity to closely
inspect a Davis rig. The rig was an Usher
International model, designed for former
IPSC US World Championship team mem
ber Jerry Usher. The design had been
updated, being a high ride cross-draw holster
with adjustable tension screw and sight rails
for the use of a high target front sight. I was
impressed with the neat execution ofthe sight
rails, which were sandwiched between the
holster and lining. After examining this rig, I
knew that Gordon Davis was a true master of
his craft.

The five years since I saw my first Davis
rig has seen Davis Leather Company become
one of the leaders in handcrafter leather for
the practical handgunner. Such top competi
tion combat shooters as first IPSC National
Champion Kirk Kirkham, two time national
IPSC Champion John Shaw, US World IPSC

P4X28

Apair ofTasco's matchless pistol scopes to add
scope and accuracy to your pistol! Great for
tournaments ... hunters, too, will be amazed
with their pin-point accuracy. They are

.!'.i) fogproof, shockproof and waterproof. The
~ P4X28 has full 4 power, fully coated optics,

30/30 range finding reticle, 1/4 minute
positive click stops and a non-removable
eyebell. The BD1XCFV includes Tasco's
advanced Battery Dot System, adjustable
rheostat, polarized for improved image
contrast, and 1/2 minute positive click stops.
Both models come with built-in success and
reliability for the marksman and hunter!

~ U/"/"I
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</~.:.!(JlIJ N TARGET.--- ----~;~~ ..;-;:- ~. 1M .

..D~,:=~~~CCtJRACY
" \ \
\ \ \
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Tasca Sales, Inc. Po. 520080, Mfomi, Florida 33152-0800 U.S.A.
In Canada-Contact Optex Corp., 52 Lesmill Rood, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2T5

© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-120B-1083-SG.
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Team member Jerry Usher, 1983 Bianchi
Cup Champion Brian Enos and the new 1983
IPSC World Champion Rob Leatham have
used Davis leather.

A recent visit with Gordon revealed how
this came about. Forty years old, married
with two children, Gordon started in the hol
ster business shortly after finishing high
school. His first job in the holster industry
was with John Bianchi and Neale Perkins in
1964, when they were partners in Safariland
Ltd. When the partnership split with Bianchi
fonning Bianchi GUnleather, Davis stayed
with· Safariland as Perkins' only full time
employee. Davis eventually moved to
Bianchi Gunleather, and then, from 1968
through 1976 he was employed in the saddle
making industry. Though he has been a
hobby leather worker since the age of 12,
Gordon credits Ed Bissel, a third generation
saddle maker, with teaching him more about
the art of working with leather than anyone
else. He points out that a saddle maker uses
every part of a cowhide, and to successfully
do so he must really know leather.

In 1967 Davis became involved with com
bat handgunning, shooting with the South
west Combat Pistol League, known today as
the Southwest Pistol League (SWPL). At
that time, nearly all competition shooters
were using rigs by Anderson or Alfonso of
Hollywood.

Business and family pressures forced Gor
don out ofactive competition for a few years.

Bullets
PMC gives you an
excellent choice of
precision made
bullet types and
weights for almost
every sporting need.

Powder
Our modern plant
utilizes state-of-the
art technology to
produce PMC

. propellant powders.
As a result, PMC
quality assures you
of optimum ballistic
performance on
every shot.

26

Brass
Special alloy brass
cases are drawn to
extremely close
tolerances by PMC
to provide the
strength needed
for full pressure
loads and a long
reloading Ijfe.

Primers
PMC uses only high
quality, non-corro
sive, non-mercuric
primers for strong,
reliable ignition.

• When it comes to accuracy and dependability;
you can't do better than PMC. Find out for
yourself-ask your dealer for a box of PMC
Ammo. You'll be pleased with its precision
performance. And you'll love the price.

Send $2 for
full-color "know
your game"
PMC catalog
and shooter's
patch to:

PMClPan Metal Corporation
Dep't E/5900 Wilshire Blvd.lLos Angeles, CA 90036

PMC means Precision Made Cartridges... for less.
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(800) 242-1055 Outside California
(800) 222-1055 Inside California •

Please send me the free color brochure and price list
on the Cannon Safes, and the name of my nearest

. dealer.

City Stat"--Zip__

Address _

Name _

~CANNON®
~ SAFE,DlC.

9358 Stephens Street. Dept. AH1l84
Pico Rivera, California 90660

Here's the safe built to take care
of all your worry-causing valuaoles,
from your tiny delicate jewelry to
golf clubs and guns. Then you can
leave the house for a worry-free
week-end or vacation.

And the Cannon gives you more
hard-steel protection for your
money than any other combination
lock safe. 740 pounds of steel, and
24 cubic feet capacity, with Y4-inch
of steel plate all around. Heavier .
and thicker steel protection than in
models costing twice as much.

You'll appreciate the Cannon's
handsome, antique styling and
you can tailor your Cannon to your
exact needs.
Call today. Right now is the time to
be safe rather than sorry.

$65900 F.O.B. Factory
Choice of custom
interiors available
from $125.00

Cannon.
A safe buy
for the Dloney.

Returning to combat shooting in 1976, he
found that there was a shortage of suitable
leather gear, with shooters using every thing
from cut down GI flap holsters to Anderson
speed rigs. Davis felt that the time was right;
he had the necessary knowledge, skill and
equipment, and 1977 saw him start Davis
Leather Company, catering to the needs of
the combat shooter.

While the Davis line of holsters shows the
influence of the Anderson Gunfighter line of
speed rigs, Gordon feels that Alfonso was
very innovative and one of the greatest
designers of special speed leather.

In addition to shooting, Gordon enjoys
hunting, fishing and travel. He enjoyed vaca
tioning in Paris, France in April 1983 and
hopes to return for the European IPSC
Championships in September 1984, as a com
petitor. Though he uses the Colt .45 Auto for
IPSC matches, Gordon also enjoys shooting
single action revolvers.

Davis Leather Company recently intro
duced a new front welt IPSC competition
holster called the California Challenger. The
front welt prevents holster gouging by target
front sights, while the low cut front allows
maximum speed of draw with the longer
compensated .45 Autos that are becoming so
popular. This steel lined all leather high ride
speed rig is Davis' answer to the popular
Rogers' Plaxco holster. Reaction to the Cali
fornia Challenger was so good that it was
being back ordered for a good while after its
introduction.

Gordon has recently developed a police
duty holster. Jerry Usher has adopted it for
standard issue to all Westec Security per
sonel. Westec Security is one of the world's
largest private security companies. This hol
ster, to be cataloged as the Westec Patrolman,
covers the trigger guard and includes both an
adjustable tension screw and a thumb break
retaining strap, providing any degree of
security desired. An FBI angled version (gun
butt tipped forward), with muzzle plug, has
been tested by the U.S. Border Patrol and
declared acceptable as a duty holster for their
personel. This holster is also available for
large frame automatics. Response has been
favorable with both department and individ
ual orders being received.

Gordon Davis is one of the organizers and
sponsors of the annual End of Trail old west
combat shoot. This major shooting event
requires pre-turn of the century (or replica)
single action handgun, rifle and shotgun (no
autoloaders allowed). The interest in this
match has been such that Gordon expects to
see Davis Leather Company producing more
western SA rigs in the future. Asked what
else is in the future for Davis Leather Com
pany, Gordon indicated he is.currently·work
ing on a§houlderh9lster for large frame auto
pistols and hopes to have it ready soon.

Gordon has recendy added to his staff' in
order to meet the demand for his superb
leather. This gives him more time for
research and development and I am anxious
to see what the fertile design genius of Gor-
don Davis has in store for the ~
practical handgunner. ~

There are over 40 models
& variations of RWS
Precision Airguns - all
have a Lifetime Warranty.

For a personal viewing of
RWS Precision Airgun
Products - see your local

.. dealer, or for detailed

.. catalog send $1 to:

~-~Dqnamit Nobel
DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC

105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale. New Jersey 07647

With RWS Spring-Piston
Precision Airguns you never
outgrow the urge to have a
good time with family,
friends, or fans. .

* * * Be it plinking targets
with the family - using our
RWS Model 6G Air Pistol,
loaded with RWS Hobby
Pellets.

* * * Or sharpen your
shooting skills with a
friend - using the popular
RWS Model 45 Magnum
Air Rifle, loaded with
the New RWS
Super H
Point Pellet.

***Or
responding to
the cheers of the fans by
capturing the Gold 
with the RWS Model 75
Match Air Rifle *, loaded with RWS
",~ Meisterkugeln

.""'" Match Pellets.
The RWS Model 75
is available in 4
versions.



OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER-1984

tional measurements, but also take into
account the relative rarity and hunting
difficulty of the trophy animal. Any
hunter may enter his trophy provided it is
taken legally with a handgun and in fair
chase. For information, write: Mag-Na
Port International, 41302 Executive
Drive, Mt. Clemens, MI 48045.

trophy sheep on the run at 160 yards. Bob
commented, "Sheep hunting is very phys
ical, demanding and expensive. When a
man takes only a single shot pistol on a
hunt like this, you know he's a handgun
hunter."

The Handgun Hunters' Hall of Fame
Awards are based on Safari Club Interna-

Left to right: 80b Good, with first Handgun Hunter trophy; 8arb Kelly,
and Larry Kelly, OAHA winner.

The 12th Annual Outstanding Ameri
can Handgunner Awards banquet, held on
May 26 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was a
double-barreled treat.

The announcement ofthe winner ofthis
year's award, Larry Kelly of Mag-Na
Port International, was cheered by all.
The selection of Kelly as recipient of this
prestigious award was unanimous among
the selection committee, and offered rec
ognition ofhis great influence on the sport
of handgun hunting. His achievements in
the field are only overshadowed by his
dedication to the promotion of the sport.

The 1985 Outstanding American Hand
gunner Award presentation will be made
in Seattle, in conjunction with the 1985
NRA Meetings. Nominations are solic
ited from all who enjoy any ofthe facets of
handgun shooting. For membership
information write: Outstanding Ameri
can Handgunner Foupdation, P.G. Box
153, Station C, Buffalo, NY 14209.

Handgun Hunter's Hall of Fame
During the OAHA dinner, the first annual
Handgun Hunters' Trophy was presented
to Bob Good of Denver, Colorado. Bob
gave a stirring account of how he took a
40" dall sheep with a handgun. The gun,
a TIC Contender using a .375 J.D.J. wild
cat with 200 grain hornady bullets - with
a little help from the shooter - downed the

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

see why Contender is the leader in down range performance.

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

CONTENDER
Pistol Shootin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its superb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand-
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you name

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender Is now available in .357 Rem. Maximum.

"."",''''~
THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH·11

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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A SAFETY MESSAGE FROM COLT

ill Blankenstrlp
National~tol Champion

Gold Med~l"'World Champi6n

Free instruction manuals and safety information are available on request.

Think backabout one-hundred and fifty years
ofhandgun history. From the Walker to the famous
Single Action Army, to today's MK IV Series 80, good
shooters have always known the basics ofhandgun
safety. No safe shooterwould point his gun at anything
he did not intend to shoot. Nor would he ever carry his
sidearmwith achambered round under the hammer
unless his situation required this state ofreadiness.
Handgunners have known for years that was danger
0us' We must remember today what has been com
mon knowledge for over 150 years,

Shooting is a sport ofresponsibility, asport
where the equipment absolutely cannot be
taken for granted. No matter how classic or
modern the firearm, no matter who made it,
safety is the byword ofour sport.

For example, ifyou drop almost anyfully
loaded gun, even a Colt Government Mode~pistol
madeprior to the MKIVSeries 80pistols, it can go
offifit has a round in the chamber.

Also the "halfcock"notch is not a carrying
safety, because if the hammer is not securelyengag
ed in its notch, the gun can accidentally discharge.

Does this mean that handguns, even Colts, are
dangerous? No! But when people don't abide by 150

years ofestablishedsafety requirements, they can
make them dangerous for all ofus. And honestly, in
this day and age, we should knowa lot more about the
safe use ofour handguns than our forefathers.

Never carryyour revolver or automatic with a
chambered round. Always read carefully all the liter
ature on gun safety supplied by the manufac-
turer... and abide by it. Colt, with all ofus, loves the
sport ofshooting, But it is asport ofresponsibility. A
sportwhere safety is paramount. Being agood
shooter.. ,means beingasafe shooter,

(1
) I

..' i_

~tJForSafe~~
Sake.
Hartford, CT 06101

© 1984 Colt Industries Operating Corp
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J.•...• DAMPNESS
.) DESTROYS HANDGUN HUNrlNG

Once marred by rust, mildew, or
corrosion, it's impossible to restore

the value of equipment and materials

Silica gel "drinks" humidity
and condensation from the air

J. D.JONES

THE .32 AND .45 MAGNUMS-A LOOK
AT THEIR POTENTIAL FOR HUNTERS

includes a better shooter.
Under the premise that bigger is better, the

LAR .45 Win Mag will fill the hole in gun
cartridge line up that has existed since the
Auto Mag became defunct. The LAR is a
1911-only bigger where it needs to be. The.
.45 Win Mag cartridge approximates .44
Magnum ballistics. The only factory ammo
available is the 230 grain hardball bullet in
the Win. Mag. case and loading.

The gun is big and heavy as it should be for
durability and comfort in firing. It's simply an
old friend that's grown. The test gun has
Millet sights of the shiny white type that are
fine in poor light conditions but glare badly in
bright sun. A black marker pen semi-fixed
that problem although the sights remained
shiny.

Mechanically the sights are good, as is the
Continued on page 32

ammo at about 100 FPS higher velocity. This
is proof positive .32 Mag has potential when
Federal adds a new loading to the line before
guns are readily available.

Performance wise the .32 Mag isn't much
when compared to larger cartridges. It does
make sense from a marketing-manufacturing
point of view. It also makes sense as a first
centerfire or tractor or truck gun for those
who want a rugged, accurate, relatively inex
pensive gun with more punch than a .22. It
should handle groundhogs, fox and coyote
much better than a .22. I expect a lot of farm
boys will have their hands on this gun. I
found it to be an enjoyable gun to use. Fac
tory ammo under poor conditions grouped
five inches at 100 yards for me and I know it
will do better under better conditions - that

LAR Grizzly

animals larger than small game. The .45
Win. Mag. won't appeal to the average "burn
500 rounds a day" plinker.

After having given the H&R 504 in .32
Magnum and the Grizzly a workout with
factory ammo I find them to both be reason
able concepts that fulfill,their intended pur
pose, which can really be condensed to the
following: Make money for the manufac
turer. in order for the product to make money
it must fulfill a need or want of the shooter.

A lot of .32 S&W chambered guns are sold
for defense purposes. The .32 Mag increases
the power of the .32 to approximate the .38
Special without the need to go to a larger
frame gun. Many .22 frames handle it just
fine. The H&R and Ruger Single Six are two
good exampies. Tris keeps the costs down
and ultimately the shooter as well as the
manufacturer benefits.

The H&R 504 I've been using has a six
inch barrel and good adjustable sights. The
Federal factory 95 grain semi-wadcutter lead
bullet at l()()(}+ feet per second has a trajec
tory similar to a 22 LR. Even in the light
H&R recoil is nil. I just received some of the
newer Federal 85 grain jacketed hollow point

~

-I~I•••r.J~~";;:~~~

T he almost simultaneous introduction of
the H&R .32 Magnum (which doesn't get

into the bigger class) and a wide variety of
guns to shoot it by H&R, Charter and Ruger,
plus the availability of the LAR Grizzly in
.45 Win. Mag. show the predominant dis
agreements among shooters and manufactur
ers of "which is best?"

If you are a big bore magnum fan you
might well take note of the fact .22 LR
ammunition is sold by the billions. No other
caliber can compare with it in civilian sales.

If you are a small bore fan, taking comfort
from the last paragraph, you might well
remember that big roosters kick hell out of
little ones.

The fact of the matter is that each has its
place. The .22 is out of its class in hunting

360 gram unit

Like a miniature dehumidifier
running night and day.

Hydrosorbent silica gel units need no
electricity. When saturated, they can
be easily reactivated in any oven (built
in indicators signal when). You get
lifetime protection ... can prevent
thousands of dollars damage.

40 gram unit
protects 3 cu bic ft.
of enclosed space.
Ideal for gun and
camera case, tool
box, silver drawers,
etc. Compact
aluminum canister
with built-in indicator window that turns
pink to signal need for reactivation.

$4.95 each

protects 27 cubic
ft: of enclosed
space. 2" x 4" x 5"
foil carton t'jas
built-in indicator
card to signal need
for reactivation.

L.... -:-_......, Ideal for your
safes, gun chests, display cabinets, etc.

$8.50 each

Creates a protective shield of dry air
within any enclosed area. Prevents
rust, mildew, corrosion, spoilage
before they begin.

Not to be confused with calcium
chloride, silica gel is the desiccant of
choice by gov't and industry because
of its adsorbtive capabilities; because
it remains dry to the touch even when
saturated; and because silica gel can
be reactivated indefinitely!

2000 gram unit
protects 144 cu. ft. of
enclosed space. Steel
construction with
indicator signal built
into the cap. This
heavy duty unit is
used on naval
vessels, in museums,
hospitals, police
departments. Provides ideal lifetime
protection for your large cabinets,
vaults, closets, darkrooms, etc.

$37.50 each
• Available only from Hydrosorbent
• Delivered free in 48 states.
• Order now. Money back guarantee.

~------------~
I

To: Hydrosorbent Co. Z
Box 675, Rye, NY 10580

I __ 40 gram unit(s) $4.95 ea. I
I --.- 360 gram unit(s) $8.50 ea. I
I --2000 gram unit(s) $37.50 ea. I
I (N.Y. res., add sales tax) Tot. enel. $-- I
I Name I
I Street I
I city state zip I.._-------------
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THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Here's a conversion you can bet your life on! Now you can transform your Ruger 1022
into a selective-fire, close-quarter combat gun you can trust. We know you'll not find a
design to match this one! With simple handtools, you can build the parts that will convert
your trusty Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000 rounds per
minute on full auto-all without modifying the receiver or trigger in any way. Just snap on
the conversion parts, and you're ready for whatever-or whomever-comes. Over sixty
explicit photos, machinist's drawings and full scale templates accompany the detailed
instructions for making this conversion foolproof. Unlike some lightweight Ruger con
version plans, this plan really worksl The Rugel1 022 is the workhorse Of the gun world
dependable, inexpensive, with good availability of ammo and accessories. And now
yours, too, can be readied to take on all comers! 9 x 12, softcover, illus., 86 pp. $12.00

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
For the first time, conversion plans for a super-compact,
selective-fire machine pistol! Turn your Ruger Mark I or II
into afistful of power-without modifying the receiver or
bolt group and using hand-built parts. This ingenious con
version fires from the original closed bolt system-making
firing extremely accurate-and uses original trigger parts.
The detachable auto tripper device can readily be removed
for semiauto shooting only. Machinist's drawings, full
scale templates and photos accompany directions. 9 x 12,
soltcover. illus.. 96 pp. $12.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete BooI< of Dirty Trick.
A hilarious overview of the methods
people use to get even with big busi
ness. government. and enemies.
More sophisticated and involved
tricks are included, such as ones
devised by CIA and Mafia members
and political dirty tricksters. Over 80
sections present dirty tricks ranging
from the simple to the elaborate. 5""
x 8"", hardcover, 192 pp. $12.85

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Use this home workshop guide to convert your Mini into a
selective-fire, silenced, SW.A.T,-type weapon capable of
field-clearing firepower. Provides complete workshop
plans, 40 close-up photos and full-scale templates. This
conversion process requiresno machining orspecial tools.
Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!) or remove it as
needed. Also includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy
caliber .223 silencer. 9 x 12, softcover, photos, templates,
72 pp. $12.00

THE.' ULTIMATE· SYSTEM
FOR· CLOSE' COMBAT

EMPTY ~
HAND, ...
LOADED GUN

;12
DAN WESTERLI~

EMPTY HAND, LOADED GUN
The Ultimate System for

Close Combat
by Dan Wester/in

No longer mutually exclusive self~

defense systems, karate and h~tlld .
gunning are now combined into an
all-new system of close combat.
Draw methods; cover, lighting and
crisis control; and distancing, block
ing and punching techniques are
ilicluded to provide maximum effec
tive protectir>n. 5% x 8%, softcover,
photos. 120 pp. $8.00

II.
SHORllEN
THROWING

-"11l1TIi"i'T1111

NINJA SHURIKEN THROWING
The Weapon of Stealth

by Sid Campbell
Silent, deadly, treacherous, easily
hidden. Each of these words de
scribes the invincible Ninja-and
his lethal weapon, the shuriken
("Throwing Star"). Shuriken ntyles
and composition, gripping and
throwing methods, trajectory, target
areas, penetration characteristics,
fighting tactics, and more are in
cluded. 5V2 x 8%. softcover, ill us.,
photos. 152 pp. $12.00

MAD AS HELL
A Master Tome of Revengem...nsh~
Tired of feeling like the underdog?
Let Mad As Hell put you on top of
your enemies as you become a mas
ter of revengemanship. Learn how to
get even with a two-timing lover, an
overbearing boss, bothersome mail
order companies, and others. Here
are over 120 peevish pranks to re
duce your mark to a whimpering
mass of paranoia. For entertainment
only! 5V2 x 8%, hardcover, 168 pp.

$12.95

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos and full~scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7..22 survival rifle into a fulr~auto

silenced machine pistol or machine gun. Step-by-step
instructions detail how to modify the weapon's original
receiver, fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a
simple, efficient silencer group assembly. For historical
and reference purposes only. 9 x 12, softcover, iIIus.,
72 pp. $12.00

BOUNTY HUNTER
by Bob Burton

Adventure is his occupation; a hefty
commission is his reward. He is a
professional bounty hunter, and he
stalks the most elusive of all prey-a
wanted man. Here is the businessas
told by a pro. Learn how to get your
first job, track a fugitive, arrest him
and turn him over to the police.
Included is a state-by-statelisting of
taws. 5% x 8%, softcover, 136 pp.

$10.00

THE COLT .45 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
The ultimate selective~fireconversion for the famed Colt
.45 is here! All original components are retained, and only
three fu nctional parts have been added, each of which can
be built· using common hand tools. The ingenious auto~

matic tripping device-a feature never before incorporated
in any machine pistol of this type-provides for trouble-free
operation. A revolutionary, compact, removable folding
metal front grip aids in controlling the gun when firing full
auto. Carefully researched and thoroughly tested for relia~

bility, this conversion system works with outstanding ac
curacy and safety. 9 x 12, softcover, illus., photos, templates,
OOw ~~

SUBTOTAL

DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY
The Bodyguard's Manual

by Leroy Thompson
Now, learn the business of body
guarding like it really is! Topics in
clude checking for auto tampering,
home and office security, weapons'
selection, assessing the threats and
more. Illustrations detail car and
grounds security. Here are the
glamour, the guns, the facts of the
trade. 5V2 x 8Y2, softc'over, 120 pp.

$10.00

•

Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Date __
Card No. _

I Pie..... send me the foUowinll titles:

- - - - - - - - - - - • PALADIIPRE_
t

PALADIN PRESS Send$~~~~I~tl~t
PO BOX 1307- KPL CATALOG.

1 BOULDER, CO 80306 fIII!!II'~ Catalog free

Phone (303) 443-7250 ~~ With order. .~ " .~.

1 Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 1-800-824-7888;
Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.

1--------

$14.95

$ 8.00

$30.00
$ 9.95

$10.00

$14.95

SILENCERS IN THE 1980S
Great Designs, Great Designers

by j. David Truby.
Now, an in-depth, fUlly illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
provides all~new info on the innovative designs of today's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His investigative research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices. features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anyWhere else! 8'h x 11, softcover, 132
photos. 120 pp. $12.00

SURVIVAL RETREAT.
THE INFANTRYMAN'S

GUIDE TO UR8AN
COMBAT.

HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON
ANY80DY.
YOU CAN'T MISS
NINJA SECRETS OF

INVISIBILITY.
U.S. ARMY

COUNTERTERRORISM.
CHINA'S NINJA '

CONNECTION. $16.95
METHODS OF DISGUISE $ 8.95
THE FIGHTING RIFLE $12.95

HIT MAN
A Technic...1Manual for

Independent Contractors
Rex Feral kills for hire. Now he
dares to tell his secrets. Learn how
a pro makes a living at his craft
without landing behind bars. Find
out how he gets assignments,
creates a false identify, makes a
disposable silencer and more
Feral reveals how to get in. do the
job and get out alive. 5lh x 8lh, soft
cover. illus" 144 ~p. $10.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES
THE SILENCER COOK800K ... $ 7.50
NINJA DEATH TOUCH. $10.00
THE WEAPONEER . $15.00
PRINCIPLES OF IMPROVISED

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES. $12.00
HOW TO HIDE ANYTHING. $10.00
WEAPONS OF THE STREET ..... $ 8.00
HOW TO FIND ANYONE

ANYWHERE. $19.95
HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS

VOL. I . $12.00
COMPLETE BOOK OF COMBAT

HANDGUNNING. $12.95
QUICK OR DEAD. $12.95
DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL. $10.00

______1---Please include

I ~ ~~. -ADDRESS___________________ and handling _

CITY STATE ZIP TOTAL _ •

_______________.... _. _. - - - - •••• III
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gun. I couldn't fault the fitting anywhere. In
fact, it was fitted up a lot better than many
Gold Cups I've examined.

I wear a size 12 glove and the Grizzly is a
handful for me. It's reminiscent of the Auto
Mag in the handle area. Recoil is somewhat
brisk and bouncy. Nothing that should bother
an experienced big bore shooter with large
enough hands to grasp the pistol properly.

After sighting in and burning a box of
ammo for familiarity, the performance was
quite good. -Shooting at quart cans at 100
yards I got up to 50% occasionally with an
overall average of around one third hits.
From my experience with the .45 Win. Mag.
in the TIC I'm not overly impressed with
factory ammo accuracy and considered this
outstanding performance from an ~uto pistol
of this type.

At this time I haven't fired anything but
factory ammo which functioned flawlessly. I
did have the impression good handloads tai
lored to the gun would improve accuracy and
hunting potential through the use of better
bullets.

In retrospect, aside from the easily reme
died sight problem the only complaint I have
with the GRIZZLY is its trigger pull which
like all other auto pistols obviously has to be
heavy enough to be safe. A trigger job would
be in order. Since the Grizzly essentially is a
1911, any of the accuracy tricks for the 1911
should work on this gun, too. Actually, for
hunting purposes if the gun I have is typical
of production it doesn't need anything in the
way of accurizing. The Grizzly fulfills the
need for an accurate, powerful auto-pistol for
hunting. In general, assuming accuracy is
there in production guns the Grizzly will do
just about anything a comparable 44 Mag
num will do if handloads are used and special
purpose ammo isn't considered. That's saying
a lot for any auto pistol.

That's a quick summation of the newest
cartridges to hit the market. Vastly differing
products to fulfill vastly differing needs with
each doing its job very well. It'll be interest
ing to see which-or if either-really takes
off to become another .38 -~
Special in popularity. ~

CAnLEBARON
LEATHER CO.

A recent article on the "Original Dirty
Harry" holster in the 1984 American
Handgunner Annual caused some confu
sion among the readers and brought a
quick response from Jerry Ardolino of
Cattle Baron Leather Co.

The confusion stems from .past per
formances of the former companies which
produced the Dirty Harry holster. I'll let
Jerry Ardolino straighten this out in his
own words:

"In the fall of 1981, I decided to close
Lawman Leather Goods and license my
trademarks and designs. _The company
that I licensed my trademarks to was
formed by a few people who decided to
call themselves "Lawman Leather; Inc." I

New SLIP OFF
holster fits
guns precisely
Slip Off Thb means easy
removal from belt or pants.
Holster is precision mold
ed from top grain cow
hide for 2, 21k, 4 in. re
volvers, 9 mm. and .45
autos. Get lighte)Ung draw
and f.ull security from
sueded leather lining and
thumb-break. Colors: Rus-
set, Black. Model BW.

The Protector is the only
locked gun rug you can buy
that positively protects your
people and your guns.

5 sizes to frt 98% of all guns
Size 0-.25 auto.
Size 1-2" & 3" rev.
Size 2-4" rev., 9 mm. &
.45 auto.
Size 4-6" & 7" heavy rev.
& auto.
Size 5-7" t~ 7 1k" heavy rev.

Sizes 0, 1

$998
each

Sizes 2,4,5
5

4

2

Here's The Protector-the first gun
rug made with a lock to safeguard

your family and friends while it pro
tects your guns. You can't buy a better

gun rug any way you look at it.
• Covers are Cordura nylon.

DuPont's hi-tech material that
outperforrris hose duck, ballastic

nylon and leather, too, in some ways.
• Choice of Black or Camouflage

in all five sizes.
• Padding is a full half-inch of

waterproof foam.
• Lining is soft, nylon tricot.

• Bindings, handles are tough
nylon webbing. Won't crack

or scuff.
• Strong zippers pass a

90 lb. breakage test.
Model 211 Lock

Fits your
revolver like
a GLOVE
Exactly fits all standard
Ruger, Colt, S&W revolv
ers, 9mm. & .45 autos.
Wet-molded at 5400 psi
to actual makes, models,
bbl. lengths. Hand
selected, hand-rubbed
top grain cowhide in
smooth Russet or Black.
Comes unlined, or lined
with sueded cowhide.
Model BB.

1

PROTECT
YOURGUNS
FROM
THE
PEOPLE
YOU LOVE
At last! A gun rug with a LOCK

~Vhen ordering (I) state item model number (2) state make. roodel. bbl. length ofgun (3) state color of item. "Add $2.50 per item for hdlg.
& shipping. "Get Brauer mini-catalog S1.00. ·Check or M.O.. no C.O,D. "Missouri add 5% tax. ·Prices and specifications subject to
change without notice. "Money back ifnot satisfied.

~ B~f.l~~~wa~~9~~ou~E~3@·

Over 4 in.
bbI. $24.95
Lined $29.95
Over 4 in. $32.95

o

•
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Stainless
Steel Insert
for St",ngth

~ ~

Pro Grips
for
Smaller
Hands!

,~~
an American Heritage"

r---- Mail Coupon To: ----.,
: Pachmayr<ll> Gun Works, Inc. :
I 1220 So. Grand Ave., Dept. AH-ll I
: Los Angeles, CA 90015 - I
I :
: Name I
I Street Address :
: City, State, Zip I

I My gun retailer is :
'- "
~ '-,- -------------------- /'~

These non-slip, no-nonsense black
Pachmayr grips without backstraps
were designed with input from the
FBI and other law enforcement
agencies for officers with smaller
hands and a shorter finger reach. In
"Compac" or "Gripper" styles to fit

, S&W "K" and "1:' frame revolvers.
Pachmayr... the Professional's
Choice!

See your gun retailer and #
send for FREE Pachmayr
color brochure. Dealers
inquire.

never owned stock in this company and
was not an officer. As time went on, Law
man Leather, Inc. started to get into finan
cial trouble, and royalties were owed to
me, causing me to lose thousands of dol
lars when they filed a voluntary Chapter 7
bankruptcy.

"Obviously, they - Lawman Leather,
Inc. -lost all trademark rights at that time.
I then decided to form my own company,
CattleBaron Leather Co. That is the way it
should have been presented in AI Pickles
article, not by stating that I 'carried over'
from Lawman Leather, Inc."

There are a couple of points in AI
Pickles' review of the "Marauder" holster
that Jerry Ardolino requested he be per
mitted to comment on.

"1. The harness is made of top-grain
cowhide, not "kip" as Pickles stated; the
hide does get thinned down or skived to a
prescribed thickness.

2. The ties or thongs are used on the
harness because that is the way shooters in
over 21 countries want it; they offer a much
wider variety ofadjustments than snaps.

3. The reason the retainer strap on the
unexposed side of that particular unit was
streaked was because the dye part was
skived down to our spec thickness and then
the flesh side re-dyed; some leather oil on
the worker's hand undoubtedly caused the
dye .to not take properly. We have since
prefected a sealant dye that works per
fectly on the small inner part of the
"Y" strap.

4. Our holsters, both the Original
Dirty Harry and the Big Hawk, are avail
able from dealers. While much of our
business is done through the mail, we have
dealers all over the U.S. and Europe."

Current CaHI.
BaronLine

The current offerings of Cattle Baron
Leather Co., P.o. Box 100724, Dept. AH,
San Antonio, Texas 78201 (512) 697-8900
include:

8igHawlc

"Original Dirty Harry" shoulder hol
ster; priced at $84.95 for 61h" barrel and
under; $94.95 for 71h" to 8%" barrels'
$104.95 for 10" to 10%" barrel. '

"Big Hawk" shoulder holsteF for scoped
handguns; priced from $94.95 to $1l4.95

, depending on barrel length.
New "Mercenary" shoulder holster for

big bore auto pistols priced at $79.95.
All prices are FOB, and 5% should be

added for shipping and insurance. Cattle
Baron holsters and accessories (catalog
$2.(0) are available in right or left hand,
and iIi either brown or black finish.

$19,95 Hard,
autographed
and numbered

$9.95
Solt cover

$14.95
Hard cover

CLASSES FORMING
2 day and 5 day courses in self·defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin·point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send S2.DD for complete BPage
Brochure and Informallon Packet

to

Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per item for
postage and hand ling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 61/2% sales tax.

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Oal.ton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive, Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment. ammunition • 150 photos.

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKillS

lSI lOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fire Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) ,. .. 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles •

Gun Belt 13/4-2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-11f4" 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

"""M"'".,"""''''' '".
DEPARTMENT A.H.

P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HillS, CA. 91345
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some
on the

Every few years an article appears in one
or the other of the gun magazines

describing how to tune up your revolver at
the kitchen table. Now I have no objections to
the writers making a quick buck, but the
various authors keep dragging the same
myths out of the closet and presenting them
as fact.

One of the biggest myths is the idea that
you can use cartridge cases for headspace
gauges. This peculiar practice got its start
after WW I when rimless cartridges started to
gain mass popularity. In those days head
space gauges were owned by the arms com
panies and the government arsenals. This
was not due to any monopoly but because of
the cost of producing such an item.

It was fairly easy to find out that the dif
ference between minimum and maximum
headspace was 0.006 inches. As a result, a
few enterprising people figured that an empty
case with a 0.006 inch shim could be used as
a no-go gauge. Heck, the armed forces gen
erally kept a weapon in service until it
accepted the "field" gauge. This was mini
mum headspace plus 0.010 inches and the
service experienced few rifle failures due to
excessive headspace.

I don't know who first extended this shaky
practice to handgUns but on page 296 of
Nonte's Pistolsmithing he advises that a
revolver that takes more than an 0.008 inch
shim over a fired case is in need of repair.
There's no record of when this was first pub
lished, however, in 1980 The Gun Digest
Book ofPistolsmithing states that acceptable
headspace on a revolver is 0.012-0.014 inches
over a fired case.

The difference of opinion between the two
authors is due to the production tolerances of
the rimmed cartridge case. Mr. Nonte is bas
ing his measurement upon the maximum
allowable rim dimension, the Gun Digest
author on the minimum allowable rim thick-

THE
MANY
MnHS

OF
REVOLVER
TUNE-UPS

By W. R. Moore

Here are
straight facts
critical measure
ments involved in
tuning a revolver.
ness. What this mearis in practical terms is
that since the rim of a cartridge case may be
anywhere between 0.050 and 0.060 inches
thick, you cannot use them to measure any
thing!

In actual fact, the proper headspace for
most revolvers is between 0.060 and 0.066
inches (0.062-0.064 ideally). This is mea
sured from the breech (recoil shield) to what
ever portion of the cylinder that stops the
forward motion of the cartridge case rim. If
.your revolver does not enclose the case rim
this is the rear face of the cylinder and the
headspace can be measured with feeler
gauges alone. Cylinders with counterbored
chambers must be measured with headspace
gauges!

Headspace gauges for the rimmed car
tridges may be easily made by a skilled
machinist. They are also readily available
from Clymer Manufacturing for a rather
modest $12.00 per gauge. A "go gauge" and a
good set offeeler gauges is sufficient to deter
mine the headspace of your revolver.

Another myth is that excessive headspace
will always give you a sign-like protruding
primers. Unfortunately, given the straight
case walls and low operating pressures of
most pistol cartridges and the comparatively
light mainsprings, this just ain't so.

The explanation of this is quite simple.
When the cartridge fires, gas pressure is cre
ated. This pressure is the same on all parts of
the case. However, the bullet can move, and
the case moves the same amount in the
opposite direction! At least it will do so
within the mechanical limits created by the
headspace. Rifle cases tend to grip the cham
ber walls and retard this movement, called
bolt thrust, better than pistol cartridges due to
their higher operating pressures. One of the
best illustrations of this is the now discon
tinued S&W Model 53 chambered for the .22
Jet cartridge. Maximum loads in the tapered
cases would tend to jam the case against the
breech, locking the cylinder. Reducing the
loads would eliminate the problem, but they
also eliminated the performance expected by
the customer.

Cylinder end-play cqn be checked easily with a dial
indicator; it should not exceed 0.0003".
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Author's feeler gauges show clearance cuts made to
clear ratchet on S&W K-frame guns.



Headspace gauges made byauthor for his own use; .381357, .4J and .44.

Considering that I find the vast majority of
handguns to have headspace that is excessive
to some degree, fm forced to the conclusion
that the factories do not consider the condi
tion too terribly dangerous. However, it does
reduce the life of the revolver and adversely
affects the accuracy.

The next area of consideration is cylinder
endplay; this is the amount of movement that
the cylinder has between the recoil shield and
the rear of the barrel. This is best measured
with a dial indicator but it-can be measured
with feeler gauges using a method that will be
described later. Cylinder endplay should not
exceed 0.003 incbes with the hammer
cocked. The importance ofproper headspace
and endplay cannot be diminished. Excessive
headspace and endplay.is largely responsible
for the condition described as "cylinder float"
or "backspacing:' This is where the cylinder
becomes unlocked under recoil and rotates
backwards one or more chambers.

This condition of "float or backspacing" is
generally accompanied by poor cylinder
lockup and a ratchet which may be poorly
fitted, damaged or both. Since the ratchet will
become damaged by "cylinder float" the con
dition will only grow worse. Some people
have found temporary relief by replacing the
cylinder latch (or bolt) spring with a stronger
spring which will tend to force the latch into
full engagement. However, this is at best a
temporary solution. Any revolver with "cylin
der float" should be taken immediately to a
competent service technician!

Since the subject of cylinder lockup has
been introduced the lockup should be
checked by slowly cocking the unloaded
revolver. When the hammer has reached full
cock, try to rotate the cylinder. Ifyou hear a
tiny click, the locking latch (or bolt) was not
engaged to full depth and your revolver needs
attention. Most probably all it will need is a
new hand to replace the worn one-assuming
that everything else has been correct!

The alignment of the cylinder and barrel is
checked in a similar manner. The unloaded
revolver is brought slowly to full cock and
the hammer is slowly lowered down while

Continued on page 74

Flat-faced cylinders like this on Ruger Redhawk do not require special gauges to
check headspace; this can be done with accurate feeler gauges.

With revolvers which have counter-bored cylinder chambers, a precise and spe
cially made headspace gauge will be required for each caliber.
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AUTO PISTOLS THAT
DIDN'TMA EIT
Looking back at some
auto pistol designs that
just never ignited the
marketplace.
By].B. Wood
Tooking back over the past 80 years of U. S.
L automatic pistol design, it's fairly easy
to pick out the reason that.some pistols were
not successful. The self-loader had its
beginnings in Europe, and by the time
American designers addressed the auto, the
Germans, Italians, and others had already
learned from earlier mistakes. With Charac
teristic Yankee stubbornness, the Ameri
cans struck out on their own, and the results
were often textbook cases of poor engineer
ing. This did not apply in the case of John
Moses Browning, of course, but that's
another story.

Faulty engineering may be the bottom
line, but it's not the whole picture. Some
pistols of good design didn't last because
they were made during periods of economic
unrest. Others suffered from an external
appearance that was "not right:' for sales
appeal, being either strange by American
standards, or just downright ugly~ Other
factors were more mechanical, such as com
plicated or unwanted features, difficult
operation, or unpopular cartridges.

When I think of auto pistol designs that
"didn't last," the first ones that come to mind

"''"'liiIiiiiiiiiiiiJU''IIIIIIlIlIiIl'--'4

are two rather grotesque entries in the U. S.
Government Military Trials of 1907, the
White-Merrill and the Knoble, both in .45
caliber. The White-Merrill was notable for
having a "loading lever" that extended below
the trigger guard, to retract the slide. Ofthe
two models of the odd-looking Knoble that
were submitted, the Ordnance Board had
this comment: "A careful examination and
several efforts to fire these weapons showed
that they were so crudely manufactured as to
render any test without value, smooth work
ing being impossible. It was therefore·
decided that these arms would be given no
further consideration by the Board." Only
prototypes were made.

THE NOT SO INFALLIBLE
It was in the "pocket pistol" category that

most of the short-lived U.S. autos were
made, and one of these might well be
awarded the prize for poor design. The

Today's liability attorneys wou'd 'ove the "'nfallib'e." Warner Arms Corporation of Brooklyn,
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New York began around 1910 as an importer
of the ill-fated Schwarzlose "blow-forward"
pistol from Germany. By 1915, they had
decided that the American buyer wasn't
going to accept this odd design, and they
turned to an American inventor, Andrew
Fyrberg, for a new design.

Mr. Fyrberg had excellent credentials,
having previously designed' the "safety
lifter" mechanism that later evolved into the
"transfer bar" used in many modern
revolvers. It was this feature that was the
basis for Iver Johnson's "hammer the ham-

. mer" advertisements. In auto pistol design,
though, Mr. Fyrberg was apparently out of
his element. His 1915 patent was acquired by
the Warner firm, and the pistol was made
from 1916 to around 1920 as the "Infallible."
In retrospect, the name is fairly amusing.

The most serious fault of the Warner
"Infallible" was the retaining system for its
internal bolt, or breech block. The twin
recoil spring rods extended from the upper
rear of the frame, and near their rear tips
there were semi-circular cuts which were
crossed, through the bolt endpiece, by a
relatively small pin. If the pin broke, or the
tips of the recoil spring rods fractured, the
shooter had a very close view of the bolt
just before it hit his face!

Another dubious feature of the "Infalli
ble" was a button-controlled lever in the
upper rear curve of the frame, which, when
pulled down into "set" position, blocked the
sear. While this was an effective additional

safety, the sharp rear tip of the lever could
actually cause injury if the pistol were hur
riedly grasped with the lever in "set" mode.
Finally, the striker (firing pin) system was
retained by a simple cap screw, and if this
loosened and fell out, the striker spring and
its guide could be expelled to the rear with
some force. Today's product liability attor
neys would love the "Infallible," if it were
still being made.

H&R'S WEBLEY
In 1905, Harrington & Richardson made

an agreement with Webley of England to
produce an extensively modified version of
William 'J. Whiting's basic Webley auto
matic pistol. The H&R pistol was first made
in a .25 caliber vest-pocket size, and later in
larger quantity as a .32 auto. These guns
were sleek, flat, and beautifully made, and
included two features that were notable for
their time: A loaded-chamber indicator, and
a magazine safety.

These guns were reliable, and the take
down was ultra-simple. They were sold
from 1916 to 1940, but the manufacturing
period was from 1916 to around 1930. In spite
of its good features and 'high quality, the
pistol looked, unfortunately, like a Webley.
To the average U.S. buyer, anything that
didn't have a classic Colt/Browning sil
houette was frowned upon. Also, the latter
part of its era extended into a time of
national financial crisis, the market crash of
1929. This latter factor also figured in the

demise of the Savage, Remington, and
Smith & Wesson pocket pistols.

PEDERSON'S PISTOL
The Remington Model 51 was designed by

John Pedersen, and was made from 1919 to
1927 in both .380 and .32 chamberings, with
fewer made in .32 caliber. Before finalizing
the design, Pedersen devoted a lot of time to
developing a grip shape that was perfect for
the average hand, and he succeeded. The
Model 51 was renowned for its natural point
ing qualities. It also had a wide matted sight
track on top of the slide, and manual, grip,
and magazine safeties.

Its most unusual feature was a unique hes
itation-type locking system. When the pistol
was fired, the cartridge case and a separate
internal breech block set back about 3/32 of
an inch. The breech block tapped the slide to
start it moving, then locked against a shoul
der in the frame. The slide continued to
move, picked up and unlocked the breech
block, and went on to full travel. This sys
tem reduced felt recoil and slightly
increased velocity, and also allowed the
pistol to have a lighter, slimmer slide.

Unfortunately, the small breech block
was extensively skeletonized for the firing
pin and the locking and pickup lugs, and it
was subject to quite a bit of stress and impact
during the firing cycle. Cracking and com
plete breakage of the breech block were not
uncommon. The takedown was also fairly
difficult, and the intricate machining of the

Good looks of S&W's .32 were not enough to save it.

Pederson-designed Remington 5 Jhad perfect grip shape.
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Perhaps the H&R auto looked iust too British.
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internal parts must have made manufactur-
ing relatively expensive. These factors,
along with the previously mentioned
national economic picture, spelled its end.

After a .45 caliber version came close to
matching the Colt entry in the 1907 Govern
ment Tests, Savage produced E.H. Searle's
excellent design as a pocket pistol in )2 and
.380 chambering. Madefrom 1907 to 1928 in
several distinct models, the pistol had a
locked breech system that used a rotating
barrel. Some have called the Savage, and the
Remington M51, "delayed blowbacks," but
locked is locked, no matter how brief the
dwell time.

Plainfield's Model 71 lacked promotion.

The Savage was a victim of a depressed economy.

pistol design by Charles P. Clement of
Belgium. Second, they decided to produce a
pistol based on this design in a new cham
bering, the .35 S&W Auto. In original
Clement pistols, the cartridges were the
moderately-powered .. 25 Auto and 5mm
Clement, ahd with these his system worked
fine. When used wit)"! the heavier .35 S&W,
with a similar light breech block, it was a
disaster. In an effort to compensate for this,
the Smith and Wesson engineers tried to
recoil spring and a latch that allowed the
breech block to be disconnected from the
spring system for loading.

In those early days, they didn't realize that
it's slide weight, not spring tension, that
keeps a blowback auto closed during the

Whitney Wolverine-a pistol design before its time.

TEN SHOTS'QUICK
The Savage had many good points. It was

simple, with few parts, and had easy take
down. It had good handling qualities, and its
stagger-type magazine held ten rounds in the
.32 version. There were no screws used in
the original version, and only grip screws in
the Model 1917 . The manual safety directly
blocked movement of the hammer-like
striker lever, and also locked the slide. The
magazine catch was ingenious and conve
nient, and the turning-barrel locking system
gave slightly increased velocity. The gun
also had attractive styling that was not so
European that it would turn off American
buyers. It sold well.

It did, however, have a few minus points.
The hammer-like striker lever was impossi
ble to manipulate like a true hammer, and
there was no safety step in the striker sys
tem. Thus, there were only two ways to
safely carry the pistol: Fully loaded and
cocked, with the manual safety applied, or,
with a full magazine and an empty chamber,
cycling the slide just before firing. The
slide-in-hard-rubber grip panels tended to
be fragile. These minor faults, though, did
not cause the end of the Savage. The finan
cial events at the end of its era, and the fact
that Savage was mainly a rifle company,
hastened its departure.

In 1913, Smith & Wesson made two
errors, First, they purchased the rights to a

40

instant of high pressure. Like all S&W
arms, the .35 was made like a fine watch, but
it was unpleasant to shoot, and its odd car
tridge was not always routinely available.
Unfortunately, the gun would also chamber
the more powerful .32 Auto round, and
many shooters used it, causing broken parts.

There were other detriments: The .35
S&W had an odd little one-finger grip safety
on the frontstrap of the grip frame, and an
equally strange disc-shaped manual safety,
just below the upper curve ofthe backstrap.
The earliest version even had a bottom
located magazine release that moved across,
rather than back or forward. Also, the gun
had an unmistakable European "look," and

Continued on page 62
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Brian Enos picks up
Bianchi Cup loot plus
the NRA National
Action Shooting
Championship in the
highest scoring Bian
chi Cup Invitational
Match to date.
By Massad Ayoob

I t is like a convention of shooters, a smaller
but more intense version of the NRA

Annual Convention. The entire Columbia
(MO) Hilton Hotel is occupied by shooters
and firearms professionals. The atmosphere
of camaraderie has beneath it only the
slightest undercurrent of tension, because
tomorrow, the men and women the Selection
Committee describes as the "two hundred
best handgun shooters in the free world" will
vie against one another for the $160,000
purse Bianchi Cup.

The night before the shoot, at a press party,
John Pride unveils his supergun, a K-frame
Smith & Wesson with an Aimpoint sight and
a monster barrel that brings the gun's weight
to six pounds six ounces. There is talk about a
weight rule next year. They will probably call
it the "John Pride clause." To practice holding
this rifle-weight revolver, Pride, an LAPD
firearms instructor, has been working out
with a wrist-roller and a 50-pound weight,
ten times the load you normally put on a wrist
roller. ''I had to brace it on a piece ofsteel," he
admits with a smile.

John has been getting "monster gun" jokes
all night. "You oughta' have to draw that from
an ankle holster," one competitor half
jokingly tells him. I examine the gun and find
myself saying, "My God, John, what is this,
the Gun that Devoured Cincinnati?"

But the question in everyone's mind is, will
this be the gun that devours the Sixth Bianchi
Cup?

The First Day
On Wednesday, the shoot begins. There

are several people to watch. Mickey Fowler,

In action, Enos shows c;"most no reac
tion to recoil of his S&W M-JO.
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who won the Cup three straight years (fellow
competitors were beginning to call the event
the Fowler Cup); Brian Enos, who finished
second to Mickey in '82 by a point, and
captured last year's event by his own one
point margin over Pride; John Pride himself,
who doesn't need a monstergun to win; Rob
Leatham, Enos' shooting partner, who cap
tured the U.S. and World IPSC champion
ships in a dramatic one-two punch last year;
Tommy Campbell, who has been cleaning the
entire match with a perfect 1920 points in
practice; and Mark Duncan, the only one of
the top wheelgunners who has not put optical
sights on his revolver this year.

They are not alone. To get the coveted
Bianchi Cup Invitation, you have to have
done well at international championships, or
very well at national matches, or been win
ning local and regional matches outright.
From the day in the late '70s when it was
conceived by John Bianchi and Ray Chap
man, the Cup has been a "tournament of
champions." When the smoke has cleared in
four days, even the man who comes in dead
last will be a man who consistently wins
matches in his region.

There are probably a dozen men here who
have shot perfect practice scores on the
Bianchi Cup, a feat never achieved in the heat
of actual competition. Several ofus have shot
perfect scores on one or more of the four
events and only been down a few points on

the grand aggregate. But in the oft-quoted
words of Tom Campbell, "Practice ain't race
day."

The firing begins, and the intensity of this
year's competition becomes apparent within
the first couple of hours. (The main match
lasts three days, and you shoot two of the
matches on one day, one each on the other
two. The top shooters have been "seeded" to
shoot the most dramatically visual event, the
falling plates, on the afternoon of the final
day.)

When I shot the first Bianchi Cup, only one

shooter scored perfect on anything: Ohio cop
Mike Murray cleaned the 48 falling plates.
The five intervening years have sharpened
the competitors: by the end of today, there
will be eight perfect scores, and this is just the
first day of shooting. John Shaw, Vance
Schmid, Eddie Brown, Brian Enos, Frank
Glenn, and Mickey Fowler will all shoot

perfect scores on the Barricade Event, with
Glenn and Fowler tying for now on the tie
breaker with 43 of their 48 shots in the center
"X" ring. Bob Denny will clean the Falling
Plates, as will lehiro Nagata of the Japanese
magazine Model Gun Challenger, becoming
the first full-time gunwriter to do so.

We of the gun press are particularly
impressed with Ichiro's performance. It
shows that intensity of commitment is what
wins in a test that is highlighted by intensity
of pressure. lehiro has bet:n driving four
hours each way to sharpen up at the lSI range
where he was trained by Fowler and his
partner Mike Dalton.

Before we adjourn from the range, I talk to
one of the top shooters, who will remain
nameless. "How much did you practice in the
past year," I ask.

"Seventy-two thousand," he replies.
"72,000 rounds," I say, not terribly awed; I

know men who practice 100,000 shots for
The Cup.

"No," he answers, "$72,000 worth of fac
tory anuno." Before my eyebrows can come
down, he adds, "Of course, that's at
wholesale."

The Second Day
Day 1\vo finishes with an upset. Pride,

favored to win with his supergun, went out
early. What so many had feared would be the
Gun that would Eat the Bianchi Cup

Brian Enos (center) receives trophies from James Reinke of NRA (left) and John Bianchi.
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99
21
8

66
6

77(39%)
123 (61%)

95 (48%)
60(30%)
29
16

devoured Pride instead; it didn't work as
expected off the barricades, and cost him a
pile of points. Several of the shooters are
doing well, including defending champion
Enos, but the man who emerges from the
front ranks of the pack to take the lead is Bill
Rogers.

An ex-FBI agent who now makes some of
the finest holsters in the country, Rogers is
always a top finisher in matches on the pro
fessional handgun circuit, but never seems to
take the ultimate championship. This year
looks like his: he establishes two world rec
ords for NRA Practical Shooting in his first
two matches. (The Cup is simultaneously the
National Championships of NRA Action
Shooting, and was the inspiration for that
organization's entire Practical Shooting Pro
gram). On the barricades, his perfect 480 is
augmented by a blistering 46-count in the
four-inehl:enter X ring; on the moving tar
get, he3hoots the first perfect 480 score ever.

TheJn.ca1 press, which heavily covers the
Cup, is eating this up. The sports page in a
local paper leads off with a shot of Bill firing
his Andy Cannon-custom S&W .38 with
Airnpoint during the Mover: his lips are
drawn back from his teeth as he pulls the
trigger, and he looks for all the world like a
karate master screaming "Kiaai!" as he
breaks a board. Such is the pressure of The
Cup.

The Third Day
Day Three begins. Scores are higher than

ever, and as if that wasn't pressure enough,
the other top guns are suddenly looking at the
flying tail of Rogers leading the pack. If he
maintains this pace, he owns the Cup. The
others know now that he'll have to drop the
ball before they can pick it up.

And so, ofcourse, does Rogers. He tries to
go smooth and steady . . . too steady. On the
morning of Day Three, he shoots the Prac
tical Event, and on the stage where one has to
draw, place the gun in the weak hand, and fire
three shots into each of two targets in eight
seconds, he holds and squeezes a fraction too
long. The horn for "cease fire" sounds as he is
firing the sixth shot. The penalty costs him
ten points. Rattled, he drops another four at ,
the longer ranges.

There is still hope. He is only sixteen
points down, and he is sure to clean the
plates, giving him a 1904, higher than the
record 1903 Enos won with last year.

But 1984 at the Cup is not the same as '83.
The shooters are too hot, too good. That
fraction of a second has cost Rogers the
Bianchi Cup.

The pack is running too close together.
Leatham and Enos, who practice together,
will shoot side by side in some of the events
like a drill team, shot for shot. They tie on
points, both using S&W PPC revolvers in .38
Special and Airnpoint sights. A third S&W
.38, with a scope, and in the capable hands of
John Shaw, will tie for score.

Chapman designed the Bianchi match to
make it impossible to shoot a perfect score;
that was in 1979. But this is 1984. A few years
ago, Bianchi inaugurated. the "1900 Club,"

with a $5,000 prize for anyone tallying that
number of points. When the Cup opened,
only three men had gained membership:
Mickey Fowler, Brian Enos, and John Pride.

At the awards banquet tomorrow night,
John Bianchi will open both his club and his
checkbook to nine men who have hit the
magic number. Right now, at the end of Day
Three, we know that three of them are tied at
1910 points, a mark we had once thought
impossible to achieve. They are Brian Enos,
John Shaw, and Rob Leatham.

For two, it is the closest they've ever come
to victory at the Cup. For Enos, it's the third
time on the griddle, down to the wire, only
this time not by a point one way or the other,
but on center-X tie-breaker hits.

And, at the moment he goes on the line to
COlltinued on page 64

BIANCHI CUP 84
TOP 20 FINISHERS

Score/Xs

(1) Brian Enos,
Mesa, AZ 1910-257

(2) John Shaw,
Memphis, TN 1910-214

(3) Rob Leatham,
Mesa, AZ 1910-207

(4) MickeyFowler,
Glendale, CA 1907-165

(5) Paul Liebenberg,
La Crescenta, CA 1906-177

(6) Frank Glenn,
Glendale, AZ 1905-198

(7) Bill Wilson,
Berryville, AR 1905-193

(8) Bill Rogers, ..
Jacksonville, FL 1902-208

(9) J.P. Nelson,
Whittier, CA 1902-180

(10) Tom Campbell,
Huntington, MA 1886-135

(11) Mike Dalton,
Mission Hills, CA 1885-127

(12) Vance Schmid,
Marion,IL 1884-147

(13) Mike Kanazawa,
Lawrenceville, GA 1883-132

(14) James Swain,
Memphis, TN 1882-131

(15) Edward Deacon,
Columbia, MO 1881-137

(16) Wayne Bowker,
Torrance, CA 1880-176

(17) Eddie Brown,
Perry, MO 1880-119

(18) Larry Haynie,
Villa Rica, GA 1880-117

(19) Riley Gilmore,
Tulsa, OK 1879-179

(20) Mike Plaxco,
Roland,AR . 1879-122

TOP WOMEN
(1) Lee Cole,

Fayetteville, AR 1761-96
(2) Sara Van Valzah,

Atlanta, GA 1759-90
(3) Joyce Faulkner,

Pearl, MS 1746-88

EQUIPMENT LIST
GUNS
118 (20)* . . .. Smith & Wesson
66 (5)* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Colt
7 Heckler & Koch
5 Ruger
2 Randall
1 Detonics
1 Auto Ordnance
Note: * = number in top 25. Of the
Colts, 41 were Gov't Models. Of the
S&Ws, 49 were Model 10 and 12
were Model 686. Most (70%) used
S&W revolvers in the Main Event,
then more than 70% switched to
Colt .45 autos for the Speed Event.
SIGHfS
95 (16)* Airnpoint
25 (1)* Bo-Mar
12 (2)* Burris
11 (3)* Thompson/Center
8Tasco
2 (2)* Safariland
Note: • = number in top 25. All of
the above sights were either optical
or electronic, except for the Wichita.
While 95% used optical or electronic
sights in the Main Event, none used
them in the Speed Event.

HOLSTERS
21 (3)* Bianchi
37 (8)* Blocker
27 (7)* Davis
23 (1)* Reno
66 (6)* Rogers
Note: Other holster makc;rs were
represented by from one to three of
the balance of the contestants. The
holsters used remained generally
consistent throughout the match with
a 15% switch toward Rogers in the
Speed Event.

AMMUNITION
Factory
Reloads
Bullet Type
Semi-wadcutter
Round nose
Wadcutter
Others
Caliber
.38 Special
.357 Magnum
9mm Parabellum
.45 Auto
All other
Factory Brands
Winchester-Western 25 (13%)
Federal 27(14%)
Remington 10 (5%)
Atlanta Arms 6
Hornady 2
Note: Seven brands were repre
sented by one shooter each.
Powder (IIandIoads)
W-W231 61 (50%)
Bullseye 31 (25%)
700X 13
W-W452AA 6
Red Dot 3
Note: other powders repre
sented by one shooter each.
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Collected by Jon Winokur

Shooting Stance for Women
II·mow it's unorthodox, but IliI~e to shoot with my elbows bent. It creates a shocl~

absorber effect and gets the sights a lot closer to my eyes.

I position my feet slightly more than shoulder width apart, and I lean forward
(but not nearly as much as Linda Zubiena). -

"

-:;>0 {////-

'l'~_---- -::- d _..-

~/ ~-:-"'~"'.--. c.
". _...

LEE COLE, 1982 and 1983 IPSC Women's Notional Champion.
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© Jon Winol~ur 1984
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HANDGUNNEI
Historical

Test Report

THEH&R
U.S.R.A.

TARGET PISTOL
The competitive handgun scene today is a complicated

affair, with more types, models and modifications avail
able than ever before, but just a little over 50 years' ago
competitive pistol shooting was a less sophisticated sport
with few accessories at hand. One ofthe main concerns at
the time was the cost ofequipment during the great depres
sion. In the late 1920s Harrington & Richardson produced a
single-shot target pistol called the U.S.R.A. This is a single
shot version oftheir popular .22 revolver, refinedfor target
use and sold at a reasonable price, which seemed to hurt it
more than help.

The first ofthese pistols were introduced in 1929, not too
good ofa timefor expecting great retail sales. The following
story is a reprintfrom the March 1930 issue ofthe American
Rifleman and is thefirst field test ofthe single-shot by W D.
Frazer. The photo is ofthe U.S.R.A. model serial #256and
shown with a recent test target and the original issue ofthe
March, 1930American Rifleman. Also bracing the piece are
several old shooting medalsfrom the tum ofthe century. The
pistol is from the Don Nygord collection.

The Harrington
& .

Richardson
Target Pistol

By W. D. Frazer

Nowadays when one attempts to buy a good pistol at a low
price he is reminded ofthe words ofthe countryman when he
saw his first elephant, "There ain't no sich animal." For the
last decade we have been paying about twice as much as we
did before the war for high-grade, accurate, target pistols
suitable for that highly specialized deliberate shooting that is
so popular during the indoor season. The same is true of all
the shooting games, and this fact has a very deterring effect
upon the increase in enrollment in the pistol-shooting frater
nity, for a novice does not take kindly to the idea of paying
from $35 to $40 for a gun that is useful for only one form of
target practice. He is much more apt to go out and buy
himself a tennis racquet, or a set of golf clubs. Of cqurse
when a marksman becomes really interested in the sport of
pistol-shooting nothing is too good for him, and he wants the
very best equipment there is, barring highly dolled-up arms.

The few excellent American target pistols that have been
on the market are all that we can expect as long as our
competition rules restrict us to lO-inch barrels, 2-pound
trigger pulls, and similar handicaps to the best shooting; but

Continued on page 68
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WIN THIS
LIMITED
EDITION
AIMPOINT
HUNTER'S
REDHAWI
Acombination designed exclusively for the handgun hunter,

only 1,000 of these Aimpoint Hunter's Redhawk packages
will be made.

The powerful .44 Magnum Ruger Redhawk revolver, with
the action smoothed out and the trigger and hammer 'jew
elled, is fitted with the incomparable Aimpoint electronic
sight. The mount is from Maryland Gun Works, designed to
afford a rock-solid base for reliability under recoil.

To add to the package, the Ruger Redhawk is fitted with
Pachmayr grips, and to carry this comli9 afield, the winner
will get a hand-carved holster and belt specially designed for
this hunting gun by Tex Shoemaker.

This is a handgun/sight combination made to be used. The
New Aimpoint Mark III, with its red dot, offers quick and
accurate sighting not available with scopes or open sights.

Each gun will be specially remarqued with "Aimpoint
Limited Edition," the redhawk symbol and the serial number
etched on the side plate.

The recent successes of the Aimpoint sight-at the nation
al matches and in the field-show it to be an iiwaluable tool
for the competitor or the hunter. In the recent Bianchi Cup
VI Match, 95 of the 200 competitors used an Aimpoint sight,
and 16 of the top 25 were using an Aimpoint sighted handgun.
If you haven't tried an Aimpoint on your favbrite competition
or hunting gun, you can get full information by writing:
Aimpoint U.S.A., 203 Eldon St., Suite 302, Dept. AH,
Herndon, VA 22070.

For information on ordering one of these limited edition
Aimpoint Hunter's Redhawk packages, contact: Maryland
Gun Works, 2600 Frederick Rd., Dept. AH, Hyattstown,
MD 20871.
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This shootout
between two

conversion units
developed a

single conclusion
-both are winners.

By Steven S. Petrick

D own through the years many inventors have tried to accommo
date the dream of the three-gun NRA competitor for a single

frame, multiple-ealiber handgun with X-ring accuracy capability.
Success was there for the .38/.45 combo, but the reliable target grade
.22 eluded shooters until about 1970.

One of the first to come to the commercial rescue was Robert Day
of San Antonio, Texas. A retired U.S. Air Force master pistolsrnith
and 2600 shooter, Bob designed what he calls the "30-X .22 Target
Conversion" which fits the .38 or .45 ACP frame without alteration
or special tools.

Following the same lines but a few years later, was Fred Kart of
Kart Sporting Arms Corp., in Riverhead, New York. What these two
men have produced are designs ofbeauty, reliable function and target
grade accuracy that will put many rifles to shame.

Devices that enable big bore automatic pistols to digest .22 rirnfire
anuno for both practice and target work have been around nearly as
long as the fabled Model 1911 .45 ACP of John Browning design.
Back about 1920 members of the Springfield Arsenal experimented
with a .22 Short adapter. Unsuccessful trials over a several year span
with the diminutive cartridge proved that reliable functioning would
be obtainable only with the more powerful .22 Long Rifle casing.
Enter at this time Colt Industries.

Colt's engineers and designers were not to achieve instant success,
although they did invent a working blowback action that was to lead
to commercial production of the Colt Ace Target Pistol. No, it took a
number of more years of experimentation and the genius of David
"Carbine" Williams of M 1 Carbine fame to develop the floating
chamber principle for a reliable functioning conversion unit. True,
the Colt Ace had been on the market but the major complaint about
this pistol was that the changeover from .22 to .45 was very much an
arm shaking experience as the Ace generated very little recoil.
William's design, marketed in 1937, permits the expanding gases to
act upon an enlarged breech area to both cycle the heavy slide
completely and generate a recoil factor of about four times that of a
normal.22 Long Rifle cartridge. Therefore, for the first time, a pistol
shooter had the competition advantage of a one-frame, multi-pistol
concept providing sameness of grip, heft, trigger pull, apparent
recoil but, unfortunately, not X-ring accuracy.

Colt, indeed, had reversed direction. Its original Ace was accu
rate, but was known for unreliable case ejection. So accuracy was
sacrificed for reliability, to give the shooter a low-cost ammunition
practice pistol that simulated the apparent recoil of the big bore
without the bark and bite of same. True, this conversion kit could be
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Rear sights on both units resemble BoMars. White outline done by author.

Front sights on both the Day and the Kart units are undercut Patridge type.
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offer a firm grip of ease in operating the
smooth actions.

There are differences. Housing (width and
height) on the Day is slightly larger and is
constructed of6061-T6 alurninwn alloy with a
rated tensile strength of 45,000 PSI. The
slide is ofthe same material and rating. There
is no barrel link: as in the Colt. Instead, a
rectangular block beneath the chamber is
drilled through to accommodate the slide stop
pin. This hole is completely cut through at the
bottom, but is enclosed by a "C" shaped
hook. (This feature is evidenced in the photo
of the stripped down unit.) Completing the
interior is a steel breech block and a six inch
Douglas premium grade "Ultra-rifled" steel
barrel.

Another unique feature of the Day is that
.22 magazines per se are not furnished.
Instead, two inserts are provided which are
pushed, and locked, into the .45 magazine.
Each has a capacity of five rounds. For those
wanting to pay the cost, Colt Ace .22 maga
zines that hold nine cartridges can be used.
They may, however, require slight altering
for positive ejection by silver soldering a
small piece of metal on the left side near the
lips.

Installation is simplicity itself. Just slide
the unit onto the existing frame, insert the
slide stop pin, load and commence firing.
Although a pin is provided with the kit, origi
nal .45 frame stop pins will work. In using an
AMT Hardballer frame, though, only the
Hardballer stop pin would enter the frame
completely. With other receivers there was
no problem with either type.

Former land surveyor, mechanical tin
kerer and 2700 shooter, Fred Kart is the
inventor of the conversion unit bearing his
name. Of all steel investment casting con
struction, the piece differs additionally from

high polish blue housing- Day's to the front
and quite large, Kart's in mid-shroud and with
much smaller lettering but in gold. (l must
point out one item. Too late, I read an Ameri
can Rifleman article that pointed out one dis
advantage of the cleaner WD-40. The spray
is so effective a penetrating lubricant that it
will "lift" gold and silver filled lettering. No
longer does my Kart present its gleaming
logo - it washed away after the second
application of WD-40.) Ample deep serra
tions or grooves on each side of the slides

tuned but it was an expensive proposition.
And, with war clouds looming, there were
other more important matters at hand.

After the conflict of the '40s, when people
again started thinking of punching holes in
targets, Colt resumed its conversion produc
tion (having stopped during the war) and
others began to tinker with this unit in the
hope of producing a target piece. Such were
the likes of Day and Kart, and they suc
ceeded.

As with the Colt unit, the Day and Kart
units consist of a slide assembly (or shroud)
housing barrel, springs, etc. Although all
three have adjustable target sights, the dif
ference among them is readily noticable.
Profile-wise, Kart and Day present a custom
ized target look, while the Colt seems truly
like a big bore auto; only upon close exam
ination is the difference finally noticed.

Looking at both the Day and Kart conver
sions, one sees exterior housings that can be
called "kissing cousins" in appearance. Each
sports a one piece stationary rib topped with
undercut Patridge type front sights and
adjustable rear sights resembling a BoMar.
From the top the Day is .785 inch wide with
flat, matte finish; the Kart is .510 inch wide,
matte and grooved the full length between the
sights. Both have a sight radius of 8.25
inches.

The recoiling slide on both is of a modified
design that' originated and was patented in
Belgiwn shortly after the turn of the century.
Gunsmith-designer Charles Clement sold his
patent rights to Smith & Wesson, who some
fifty years later adapted the principle to their
now famous Model 41. Simply stated, the
slide recoils in the space between the frame
and the stationary sights supporting rib.

Additionally, in external appearance, each
has the company name on the left side of the
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Field stripped .22 conversion unit from Kart.

-
The Day 30X .22 conversion unit field stripped.

the Day in that it uses a patented barrel lock
ing system that, along with slide stop pin,
anchors itself to the receiver. Although this
may sound complicated, it takes less time to
accomplish the procedure than to describe it.

First, the barrel bushing button Gust like
the .45) is depressed and the bushing is
turned clockwise to release the button and
short spring. At a depth of about one-half
inch is the barrel locking screw, which is
backed offapproximately two turns. The unit
is then slid onto the frame, the lower slide is
moved to the rear and the slide stop pin is
inserted in place. After the slide is released
forward, the barrel locking screw is tightened
and the spring and button are inserted and
locked in place with the bushing. It may be
necessary, though, to check the barrel screw

tightness after initial firing until the unit seats
itself.

Length of the barrel, also produced by
Kart, is 5.590". Magazines as supplied by
the company resemble those of the Colt Ace,
which interchange completely. Capacity is
only five rounds for the Kart; six can be
squeezed in, but reliable functioning suffers.

As stated earlier, both units are "kissing
cousins" in appearance. However, when it
comes to shooting they are true sisters. Four
teen brands of ammo available locally were
tested in both units off a Ransom Rest. Ten
shot strings, five per loading, were used for
each group, with each measured for size
from center-to-center of edge holes with dial
calipers. And what groups they were!

Because the moveable target holders were

already set at 35 yards when we arrived for
testing at the range, there they stayed for the
remainder of that clear but cold March after
noon. Our comfort was assured, though, as a
number of bench rests are located within the
converted farmhouse that accommodates, in
different sections, both clubroom and shoot
ing benches. We simply "c" clamped the
Ransom Rest in place, removed a window,
and proceeded to make the hulls fly. Actually,
my daughter Marla had the fun segment of
the day. She did the shooting while dad did
the running back and forth with new targets.
It had been planned the other way, but when a
daughter smiles so sweetly, well ...

All testing was done in alphabetical order,
including conversion use. With the Day atop

Continued on page 73

COMPARISON CHART
10-SHOT STRINGS - CENTER

TO-CENTER - 35 YARDS

DAY .22 KART .22
CONVERSION CONVERSION

GROUP GROUP
CARTRIDGE SIZE (ins.) SIZE (ins.)
CCI Mini Group .890 .795
CCI Stinoer 1.589 .975
Eley Club .391 * .492
Federal
Champion .830 .780
Remington
Taraet 1.319 1.239
Remington
High Speed 1.667 1.499
Squires Bingham 1.400 1.247
Wards
Hioh Speed 1.500 1.395
Western
Hollow Point 1.267 1.317
Western
Super Match .497 .415*
Winchester
Expediter 1.369 1.664
Winchester
Mark IV .530 .425
Winchester
SuperX 1.683** 1.798**
Winchester T-22 1.148 1287

'Denotes smallest group size fired. "Denotes largest group size fired. Recoiling slide system of S&W 41 is evident in both Kart and Day units.
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Hasthe
Multi-Cali
Ray Herriott thinks
so, and his Centaur
System, while only in
prototype may be the
answer.
By AlPickles

The notion of converting a basic handgun
from one caliber to another has always

fascinated the economy-minded shooter as
well as the professional pistolero. While
economy, especially today, is important to us
all, the technical advantages of converting a
single gun to additional calibers are even
more important to the advanced handgunner.
We all shoot our best with the handgun we
use the most. If we can change from one
caliber to another while maintaining the same
"feel," it stands to reason that our shooting
will remain consistent and even improve over
the long run.

The term "feel," of course, includes bal
ance, trigger pull and break, and all other
mechanics ofa given type ofhandgun action.
Such a conversion becomes most practical if
it can be accomplished in a relatively short
period of time and with little or no
gunsmithing skill on the part of the owner.

The truth of this concept is most obviously
demonstrated by the astonishingly rapid suc
cess of Thompson/Center Arms with their
Contender pistol. It would be almost a sure
bet that over 95 % of the Contender owners
have at least one extra barrel in a different
caliber. Some own a dozen barrels in various
calibers and lengths.

The use to which one can put a Thompson/
Center Contender is, however, limited by its
being a single-shot pistol. It would be nice if
someone could come up with an easily con
verted large caliber revolver to compliment
the several autoloaders on the market that
offer caliber conversions, such as the Colt
and the Heckler & Koch. Handgun hunters,
who generally appreciate a rapid second
shot, often prefer the revolver to the auto
loader.

I am sure there have been several past
attempts at quick conversion kits with
revolvers, but none have been successful
enough to capture a portion of the handgun
market. There are, indeed, considerable
design problems to overcome and the end
result must feature economy if it is to interest
the average shooter. Economy has general
appeal, and general appeal leads to the vol
ume production and sales that generate more
economy.

54

The problems in designing a revolver with
quick conversion capabilities have interested
Master Designer Ray Herriott for some time
and, apparently, he has solved 'them. I have
just finished a grueling test session with a
Herriott prototype ofjust such a revolver.

The prototype is a large frame stainless
steel single action utilizing a Ruger Super
Blackhawk frame with certain modifications
designed by Herriott. Special barrel and cyl
inder sets have been manufactured in .357
Magnum and .44 Magnum which can be

Continued on poge 66
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Interrupted threads
of barre', and cy'inder
'ocking device are
shown In photos
at 'eft. Interchanging
both cr."nders and
barre sis easy task.

To this day when I think of the term
"gun designer" I get a mental picture

of a man whittling away at a wooden
working model of a handgun that will
take the world by storm. These fascinat
ing men did more than adorn the pages
ofhistory, they recharted the course that
history would follow. Gun designers
were, for the most part, self-taught and
self-made men. Some could even visu
alize the most complex mechanisms
without committing the design to paper.
The key to their success was single
minded interest in their work. Multi
talented men, like Sam Colt, were the
exceptions.

While men who fit this mold still
exist, it takes an entirely different back
ground to earn the title "Chief of
Designing" with a modern gun com
pany. Nonetheless there is, at least in the
instance at hand, a common
denominator. Ray G. Herriott, formerly
chief designer at Detonics Manufactur
ing Corporation, is a self-made man.
While pursuing the various necessary
disciplines at university level, he con
centrated on math, physics, and elec
tronics while having little time for those
subjects that were not directly related to
his goals.

Fun subjects for Ray consisted of
drafting, graphics, schematics, and
mechanical drawing - a far cry from
some students who tend to relax with
college level basket weaving. Academic
studies were supplemented by master
ing, to advanced journeyman level, a
wide variety of shop equipment and
skills. He foresaw the eventual rela
tionship between machines and elec
tronics.

A gun designer by today's standards
does not whittle a model in wood - he
uses computers. A gun designer of
today becomes a master of general ana
log circuit design, digital circuits, and
electro-mechanical design. He learns
how to program computers to aid in

Continued 011 pa e 67
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American Supers
More than fifty years ago, Colt invented

.38 Super by loading the old .38 ACP case to
high pressure. The company has chambered
its heavy autos for it ever since. The newer
guns still headspace on the semi-rim and
have fairly loose, long chambers tapering
into the bore. I was eager to test Colts
because improvements have been made in
.45 accuracy in recent years. If this extended
to .38 Super, it could be a boost for the
caliber.

Colt's Mark IV Series 70 auto is familiar to
all handgunners, as is their shorter Combat
Commander. Both are fine, well-fitted guns

The .38 Super shares one thing with Mark THE liberal doses of hot air.
Thain-reports of its death are greatly In order to learn the facts about modern

exaggerated. Having taken a long, hard beat- .38 Super guns and present factory ammo, I
ing, it is staging a fighting comeback. decided to test the available guns in the

The Super has to be our most maligned caliber. .
caliber. Gun writers have done more than There are three factory loadings. Reming-
their share of badmouthing. And gun writers ton still makes the same hardball fodder.
aren't all wrong, so Super guns have been More useful are Remington's l15-grain jack-
unpopular. eted hollowpoints (JHP), listed at 1300 fps

The gripes against .38 Super are quickly and 431 ft-Ibs., and Winchester's 125-grain
summarized. The worst is that the Super is JHP (1280 fps; 454 ft-Ibs.) Both expand relia-
"inherently inaccurate," and add to that bly at normal ranges and are vicious
the claim that it is a poor stopper. For stoppers, disposing of one gripe against
what is supposed to be a serious defen- the Super. These loads also shoot flat-
sive caliber, that is plenty to turn off ter than either .45s or 9mrns outto any
shooters. range.

The technical experts may also CAUTION: Never shoot Super
explain that .38 Super's unusual semi-rim- loads in older .38 ACP guns. The new-
med case headspaces on the semi-rim. But est Super loads are marked ".38

the small rim shoulder in typical guns,TOD.~ Super +P", but older loads may carry
combined with over-long loose cham- headstamps such as ".38 Auto" with
bers, makes alignment ofthe round unrelia- no indication of high pressures. If in
ble. Result: poor accuracy. doubt, don't shoot them..38 ACP guns

All of this was true years ago. Some will not handle Super pressures. All Super
Super guns were pretty inaccurate. The old guns should be checked before firing, to
military hardball ammo was and is a poor By Russ Gaertner be certain that no weakening pitting is pre-
stopper, because it drills neat holes through sent in chamber or bore. Shallow pits may be
everything. But what about the modern okay for both strength and accuracy, but have
Super guns and ammo? A new look at this 50 an expert look at the gun.

Even its critics have to admit that the Super
has always been powerful. Muzzle energies year old cartridge
are higher than either .45 ACP or 9mm Para-
bellum(Luger).With.45ACP(upt0370ft- and a dispelling of
lbs. in regular factory loads) and 9mm
(335-387 ft-Ibs.) about equal, the Superhard- some of the myths
ball load has both higher velocity (130-gr. d . .
bullet, 1280 ft. per second) and greater surr 0 u n 1, ng 1, t s
muzzle energy (475 ft-Ibs.) from test barrels. d .

Personally I have been a Super booster for accuracy an SU1,ta-
years. Starting with conversion of an Astra b ,; I'; ty ,; n t 0 day's
600 from 9mm to Super, I later added a I< I< I<

Llama in the caliber. These Spanish autos ld. f' th A
combined good power with acceptable wor OJ e mer-
accuracy. Recently I began to wonder ican handgunner.
whether all of the badmouthing contained

Author-tested .38
Supers included,
left to right,
Astra A-80; Auto
Ordnance 1911;
Colt Combat Com
mander; Sig-Sauer
P-220; Colt Mark
IV Series 80.
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The new Colt Super slide I used was a
tight fit on myoId Gold Cup receiver. I
did no honing, and the .45 ejector
cleared the slide channel. I simply
cleaned the rails, lubed with Break Free,
and reassembled the gun with .38 slide,
using the old barrel bushing, recoil
spring, and slide catch. Despite the snug
fit, the gun was reliable with factory
arnrno or full-power handloads, but not
with light handloads.

Accuracy ofthe converted Colt Super
was not up to the factory Mark IV
Super. From the Lee rest I averaged
good 3- to 4-inch groups.

Conversion of my Auto Ordnance
1911 .45 was similar, but the AO .38
Super slide gave a looser fit on the AO
.45 receiver. (The Colt .38 slide would
not fit the AO frame.) The .45 ejector
also stopped the AO slide cold, so a .38
ejector from AO was installed. The gun
then worked fine, but from the machine
rest it printed 4- to 6-inch groups.

Interestingly, by sighting from an arm
rest, I got average groups under 2
inches, including 1.1- and 1.3-inch beau
ties. This is unusual, because it means
that slide looseness spread out machine
groups, but the lockup itself was good,
giving fine aimed results. The converted
AO Super was reliable with a wide
range of loads.

This conversion to .38 Super has the
advantage of low cost, and it lets the
shooter try the caliber using the same
trigger pull and feel as his .45. You can't
make a better direct comparison than
that.

The conversion of a .45 auto to .38
Super is easy and economical,

because only the extra slide and its parts
are needed. No fitting or other shop
work is usually required.

The extra parts are a .38 Super slide
which will work on the rails of the .45
frame, the slide parts (firing pin, spring,
stop, and extractor), Super barrel with
link and pin, Super magazine, and pos
sibly a Super ejector. With these parts, it
is as easy as field stripping to go from
one caliber to the other and back again.

If you want to save even more on
parts costs, you can get by with just the
slide, barrel, and extractor, but you have
to switch firing pin, etc., back and forth.

CONVERSION TO .38 SUPER

Continued on page 75

From the Commander on theLee rest, the
Remington 130s averaged 3.56 inches and the
Winchester load, 2.35 inches. Handloads
printed 1.75- to 4.24-inch groups, averaging
2.84 inches. Not up to the test Mark IV auto,
but still good for a factory auto with no
accurizing. Trigger pulls on both guns started
out on the heavy side, but after shooting they
levelled out at a good 5 lbs. with some creep,
about like factory .45 pulls.

As expected, velocities and power were
not up to data from factory test barrels. From
the 5-inch Mk. IV barrel, Remington 130s
clocked 1187 fps for 407 ft-lbs.; their 115s,
1275 fps or 415 ft-lbs.; and Winchester 125s,
1203 fps and 401 ft-lbs. Commander figures
were slightly lower from the 4 112-inch bar
rel. These numbers are still well above com
parable .45 ACP and 9mm performance.

I like the Colts. They are hard to beat in
any caliber. I handle these guns automatically
(not a pun!), without thinking about it. I'm
relaxed with them, and I shoot better because
of that. In .38 Super, they are as much fun to
'shoot as a .45, maybe more.

The only other American-made Super at
present is Auto Ordnance's 1911 model, which
became availablejust as I was completing my
tests. I have one of their .45s, a well-fitted
surprisingly accurate auto, though not as
nicely machined and finished as the Colts.
The AO Super was similar, but not very
accurate. This was disappointing, because
the gun has a fairly tight chamber and head
spaces on the case mouth, not the semi-rim.
Of course, the lockup itself is a key factor in
accuracy.

The Detonics people tell me that they no
longer make a Super auto, due to low
demand. The Llama rep said the same thing,
thus unpopularity due to unjustified criticism
hurts not only the caliber, but the gun com
panies. That limits the shooter's choices. But
my enthusiasm grew as I expanded testing to
foreigh-made Supers.

A variety of handloads and factory ammunition were used in the test.

Headspacing varies; Commander (top) headspaces on semi-rim; in the
lower Astra barrel, headspace is on case mouth-much better system.

with higWy polished, attractive finishes.
These high-quality guns are so well known
that no further description is needed.
Frankly, however, I had never fired either
Super. Not many shooters have.

Shooting a .38 Super Colt is not much
different from firing the same gun in 9mm.
Both are mild and noticeably lighter in recoil
than a .45 with full loads. If a shooter is
bothered by .45 kick, the Super may help.
The Commander is a little tougher to shoot
well, but again the Super can help.

After preliminary shooting, I knew that
my brand new test Colts were higWy reliable
out-of-the-box with factory loads and sur
prisingly so with my best handloads. So I set
up the Lee pistol machine rest and the OeWer
Model 33 Chronotach to start serious testing,
firing 5-shot groups at 25 yards.

The best I hoped for, having read all about
the Super's "inaccuracy," was mediocre
accuracy. What I got was something else!
The Colt Mark IV auto with Remington fac
tory hardball ammo averaged 2.51-inch
groups, and Winchester 125 JHPs were
downright tight with a 1.85-inch average!
This compares well with any other serious
caliber in a standard gun out-of-the-box. If
this is "inherent inaccuracy," I'll take it!

My handloads grouped even more uni
formly from the Colt Mark IV. All groups
ranged from 1.43 to 3.29 inches, and the four
loads averaged 1.84 to 2.13 inches. I did a lot
of grinning that day, having debunked the
"inaccuracy" gripe. Writers have neglected
to test Super guns recently, it seems.

Why are the Colts now more accurate than
years ago? Colt uses the collet-type barrel
bushing in its Series 70 guns, for tighter,
more uniform lockup. The Commander still
has the old barrel bushing, but the specs may
be tighter for other key parts. Whatever the
reason, the bottom line is that Colt Super
accuracy today is good to very good. This
was borne out by my testing of the Com
mander.
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By Jim Weller

Custom pistolsmiths can and do
add just about anything to a
combat pistol. But if costs are
important to you, perhaps you
should take a good hard look be
fore you leap.
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Combat .45! These days, the mention of
something like that conjures up visions

of compensators, expansion chambers,
Bomar Sights, and enough extras to keep a
gunsmith happy on one gun for a number of
hours. In fact, looking at some of the price
sheets that I have, I get the feeling that some
of these people would only need to do a
couple of guns a year to make a nice living.
So I exaggerate a little, but these things don't
come cheap, and price increases, when they
come, are usually large increases.

OK, so you've decided that you can't live
without one of these modern marvels and by
golly, six kids and a wife or not, you're gonna
find the bucks and get you one. If you haven't
seen price sheets from about a dozen
gun~miths and compared prices, please do
so. Many offer package deals on certain por
tions of the work which make it somewhat
more attractive than paying for each step
separately. As I start this article, I have in
front of me four price sheets from four of the
better known .45'magicians in the country
today. What they offer in options, what it
costs, and just how much ofwhat do you need
is just what I'm going to talk about. When we
finish building your "master blaster" and you
see what it will cost you, you may want some
Alka-Seltzer handy. Then I'm going to give
you my views on all it really takes to have a
competitive .45 for either duty or IPSe use.

Assuming that you have a good, solid .45
to begin with, (if not, then add the price of
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one to the bill), here, one at a time, is the list
of the major pieces of equipment found on
match guns today.

Right off the bat, let's get the most expen
sive piece ofequipment out ofthe way. I've by
no means fired all of the compensator types
currently available, nor do I have the desire
to. All of the current crop of compensators
appear to do the job for which they are
intended. Keep in mind that they do not
reduce the recoil of the weapon, but only the
muzzle rise. So what, you say, the .45 doesn't
recoil all that bad anyway, but a reduction in
muzzle jump would be just the ticket for rapid
fire, so the end justifies the expense. None are
cheap, and ifyou feel that you absolutely can't
live without one, be prepared to make an
initial cash outlay of anywhere from $300
and up if you have the gunsmith do the fitting
for you. This isn't really as bad as it sounds,
since the compensator usually includes a new
custom barrel, solid bushing if one is used,
and a precise fitting of barrel to slide, along
with the proper throating of the barrel ramp
and polishing of the frame for' reliable feed
ing. Done separately to a standard barrel, all
this would add up to a hunk of change in
itself. The top price I've seen in compen
sators is a cool $500, including a new 6" Bar
Sto barrel. Let's go middle ofthe road and say
that our particular one will cost $400.

TRIGGER WORK
This is an item that you absolutely can't be

without. I don't know of a shooter worth his
salt who doesn't have some kind of trigger
work done to give him a clean, crisp pull. For
a good match trigger, including a long trigger
adjustable for overtravel, $40 will leave your
hands. Here you could save yourself a couple
of bucks if you purchase your own new trig
ger and put it in the gun prior to shipping it
for work.

SIGHTS
I don't care whether or not you compete in

matches or just carry for social use, good
sights are a must on the .45. Fixed sights are
far and away the sturdiest you can use, and
when properly installed will hold their zero
through thick and thin. My current favorite in
this category are those sold by ace gunsmith

Spade grip safety and ambidex
trous safety lever are nice, but?



Bobbed hammer will prevent most auto "bites."

Richard Heinie. They'll cost you $55
installed through his shop, and are a bargain.
No way, you say; you shoot a dozen different
loads, and besides, what would a true IPSC
shooter do without his melted Bomars.
Alright, let's go with the flow and get them.
Cost is another $120. Others you might wish
to consider are the Milletts and Micros. Stay
away from the S&W adjustable sights, since
they cost you as much to install as the Bomars
and don't give you anywhere near the sight
picture.

ACCURACY WORK
This usually consists of tightening the slide

to the frame, and the custom fitting of the
barrel to the slide. We already picked the
barrel fitting with the installation of the com
pensator, so that leaves the slide/frame fit.
Do you need it? If you're an avid shooter/
competitor, and you must be or you wouldn't
be building this, then the answer is yes. Your
pistol will run many more rounds before
needing a re-tightening if you start with the
gun good and tight to begin with. Most
pistolsmiths offer a "combat" tightening
which allows good accuracy and reliability
without the super tight fitting of a bullseye
gun. Figure another $60 for this extra.

LOWERING EJECTION PORT
This is a truly functional option that you

shouldn't be without. Any .45 should be able
to eject the standard hardball (loaded) with-

out the cartridge catching on the slide/port.
That ability will enable the shooter to clear
most malfunctions quickly and easily simply
by pulling the slide smartly to the rear. With
out this lowering, you can find yourself in a
worse spot than you started with. This is $25
well spent on a standard MKIY. A Gold Cup
and Commander have this feature built in as
does the new Colt "Combat" MKIY.

WIDE GRIP SAFETY
This is totally up to the shooter. I merely

requested that the hammer on my gun be
bobbed, and the standard safety left in place. I
have never been bothered by hammer bite
that way, and I notice no difference in felt
recoil with the wider safety. But, I forgot,
you're building your "Star Wars" blaster, and
it wouldn't be complete without one, so
another $60 will do it.

Practically everybody has one of those
ambidextrous safeties these days, except me,
that is. My gun sports the one that Sam Colt

Continued on page 62
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MASSAD F. AYOOB'S
IISTRESS.IRE"

------- POLICE BOOKSHELF P.O. Box 122, Conc~rd, N.H. 03301 ----- I
I Please check one: I
I 0 Check or Money Order-$11.45 I
I 0 Charge my MC No. I
I Exp. date Name I
I 0 Charge my VISA No. Street I
I Exp. date C I
I Bank on which account is drawn: Ity I
I State Zip II J

STOCKS, METAL WORK,
FINISHES

You'll find many people offering their
work with the Pachmayr rubber stocks. I
have nothing but praise for their new "Grip
per" revolver stocks, but I simply don't like
them on my .45's. It is hard to improve on the
ones that come from Colt, meaning the
checkered wooden stocks. You can, how
ever, add something to those stocks that will
give you the finest non-slip surface available.
I'm speaking, naturally, of having the front
strap checkered. Metal checkering;
especially good quality work of 20 LPI, isn't
cheap, but then this is a once in a lifetime buy
and you want it all. Besides, this is another
one of those extras that really is worth the
money. $85 is the going rate these days just
for the frame, but it's worth every penny.
Neither rain, nor snow, nor sweat can make
your hand slip from a good metal checkering
job.

Squaring and checkering the trigger guard
is something I can do without since I don't
utilize the guard for support of my index
finger. Besides, it adds another $60 to the
price of your blaster, which is already going
into warp drive on it's way through your
wallet. You can save yourself $30 and just
have the standard trigger guard left as is, but
checkered, so let's do that instead.

As for the finish, I have a fondness for the
two-tone method, and my own gun reflects
this with a blued slide and Nytex finish on the
frame, but the end result is another $75 added
to the bill. I personally don't like the all
stainless type finishes on my .45's whether
they resist rust or not. I figure that when a
weapon is taken care of, the blue works just
fine. It might wear some and need replacing
once in awhile, but it makes a much more
pleasing finish when coupled with a brushed
nickle style finish on the frame.

Well, if I were building a new blaster, and
money were no object, then everything I just
mentioned would go on the want list. What's
that, you say? You want to know what ELSE
you can have done? Well, alright, because
there are a couple of other things that just
might come in handy, such as an extended
magazine release button (can be useful in a
match); an extended slide release (only a
boob would want one of those); have the rear
of the slide checkered to match the frame
(some say it helps to reduce glare, personally
I can't see the difference; checker or serrate
the top of the slide (same goes for this as for
the rear of the slide); funnel the magazine
well (it does help, so let's add another $25 to
the bill); and on and on. .

Now that weve completed the work sheet
for our new IPSC special, it's time to drag out
the pocket calculator. Assuming that you
already have a .45, let's get right into the
custom end.

puts on at the factory, and I see no need to
change it since I have no trouble using it.
However, you might, and what about those
weak hand matches? OK, add another $60 to
the tab.

plus $1.50 postage and handling

$9.95

At lastI The first volume of Massad Ayoob's long
awaited s~ries on . 'Gunfighting for Police:

Advanced Tactics and Techniques."
"STAESSFIAE" is the result of Ayoob's

years of research about what actually

happens in gunfights.

Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the
mind and body. ruining conventional shooting

techniques under pressure . . . and how new
techniques actually feed off that pressure to
make you perform better under stress!

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(4~4) 458-0477

by Massad F, Ayoob
wlthjQre.wQrd by Ray Clwprnan

V(ll~melot

Gunji9fUiJt~ft)r'Pl1lk(~.:

AdtJatte-:d 'To-et1cs and Techniques
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Completes Your Holster Inventory

Always feed belt through
wDolskin to lock it in place
and "pancake" holster

Velcro' adjustment lightens
holster's innerlining lor
snug, cuslom IiI.

re·holstering

© 1984 TABLER MARKETING

How it Works
Bell slots provide 3 different adjustments:
2 outside belt slots for X·large guns.
Use 3 belt slots for medium frames.
Use all 4 for smaller guns

FREE 13th HOLSTER
DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

It's quite versatile. The "Any Gun Protective" allows you to economically in
crease your present holster inventory ... immediately! You can use it as an
alternative to all those holsters you can't (or prefer not to) stock. It replaces
holsters for odd shaped guns, older out of production pieces, war relics as well
as the latest-newest models (for which holsters have yet to be made). We
believe this is your most economical alternative to a large, costly, space con
suming holster inventory.

Southpaws love it. Few lefties can resist an inexpensive answer to their holster
dilemma. You can use your A.G.P. display as a substitute for an entire left
handed inventory.

The A,G.P. has even created a new market all its own. Since the A.G.P, works
like a gun-rug it appeals to those who already own holsters for all their guns.
These are people who don't need another conventional holster. They buy the
A.G.P. as an investment in their guns' resale values.

You can use the A.G.P. to fill in gaps in your present inventory. So there's no
need to ever lose a sale when you're temporarily out of a certain model. It lets
you streamline your inventory. Stock only those holsters that move.

Finally there's the price ($22.50 retail), It will never be a sales obstacle. The
A.G.P. is affordable, so you can sell these in volume. Virtually every handgun
owner who walks through your door is a potential buyer.

I think you'll agree it makes good sense to expand your present inventory with
an adjustable holster. You can immediately maximize your present inventory
with a self-selling A.G.P. display.

HOW TO OROER: ---------------------'
Send Check or M.O. ($141.60 per dozen) to: TABLER MARKETING
2554 Lincoln Blvd.. #555, Marina del Rey, CA 90291. '
The A.G.P. comes in black or brown. Please specify the number of each when ordering.

Order now and receive one FREE
SAMPLE-DEMO HOLSTER
with each wholesale order.

New adjustable holster fits
most any handgun: autos and
revolvers alike, regardless of
barrel length or frame size.
It instantly converts to left
hand use l So it's the only left
handed holster you ever need
to stock.
What's more, its specially
treated woolskin inner-lining
works like a gun-rug to pro
tect bluing.

THE SECRET: Something you
. can't see from the outside ..

the lambskin inner-lining is
Velcro backed. So it custom
adjusts for a snug fit.

1. Compensator, barrel,
custom fitting $400.00

2. Match trigger job with adjustable
trigger 40.00

3. Melted BoMars with new front
sight 120.00

4. Tighten slide to frame 60.00
5. Lower ejection port. 25.00
6. Wide grip safety 50.00
7. Ambidextrous thumb safety 60.00
8. Checker frame 85.00
9. Checker trigger guard 30.00

10. Nytex frame 75.00
11. Reblue slide 40.00
12. Add skeletonized Commander

hammer 58.00
13. New 18 th lb. recoil spring 3.00
Grand Total $1046.00

Ifyou don't already have a .45, you can add
the price of that to the above. (Also add the
price of one divorce if your spouse isn't a
shooter or understanding. If she is the for
mer, then double the price since she's not
going to stop until she has one, too.)

Keep in mind that these prices are what's
being charged on the average for the work
shown. By the time you read this, prices will,
I'm sure, have gone up, and when the prices
go up on work like this, they don't usually go
up a couple ofdollars, they go up a BUNCH!
For instance, the gunsmith who built my gun
checkered the frame for $60. Now, one year
later, the going rate is $85. Don't be afraid to
get a bunch of price sheets and phone the
gunsmith. You can tell by speaking with them
whether or not you're going to get treated as a
human being, or just another piece of gravel
in the driveway. Prices will vary quite a bit
from one shop to another for certain work.
While I sit here typing this, another folder
from a gunshop was delivered to my door.
When I saw the prices being charged there, I
promptly threw it away. I wouldn't pay those
prices to old J. Browning himself.

Do all these items that you stuck on your
dream gun make any difference in the way
you shoot? Psychologically they might, and
for the first match or two you attend, you may
be looked on as the next world's champion
because you'll do so well. However, your old
habits will come back and your true colors
will show through eventually. Only when you
reach the caliber of shooters like Mike
Plaxco or Rob Latham will a lot of this
foofaraw make one whit of difference, and
let's face it guys, there just aren't that many of
us who will ever get that far. I can hear some
of you now saying to yourselv-es saying that
you bet that jerk Weller shoots one of those
"funky" guns himself, and you know some
thing? You're right, I do. But, like the top
shooters in the game, I feel that when I do
poorly, no gun would have helped me, and
when I'm having a good day, I could win with
a length of sewer pipe if I were inclined to
shoot it. There isn't anything on the market
that's going to hit the target for you, no matter
what you pay for it. In a' column in another
shooting publication, a former world's cham-

. pion and top IPSC competitor made the state
ment that when sizing up the competitors at a
match, the sight of one of these chrome and
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The STAR PROGRESSIVE RELOADER
as well as the STAR SIZER & LU
BRICATOR are the finest available on the
market. Use patented STAR PRECISION
RELOADER EQUIPMENT and be confi
dent that your shooting competitor has
ammunition no better than yours.

GET ON TARGET NOW WITH THE
BEST...GET STAR PRECISION EQUIP
MENT FOR BETTER SCORING!

For FREE CATALOG send
self addressed, stamped envelope..

Accurizer Combo
563.95 retail "

16131 GOTHARD Sf.. HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647
(714) 842-5575

Colt· Ruger. Dan Wesson. Browning
Beretta. Smith & Wesson

Millett Sights

See your local dealer or send $1 U.S.
($3 foreign) for complete Catalog.

NEW
BERETTA

This amazing
new sight system
not only provides

a highly visible sight
picture but also tunes the barrel lockup
to improve your accuracy and reduce

your group size by as much as 50%.

The Beretta Accurizer Sight
System fits the 92S, 92SB, 84 & 85

models. Easy to install your choice of
rear blade styles. Front sight comes in

white, serrated ramp or Blaze Orange.

~ARMACHINE WORKS

j)MACHINE\ 418 Tenth Avenue
WORKS~ San Diego, CA 92101

was expensive. It lasted until 1921, and
8,350 were made.

By 1924, Smith & Wesson had re
designed the pistol, and wisely chambered it
for the popular .32 Auto round. The
unlockable breech block and the one-finger
grip safety were retained, but the new pistol
had a true slide, elegant good looks, and
impeccable quality. Unfortunately, it was
still much more expensive than its com
petitors, and its production period -1924 to
1927 - was not the best of times to market a
costly pocket auto. Exactly 957 of them
were made.

STAR WARS PISTOL
Our next example is a .22LR pistol that

had no serious design defects, and many
e'xcellent features - the Whitney
"Wolverine." Made from 1955 to .1963, it
was reliable, accurate, and reasonably
priced. Its grip shape and angle were per
fect, and its pointability and other handling
qualities were superb. Its only mechanical
minus points were a poorly-shaped hammer
and a tricky takedown.

blue pin guns that cost $1000 didn't bother
him. What did bother him was the sight of a
.45 worn shiny from thousands ofdraws, and
the knowledge that the guy using it had just
spent the $1000 on powder and primers for
practice!

Believe me, I have nothing against the
fancy guns nor those who build them.
Indeed, a well crafted.45 is a thing ofbeauty,
and the future is bright indeed for good .45
craftsmen. However, for those of you who
want something accurate, reliable, and a cou
ple of hairs out of the ordinary, many
gunsmiths offer what they call a "Duty" pack
age for a lot less money. A perfect example of
that is the "Personal Defense Package" put
together by Richard Heinie (821 East
Adams, Havana, ILL 62644). In this pack
age, the shooter will find everything he needs
to SUCCESSFULLY compete in any IPSC
match, and it also doubles as a top notch
carry piece as well. Included are a set of his
absolutely top-notch fixed sights, beveled
mag well, open and flared ejection port, trig
ger job, throat for all anuno, adjust extractor,
fit solid bushing, re-crown barrel, bob ham
mer, 18 112 lb. recoil spring, shok-buff, and
deburr all parts. The price on this is a measly
(comparatively) $170.00. Add $20 for a long
trigger and even another $85 for checkering
the frame, and you're still way ahead of the
game. This is a true bargain by any stan
dards, and if you can't win with this one, I
doubt that you'd win with anything you could
come up with. The only top shooter that I
know of that is currently using the standard
length .45 sans compensator/muzzle brake of
any kind is Ross Seyfried, and I think
that anyone would have to say that
he does rather well with it. So ~
can you. ~

AUTO PISTOL
FAILURES
Continuedfrom page 40

LIVING PROOF
You know that quality and value are

the result of wisdom and experience.
Now the accumulated wisdom ofthree
generations of family tradition is pass
ed along to you in articles, photo
graphs and stories that every hand
loader - from beginner to seasoned
veteran-will find valuable.

Handloading takes special care and
respect for what you're doing. That's
why everything you need to know
about loading ammunition is
presented in Hodgdon Powder
Data Manual No. 24. The format
makes for easy reading and the infor
mation is technically perfect.

The living proof of the Hodgdon
Company's commitment to quality is
our customers themselves. Pick up a
copy of Hodgdon's Data Manual No.
24 and prove it for yourself.

Available from your favorite fire
arms dealer.

1- ..- I

I D Send me copies of Hodgdon's I
I Powder Data Manual No. 24 @12.50 each. I
I Name --------- I
I Address --------- I
I City--- State_ Zip,___ I

:B6!~!!~!n~~!!!~2!l :
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Big opportunities B'g
prof,ts Earn quickly.
Full or part time. Learn
at home. irs easy. Do
real jobs: All Tools
-Materials Supplied.
Lie. State of NJ -
Appd. for Veterans. Send
Name and address for
FREE book.

D.::"-- "AST DRAW
~ FO.R THE BEGINNER

A complete instruction book detailed with
illustrations on FAST DRAW, gun conver
sions and safety procedures written by three
time world FAST DRAW champion BOB
GRAHAM. Learn the secrets and tips of the
professionals so you can practice with fun
and safety. Send $7.95 to·

THE WESfERNER COMPANY
P.O. Box 3394 Conroe, Texas 77305

PRI({~!O€!~
1285 Mark Street, Bensenville, IL 60106
o SEND FREE CATALOG
Name _

Addressi _

Be a ..jITH I
CKS'" .

LaO lAIN WHILITYOU LlAiN

I Sene! for
.111 lOOK

For more information send $1.00 refundable on first order to ..

P& C
SHOOTING SPECIALTIES

P.O. BOX 10808
PITTSBURGH, PA 15236

P&C
SHOOTING SPECIALTIES

INTRODUCES
6 CAVITY BULLET MOULD
for Lyman 4 cavity handles
ONLY $65.95 blocks only

Available in 6 pistol calibers, 31 styles also in single, double. 4 cavity

Custom mould, your design or obsolete styles
Single cavity $49.95 Double cavity $65.95
Also available in 4 or 6 cavity

Locksmithing Institute, Dept. 901·114
Div. Technical Home Study Schools, Little Falls, N.J. 07424

,* '.

The new Parellex
Christmas color
catalog features the
very finest outdoor
and action
equipment.
Military surplus
clothing and
gear. U.S. made
outdoor clothing
and footwear.
Knives, bags, packs,
manuals, police and self-defense
products. Plus a very complete selection
of gun accessories. Many unique and
hard-to-find items. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHRISTMAS CATALOG
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FREE

I
I
I
I
I

I City I
~ State Zip Code .I.-
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I
I
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So, why did it fail? Principally, I think,
because many American gun buyers tend to
have very conservative taste, and the
Whitney had an outer-space look, as if it
might fire a laser beam, not a .22 Long Rifle
cartridge. Also, it made extensive use of
non-ferrous alloys, in a time when materials
of that type were mostly used in guns that
were considered to be "junk." The basic
design, though, was excellent. Someone
should bring it back now.

ESCORT
In 1970, Smith & Wesson introduced a

pocket auto in .22LR, designated the Model
61, and called the "Escort." Enough time had
passed, apparently, that they had forgotten
the lesson of 1913. The basic design was
borrowed from the Belgian 1908 Bayard
pistol, and the results were less than pleas
ing. Made with characteristic attention to
detail, the Model 61 was nicely finished and
worked perfectly. The Bayard-based
design, however, limited the magazine
capacity to five rounds, the pistol had poor
handling qualities, and it was ugly. By 1973,
it had been dropped from the line.

RARE PISTOLS FOR SALE
MAUSER
"75 Jahre Parabellum Pistole Mod.
Karabiner" 9 m.m. cased, unfired, one of
250 made (as featured in 'American
Rifleman', August, 1980).

S.&W.
Model 14 (K.38) & Model 52. Both new with
full factory 'PI Class engraving. $1,000.00
each.

MAUSER
1975 Target, cased, 9 m.m., 5" bull barrel,
150 rounds fired, as new, one of 98 made
('American Rifleman', Dec 1979, P. 25, No.
8).
Please submit written offers to:

Hickson Lakeman & Holcombe,
Solicitors & Attorneys
111 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
Australia 2000

PLAINFIELD
Our final example, the Plainfield Model

71, was designed by Gary Wilhelm, whose
fine work is seen today in the .22 Stoeger
Luger and the Llama Omni. There was also
a Model 72 Plainfield, which differed only in
slide length and some ofthe materials used.
The Plainfield had two strikes against it
external appearance, and marketing.

The pistol was chambered for .22 Long
Rifle, and was offered with a conversion
breech block, barrel, and magazine which
allowed it to also use .25 Auto cartridges.
The original plan was to have it convertible
from .22LR to .380, giving the short pistol a
very fat, "boxy" look and feel. The Model 71
was of all-steel construction, finished in
Lubri - Bond, and had hand-checkered wal
nut grip panels.

It's a very well-engineered pistol, with a
wide trigger and a true hammer-block man
ual safety. The Model 71 that I own works
perfectly in both calibers. The conversion is
quick and easy, the takedown key being a
heavy steel cross-piece that is locked in
place by the rear sight. During the time the
gun was made, from 1971 to 1978, Don
Hume even produced a nice belt-slide hol
ster for it. Also, during that time, I saw
practically no publicity on the gun, neither
articles nor advertisements. The Plainfield
company was later purchased by Iver John
son, and production of their version of the
U.S. Carbine was continued, but the Model
71 and Model 72 pistols disappeared.

There are numerous other U. S. Autos that
have appeared and vanished over the
years - those noted here are just a sampling.
Even though they're now in the realm of the
collecter, they're worthy of the attention of
shooters, firearms designers, and manufac
turers, because some contain design ele-
ments that are worth copying - ~
or avoiding. ~
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• HOLSTERS.
• lawrence Holster # 14 •
• for revolvers and auto· •

matics is a flap·type

•
that offers better gun •
protection than any

•
other belt·style holster. •
Available at leading

•
dealers or bv mail. •
14 Plain

• 14B Basket •
Weave

•
(as illustrated) •

14F Flower• •SE"D FOR FREE CATALOG featuring custom- •
• made shooting equipment,plus over 100 hol-

ster styles. '

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •
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BIANCHI CUP VI
Continued from paKe 44

shoot the falling plate match, he lawws it. So
does Leatham, who has weathered this ulti
mate heat twice before last year in the
national and world IPSC shoots.

And so does Shaw. The difference is, Shaw
has already shot his falling plate match, and
done it perfect and run 119 plates before he
missed one, bringing his total X-count to
480-119X. Under the new rules of the Cup in
'84, when you go clean on the plates, you
shoot the whole match again: two sets of six
each at 10, 15, 20 and 25 yards. On each
successive tie-breaker run, they take one sec
ond off the usual times of 6, 7, 8, and 9
seconds respectively.

The range officers at Bianchi Cup-a
higWy skilled and dedicated cadre, as would
be expected from a group trained by NRA,
and by the IPSC national range officer train
ing school, and not only trained but hand
picked by former world champion Ray
Chapman himself-call this rule change the
"Enos Clause." Until now, those who cleaned
the plates repeated the toughest stage of
6 plates in 9 seconds at 25 yards until they
missed one. Last year, I watched as Enos set
an awesome record of 505 plates.

Only a few of us saw a little known fad:
Enos in '83 deliberately shot 504 plates. Hav
ing finished that bank, and realizing that
other shooters were "on hold" until he was
done and were steaming in the cauldron of
match pressure, Brian had said, "Can I stop
now and finish later? Those people are wait
ing to shoot."

"No," a range offIcer told him, "you have to
shoot until you miss."

We saw an unfamiliar expression set itself
on Brian's face, and he nodded, almost to
himself. He reloaded and took the line again.
On the command, he drew and fired rapidly.
The bullet hit the bottom edge of his plate,
and it teetered before it fell.

And Enos waited for it! Enos, who knew
like any of us that a Master doesn't watch the

plate, but shoots six fast sight pictures and
then looks to see if anything is standing,
paused.

I saw a surprised look on his face, and then
he lowered his revolver and fired a round two
feet low into the dirt below the plates. Then,
BRRRP, he emptied the other four shots and
dumped four plates. .

That was in '83. In '84, with one second
chopped off your time each run, Brian went
three sets ofplates before losing, and he didn't
lose by missing a plate. I was standing on the
deck to shoot the Barricade Match a hundred
yards away as I watched him clear the Aim
pointed gun from his Gordon Davis holster
and shoot the six plates so fast that the first
wasn't all the wayan its back by the time he
put a slug into the sixth. It looked like a row
of dominoes going down with automatic fire
playing in the background. But playing in the
background too was the stop signal; Brian's
last shot was simultaneous with it, or perhaps
a little after, and it stopped his time with five
plates down.

As long as you run the plates, you build
your X-count for tie-breakers. Brian lasted
longer than any of us. You see, he was going
from a shoulder-high ready position to a
draw against six plates in three seconds when
the timer caught him on the fifth plate.

Leatham had kept pace with Enos until he
missed his 94th plate, That left the finish,
Enos 1910-257X, Shaw 1910-214X, Leatham
19l0-207X. The other top twenty shooters
appear on an accompanying table.

AUTOPORTING?

"Imitation
is the sincerest

form of
plagiarism"

So what's new!
Mag-Na-Port® International has been Mag-Na-Porting auto's
for 13 years! There have been some new so-called "High Tech
Engineering Porting Systems" which claim 40% less in recoil
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The
new so-called "Porting Systems" don't even know what a
Metering Port is. Thirteen years ago, Larry Kelly started
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns!
Now, nearly everyone who drills or mills a hole in a gun barrel
refers to it as a "Port" and they don't even know what a
Metering Port is.

Don't be misled!
Don't be misled by claims and promises from companies here
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-Na-Port® International is now
located in five countries. We've been Porting for 13 years, that
speaks for itself.

Write the "Originator"
Anyone interested in further information on Porting handguns,
rifles and shotguns, write the originator:

®

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
41302 Executive Drive

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448
(313) 469-6727

1
Week

Delivery!

1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin,
Integral Porting. No

Recessing 01 Bore

2. Michigan Armament, Ported
through Slide Bushing

and Barrel

3. Browning Hi·Power,
Extended Barrel

4. Colt Government, Ported
through Slide Bushing

and Barrel

5. 41 SSt< Avenger Conversion,
Ported through Slide Barrel

and Bushing

6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling
Pin Gun, Integral Porting.

No Recessing 01 Bore
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~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC. P.O. Box 31
~ College Park, Georgia 30337

OMBAT AND IPse SHOOTER
Extended Magazine Re
lease Assembly for Colt .45
type Autos. Replaces exist
ing release. No drilling and
tapping. Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 or jUst
the enl'arged button and
screw for $9.95. Enlarged
button & screw comes in
blue or stainless. Replace
ment catch comes in blue.
Nitex $4.00 extra.
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # SO/Inri #52 41.00
Bianchi 8·9 Belt Of G. Davis # 114 Bett . . . .. .. . 24.00
G. o3vls Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher :# 1045 . 67.00
G. Davis Holster: California Challenger # 12450 . 67.00
G. Davis Holster: Usher Lowcut # 10450 . 72.00
G. Davis Holster: Phoenix Special :# 11450 . .. 72.00
G. Davis Dou!>e .45 Mag Pouch. . . 21.00 . .. S<ngle 13.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI or Fowlef Speedmaster . 69.95

(X-DriPN/Strong side/S" or 6" BbI) (Basketweave add 10.00)
Blocker Double .45 Mag Pouch: Slant or Straight. 28.95
Block", lSI 8<lH . 28.95
Blocker lSI Belts or Double Mag Pouches in Basketweave . 35.95
Rogers/Plaxco _Id Speed Holst", (5"/6" Bbl) 48.00
Rogers Hackathorn Combat/Revolver/Compensator Model 48.00
Wilson Shok-Butt Kit (Gov't or Commander) . . 5.50
Wilson Shok-BuH Washers .. 1.00
Wilson Extended Ejector. 18.95
Wilson Commander Hammer . . 16.95
Wilson Trigger 14.95
Wilson Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue or Stainless) . .. 18.95
Wilson/Rogers or Pachmayr Competition .45 Magazine. ?f).50
Devel8 Round Magazine lor .45 Auto . . 17 .95
Davel8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit for .45 Auto .. 6.50
Breskovich Advantage Grip System for .45 Auto 45.00
John Shaw Speed·E·Load MagwelJ 25.00
Colt or King Drop-in Wide Grip Safety (blue/stainless) 25.00
King Extended Combat Safety (blue/stainless) ... 18.50
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety for .45 . 40.00
'Swensight" for .45 Auto 29.95

John Shaw Pro Shooters Bag. 69.95
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw (2nd. Edition) 8.95
"Ute Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton. . .. 9.25
Magazine ~am Pads: Black checkered neoprene 1.00
Ouickloader Magazine wen. . . . . . .. .. . .. 6.00

STACKPOLE BOOKS
America's Great Outdoor Publisher

PO. Box 1831, Harrisburg, PA 17105

YES! Please rush me copies of
The Complete Book of Target Shooting at $24.95
(plus $2 postage) PA residents add 6% sales
tax. If not delighted return the book within 10
days.

o VISA 0 M.C. 0 AM. EX. 0 Check

A lifetime of proven techniques packed into a
sound. comprehensive book on all aspects of
target shooting-equipment, positions, mental
attitude, competition. You'll learn how to choose
the right rifle, pistol, airgun, or shotgun and how
to. decide on ammo & accessories.
All the basic & advanced strategies-accuracy
through concentration, match preparalion, re
laxation, self-confidence, breath control-from
an internationally recognized expert.
Just published, this is the one book that is sure
to increase your scores. From silhouette to trap
& skeet all in one volume.

AU. ITEMS IN STOCK'

MASTERCARDIVISA ORDERS ACCEPTED!
Give number &. Expiration Date

Phone OfcMr$ Mon.·Fri. 4·10 PM EST
Jim 116-672~218 Mike 716-627·3762

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS
NYS Residents IIdd 7% Sa_ Tax.

Send for FREE CATALOGUE
COMBAT CORNER

Dept. AHG Rd 11. 9518 At. 60. Fledonla. NY 14063

Card No. Exp. Date __

Name _

Address _

City, State Zip _
Mailto: AH

It was a professional tournament, and oth
ers would take big money, too. Angelo Spag
noli, a relatively new shooter, would use a
Bruce Gray-eustornized H&K P9S Sport
Target 9mm to take first place for a Heckler
and Koch shooter; though 68th overall, his
$5,000 prize from H&K was more than the
$4,000 in cash and merchandise given for
third place in the overall tournament. Craig
Wood, an ace PPC shooter from Vermont
State Police, placed 47th and won $250. for
that, plus $1,000. for high Tasco scope
shooter. The games is getting professional
folks.

Enos took home a total of $18,550., when
the Cup was coupled with his sub-event
prizes. Brian's big chunk of change from the
second place in the '82 cup paid the down
payment for his family's home, and his win
nings as last year's champion augmented that
substantially. This year's purse, he says, will
go to make a down payment on his own auto
body shop, since he is a mechanic by trade.

There are people from all walks of life in
the "great equalizer" world of the handgun,
where that term applies whether you're talk
ing social strata, or face to face confronta
tions. There are a few rich kids who can
afford to practice their hearts out and don't
need the money, and there are a lot more like
Brian who make us all glad when they win
that fat purse. But the fact that Enos could use
the money better than some rich dilettante
who had nothing to do with his life but prac
tice with a pistol isn't the thing that made so
many ofus glad he won.

What impresses this writer is a com
parison between Enos and his friend but
arch-eompetitor, Mickey Fowler. Mickey is
nobody's dilettante; when I call him at his
business number, he answers. Fowler's
excellence in competition comes from the
same commitment he gives to his flourishing
business, which supports a lot of people, and
he takes his practice time out of his private
time, just like the rest of us, contrary to
unfounded rumor.

No, the difference between Mickey and
Brian is one of presence. Fowler is the quin
tessential competitor, a former race driver
who is enfolded by an invisible curtain of
"cool" when he takes the firing line for the top
stakes. Enos, 28 years old to Fowler's 36 and
with far fewer years in the game, shows his
reaction to the pressure: he licks his lips and
wipes his hands on his thighs before he
shoots, showing the enormous tension of
shooting for a year's salary in a couple of
minutes, but when the whistle blows, his
tremors disappear and he locks into his isos
celes stance and shoots down whatever has
been put in front of him with an exactly
appropriate rhythm. Each man, in his own
.way, represents a triumph of human will.

In short, Fowler is the shooter you always
wlmted to be, but Enos is the shooter you
identify with. Both are gentlemen, and both
are the sort of men we were all proud to have
as our champions in this richest of handgun
games, the sport that has become known as
''the Wimbledon ofpistol shooting."

I am one ofonly ten men who have shot all

Original
"Golden Tan"

Colour.

PRICES:

4"' Barrels (Minimum) $70.00
6"-6%"' Barrels $72.00
8" -8%" Barrels $74.00

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF
SHOULDER HOLSTERS

$11.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Remo~es le~di~g from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available In eUher 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

The_by
Ed Brown

6" version shown, new 5"
model now available

ED BROWN
BROWN'S Gun Shop

Route 1, Box 153
Perry, Mo. 63462

Phone (314) 565-3261

Send S1.00 for color poster
and price list:

e HOLSTER HANDCRAFTED from SELECTED
TOP GRADE ENGLISH SADDLE LEATHER

e FULL GENUINE SUEDE LINING
eADJUSTABLE SOFT LEATHER HARNESS and

SURGiCAL ELASTIC back-strap
e HAND BLOCKED to ACTUAL HANDGUNS
e Rear RETENTION LOOP
eChoice of CYLINDER or REAR SIGHT CUTOUT

RIGHT HAND MODELS ONLY. Sorry no left hand.
When ordertng, st8te make & model of _pon, b8rre1
length, whether CYLINDER or REAR SIGHT cutout
prefemld. Send $2.00 for full colour Clltlliogue.

The Shoulder Holster Most Used the World Over to
Guard Royalty. Presidents, and Heads of State.

Please add 10% Send check, M.O. to
for AIRMAIL Horseshoe Leather Products,
Post and 132 Aberford Rd., Woodlesford
handling. Leeds LS26 8LG, England.
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THE VAULT
WITH THE
RECESSED
DOOR

ASK ABOUT
OUR NEW
FIRE SAFE
AND THE

, NEW
BURGLAR
PROOF
CONCEALED
HINGE
SYSTEM

MEMBER
NRA
HHI

704/283-8789

Box 585, Dept. AH-l1, Auburn WA 98002

~ Wanewi'
~ J1dWn f7~ .;1 fJJjte<idIy

CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

WRITE FOR
FREE
BROCHURE
OR CALL
TOLL FREE
ASK FOR
TOM.

\J\QUID BRA.sS
~~_CLEANEll #'/5
~. For cleaning' /50
that extra dirty. corroded

or stained brass.
TRU-SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS

This fantastic miniature electronic device turns any tape
recorder into a SECRET PHONE BUG that silently and automati
cally records both sides of your telephoneconversation! Connects
any cassette tape recorder to your telephone anywhere along the
phone line. Automatically starts tape recorder when phone is
picked up, records both sides of phone conversation with crystal
clarity, then turns recorder off when phone is hung up! Includes
all attachments. Completely self-contained unit never needs bat
teries! Not to be used for surveillance. ALSO, our giant catalogue
of laser weapons, surveillance devices, and much more is
included FREE with every order! 100% MONEY-BACK GUARAN
TEE. Send $14.95 + 2.25 shipping ($17.20) to: I

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS,
Dept. HaS, 15015 Ventura Blvd., #1653,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Or send $1.00 for giant catalogue!

SPECIAL HALF-PRICE OFFER
ONLY

SJM5 $14.95

~""\ Fmmthe
~."... Manu'a.'u,,, of

~

BRENT MULLIS
3518 Lawyers Road East

Monroe, N. C. 28110

six Bianchi Cups, and in those six years I've
watched the dream of Ray Chapman and
John Bianchi come closer and closer to its
fruition: making competitive pistol shooting
a dynamic sport with public, visual appeal.
ESPN, the sports cable network, broadcast
the '83 cup and will be showing the '84, and
our readers who would like to show their
friends what high-class handgunning is all
about can order videotapes ofeither the '83 or
'84 Bianchi Cups for $59.95 plus $3.00 ship
ping from: Lenny Magill Productions, 4550
Kearny Villa Road, Suite #107, San Diego,
CA 92123.

Watch The Cup on ESPN. Watch it with
pride that we at The Cup watched the cham
pions perform live, under the most awesome
stress handgun competition has to offer.

And share our pride ~

in our champions. ~

MULTI-MAG
Continuedfrom page 55

interchanged on the frame in less than two
minutes and using only two Allen wrench
sizes. A single special tool for this purpose is
supplied with the conversion set.

What Ray has done to make all this possi
ble is design a lug system to replace threading
the barrel into the frame. While it was com
plicated to design and manufacture, it is
extremely simple to execute. To change bar
rels you just remove the ejector rod and hous
ing with the small end of the Allen wrench,
then remove a threaded bolt which replaces
the cylinder pin. This bolt locks the barrel in
place. A pull and twist on the barrel disen
gages the lugs and the barrel comes free. The
cylinder is removed in basically the same
manner as most single action revolvers, but it
too has been redesigned by Herriott.
Replacement of components with those of
another caliber is accomplished by reversing
the disassembly procedure.

In test firing the prototype I continually
switched back and forth from .357 Magnum
to .44 Magnum. My reason in doing this was
to ascertain if barrel changes had any effect
on point of impact since ease of conversion
could be an indicator of loose tolerances
which, in turn, could cause drift in point of
impact. This did not prove to be the case, and
point of impact remained as consistent as it
was possible to determine within my marks
manship capabilities. Different brands and
types ofammo did, ofcourse, change point of
impact, but that happens with the best ofnon
convertible guns.

To test the strength of the system I tried
some very heavy loads, trusting almost
entirely in my respect for Ray Herriott's
integrity - and a pair of quality shooting
glasses. Undoubtedly I flinched a mite but the
gun held up with less signs of fatigue than I
did. Of course, this also speaks well for Bill
Ruger's frame because a few of my loads
were equal to proofs, and I do not recom
mend this type of testing with a hand-held
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DGUNS • RIFLES • SHe
~UNS • RIFLES • HANDGlJ
S • SHOTGUNS • RIFLES • H

• RIFLES • SHOTGlJ
IFlES. SH

Cily _

Statc Zip _

Name _

Sign: _

I I Enclosed is my check or monyy order
(CA residents add 65C each for tax)

ORDERPORM
YES. rush me recordlsl__ cassettels)
at 59.95 ea. + S 1.50 ea. shipping and handling.
I I Please charge my __ VISA __ M/C

Acc! #: _

IT'S YOUR RIGHT
TO OWN THIS ALBUMI

Address _

14 original country nlusic songs about your
guns...• Thank You Smith & Wesson. Gun
Totin' W0J11an • America Was Born With A
Gun In lIer Hand. and I I I110rc.

ORDER THE AMERICAN GUN ALBUM TODAY
(A!lO\lV 4 to (j weeks for delivery)

It Makes A Great Gift--------------------------.
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Send to: RAGE MUSIC INT'L. INC.• Dept. AH
3208 Cahuenga. Hollywood. CA 90028

~-------------------------_.



These all new
front sights for revolvers are

guaranteed to be the brighte5t
most highly visible front sights you

ever saw, You need a front sight that
is easy to see and this is it. Available

in white or Blaze Orange, All made.
of Heat treated steel. Easy to Install.

See your local dealer or send $1 U.S.
($3 foreign) for complete Catalog.

Colt • Ruger· Dan Wesson. Browning
~eretta • Smith & Wesson

Millett IIISights
16131 GOTHARD ST.. HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647

(71~) 842-5575

67

tl~
REVOLVER

Front Sights

DonIRuge#
lavallable In both heights) Red Hawk

. 510.95 retail 512.95 retail~

~ Ruger(l'
Colt Python security. Police &. Speed SiX
llts4", 6" &..8" borrels anly 510.95 retail
$10.95 retail

I lil Yes, send my FREE SUBSCRIPTION

I
I NAME -------------

I ADDRESS _

I
I CITY --------------

I STATE ZIP I
l/t_ A A.'_ 802-411'hAve. I
I~sldney I
, "_N~b~~k~ ~~6V

RAY HERRIOTT
Continuedfrom page 55

gun. As a personal note, I am now building a
remote mechanical rest for this type ofshoot
ing since I receive several untried prototypes
a year on my shooting ranch. In any event,
the gun held up beautifully and performed
exceptionally well.

While the prototype utilized a Ruger
frame, production models will be built on an
"in-house" large single action frame. The gun
will be called the Multi-Mag and the new
company goes by the name of Centaur Sys
tems, 2500 Samules Rd., Sandpoint, ID
83864. I want to emphasize that no Multi
Mags are yet in production as the company is
still seeking funding for the project. Pro
jected prices are very competitive and I hope
they can hold because I want ......
to be first in line. ""'

MULTI-MAG
SPECIAL EDITION

Ray Herriott informs us that Centaur Sys
tems is initiating a special limited edition
of the Multi-Mag revolver. This will be
offered on a pre-production basis, with
only 1,000 units to be made. These guns
will be unique, in that they will be com
pletely new guns-not re-worked Rugers.

Pre-paid orders, at $525 are being solic
ited, and all monies received will be
placed in a special escrow account. If
1,000 orders do not materialize, all
monies will be refunded.

The limited edition guns will be all
stainless, and will include .357 and .44
non-fluted cylinders; come in a presenta
tion case; have ivory Micarta or stag
grips; all tools for changing calibers; light
engraving on barrel, cylinder and frame,
and complete documentation. Original
purchasers may order additional barrels
and cylinders in other calibers after pro
duction begins.

For full details ofthis special offer, con
tact: Ray Herriott, Centaur Systems, Suite
114, 15127 NE 24th C-3, Redmond, WA
98052 (206) 644-8240.

HANDGUNS

Use the Handy Order Card in
this issue to send for your sub
scription today.

GET ALL THE FAST SHOOT·
ING ACTION OF AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER DELIVERED
STRAIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
DON'T MISS OUT ON ALL
THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT
OF THE NATION'S MOST
UNIQUE FIREARMS
PUBLICATION-AMERICAN
HANDGUNNERI

BOLT BENDING BLOCKS
Bend Mauser, Springfield and Jap bolts with M.
one set of blocks. This newly designed 9
milled-steel block will withstand forging with- 13 95
out disforming or breaking. All bolt camming
surfaces and locking lugs are protected from ~2 50Pstge
the heat. A basic necessity tor every prates- 64-pagl Gunsmith
slana I ,or amateur gunsmith. Supply C,tJlog $2.00

FRANK MI TERMEIER,INC. (E51.1936)
D~pt. AH-411, 3577 East Tremont Avenue, New York, NY 10465

designing as well as run the machines that
build the firearms of the day.

Ray Herriott's background could, of
course, qualify him as a design engineer in
almost any modern industry; and Ray has
worked for sev~ral seemingly, but not actu
ally, unrelated companies including Xerox,
Conrac, Consolidated Electro-Dynamics,
and Giannini Controls. His interest in fire
arms, however, led him first to Wilkinson
Arms in Covina, California, where he was
engaged to analyze and solve certain feedmg
and ejection problems for a small .22 caliber
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FIIEIIIS SIFETY
IEPEIIS
IIYII

Firearms are mechanical devices and, as
with any other mechanical device, they are
subject to wear and should receive regular
inspection and repair by a competent gun
smith or a factory warranty station.

All too often shooters wait until they ex
perience an actual malfunction before turn
ing their firearms over to a gunsmith. A pro
gram of preventive maintenance will discover
potential problem areas that could lead to
possible injury as well as loss of use of the
firearm.

liKE 10
IISTIKE IBOIT IT!

~&&1A%TI
SPOUIU UMS no ••• UITION IUJfUFACTUUIS' IMSTITUH, IMe.



Chambers. Fires. Extracts
380. 9mm. 38 Super, 9mm Win Mag,

38 S&W, 38 Special. 357 Magnum,

and other similar cartridges.

D~~118

~ Phillips & Bailey. Inc.
K P.O. Box 219253

Houston. TX 77218.713-392-0207

FROM COPPER TUBE
TO PARTITION BULLET

in 5Qllick strokes - just one of the amazing yet simple
jobs you can do at home IIsing Ihe CORBIN hydropress AllY
caliberup to 0.512" with jacket walls up 10 0.125" thick
can be made. Extrude lead wire. form jackets. eyen adapt 10
power reloading Co/bin makes hand. hydro·power. and filII
automatic presses and eQuipment
Catalng: S3 B·Baak Libla~: S37 50

The Gun That Shoots EvelYfhing

When ordering
by mail:
Specify waist
size, gun
make, bbl.

~ea~~r.&
Texas
residents add
Sales Tax.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677, LAREDO, TX 78040

P.O. BOX 2659
WHITE CITY, OREGON 97503
. 503-826-5211

CHOOSE A WINNER
Over 250.000 Model
Gunbe# Rigs Sol K·86

~
WARRILICS

Free catalog. German &
9 . other mililarra-helmets.

... . daggers, badges, arm-
• !Ii bands. etc. (Dealers
. .t. please inqUire.)

MILlYARIA INTERNATIONAL
P.O. HXSS81

CONCORD, CA M82~

H&RUSRA
Continuedfrom page 47

there has always been a feeling that a cheaper
gun could be made that would serve our
purpose nearly as well as the high-priced
ones have done. This seems to have been
verified by Harrington & Richardson, of
Worcester, Mass., by the issue of their new
.22 single-shot target pistol eUS.R.A.
model) in its final design.

For some time rumors of the good
attributes ofthis new arm have been traveling
by grapevine to the ears of the pistol shoot
ers; and, like many others, I became curious
to see it. Upon inquiry made of the leading
sporting-goods store here in Seattle, I
learned that the buyer thought so little of this
pistol that he had not even ordered a sample
for display, his reason for this omission being
that he did not think it "looked like much" in
the illustration sent him by the distributors.
Upon looking at the picture I was inclined to
agree with him; but, as it was recommended
to me as an honest-to-God shootin' gun, I
asked him to get a sample, for one can never
tell by the looks of a frog how far he
can jump.

First impressions of a new pistol are
usually formed, first, from appearances;
next, from feel; and, finally, from shooting it.
The new_ arm did not look like the cut that
was shown me, as the stock was quite differ
ent and more attractive than in the photo. But
at best it did not strike one as being exactly
handsome.

Close examination of the new pistol will
soon convince one that he is handling a preci
sion job, for the fitting and workmanship are
excellent, and there is no evidence of the
wiggles and looseness so usual in cheap
weapons. The tip-up action locks tightly and

pistol. It proved no mean project, and he had
to re-engineer certain portions of the pistol
and design tooling and fixtures to accommo
date the changes.

It probably would not come as a surprise
that Ray's background spans the solving of
problems with .22 pistols all the way to work
ing with various facets of the Patriot Missile.
Be that as it may, working at handgun design
did present a basic fascination, and that fas
cination ultimately led him to one ofthe most
modern and progressive gun companies in
the industry - Detonics Manufacturing in
Bellevue, Washington.

Gun designing is an entirely different
proposition when compared to the pocket
pistols of the 18008, some of which are still
very much in service. It is done with consid
erable aid from the computer. Seemingly
insurmountable problems are solved in
microseconds. It is what they call "state ofthe
art" which is also a very good description of
Ray G. Herriott. ,

Does that all mean there is no longer a
place for a mechanically inclined man with a
block of wood and a pocket knife? Even Ray
would be quick to tell you- ~

"Not quite". ""'

I

LASER WEAPONS, INVISIBLE
PAIN-FIELD GENERATORS, MORE...

Survival writer discovers sec ret
sources for laser pistols, listening devices,
ultrasonic pain field generators, paralyzing
self-defense protectors, true I.R. see-in-the
dark viewers, absolute security systems, bug
detectors, voice scramblers, micro-trans
mitters, electronic tracking devices, ultra
sophisticated detection and surveillance equip
ment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print. Send $1.00 for giant
catalogue (get $2.00 credit) To:
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG-1112
15015 Ventura Blvd., Ste #1653, Sherman Oaks,
CA 91403

• Your love of guns and shooting can

• Gun Repair, tustomizine. 1~~dL~ ~~ae~~~n2r~~re:~~trfsO~~~7~
:f::~i~~n:d·e~::~~~~s '" you lor a caree.r in.gun repair., Fed.
• Reloadinr, Custom-Ammo ~ Gun Law permits hce~sed Ir~:I.1nees
Makinl- Stock Carvinr 10 sell arms, ammo without IOven-
Desir" Checkerinl. tory. We show you how to save up 10
• Firearms ImportinlllGUN_ 25% and more on. fine guns. aeces-
Plus Much, Much More: 00" sories, guns~ith supplies! Start
ACCREDITED MEMBER ~ V" your own business; or prepare now

NATIONAL HOME 800"'- to be a "Gun-Pro" Get free facts

S.TUDY COUNCil fREH ~~nU~~U~ ~~:I~~~~m~~h~ weo,~an

r NorthA-m"';;ric';n School of Firearms, Dept. NH094 - - - -..,
I c.reers by Home Study ·1·101l ('ampu~ IIr.. :"t·wpurl Bl'at·h. ('.\ ~;!ti60 I
: Rush ,oe your free IIGun·Pro" Career Kit :
I NAME AGE __ I

I ADDRESS I
I II£ITY_ _ ~Al!'__ _!!P '"

I. Target, Police and Combat patented sights and full length I'
I rib sights for the competitive shooter. •

NEW COMBAT SERVICE! Your slide milled deeply for a
I BMCS BO-MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights extra. •

• BO·MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights •
I at anordable prices Serrated blade ~ •

• Route 12, Box 405 Longview. TX 75605 214-759-4784 •
. Send stamped self-addressed envelope for catalog

••••••••••••••••
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SINGLE
MAG

POUCH

BAER
CUSTOM GUNS

Send $3.00 For Our New
'84 Catalog To:

Alessi Concealment Holsters Dept AH

2465 Niagara Falls Boulevard
Tonawanda, New Vorl< 14150

AC (716) 691-5615

CONCEALMENT
HOLSTERS

You'll Never Know It's There...
Until You Need It!COLT GOV'T.

Speed Scabbard
The Most Concealable

Belt Unit Available.

Detailed Hand
Molding Insures
Positive Weapon

Retention

Baser Ammo high energy impact A New Dimension in Shooting Excitement

Something to think about if you own a handgun for home or self defense ...
Did you know that, according to the latest F. B.1. statistics, conventional target range shooting is not
particularly effective training for real world gunfights? "Point" shooting is, and the incredible new
Rabaser'· (RAH BAY ZER) pistol is the easiest, safest and most convenient means of learning this
kind of defensive shooting ever devised. If you prefer recreational shooting, Guns Magazine said,
"the sport of plinking will be reVOlutionized by the Rabaser." Playboy Magazine was so impressed
with the Rabaser's beauty and performance, it featured it as the centerfold of its prestigious
Christmas Gift Guide. To find out what this amazingly versatile shooting invention will do for you see
your local sporting goods dealer or call toll free 1·800·255·1010 for a free color brochure.

Rabaser Pistol, Protective Case,
Baser Ammo & Illustrated Instructions $69.95 complete +$2.50 shp.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee Dealer Inquiries Welcome 1-Year Limited Warranty

Order The Speed Scabbard
And Single Mag Pouch,
(A '49.00 Retail Value) For
'39.95. (N.Y. Residents Add 7%)

Specify open top or pull through snaps.

This Offer Available Only
For The Following Weapons:
Colt Gov't.. Cmdr., Gold Cup,
Browning H.P., S & W 39. 59,
469, Beretta, 92 or Compact.

SPECIAL OFFER!

@Iessi

PIN AND COMBAT .45 AUTO'S - COMIP. "
Kart Match Barrel - Tapered Cone System

6 Port Holes - Machined From 4140 • Fixed
Solid to Barrel - Full length Recoil Spring and

Compensator Guide - Keeps Compens3tor Centered
During Cycling - Precision Machined to Each Gun

Guaranteed 2112" 10 Shot Groups at 50 Yds.

STAYS AS UNIT IN SLIDE OR EASILY REMOVED FOR
CLEANING

CUSTOM X-P 100'S + TIC'S - CUSTOM REVOLVERS
1725 MINESITE ROAD ALLENTOWN, PA. 18103

SEND A BUCK FOR CATALOG
IHMSA - P.P.C. IPSC

PHONE 215-398-2362
Patent Pending

Dealer Inquires Invited. Please Include Copy of FFL.

solidly when closed. The one-piece stock of
walnut is well fitted and nicely checkered on
the sides and upper rear surface, and when
the butt is seated in the hand it makes one
realize that he has a man-sized grip that is not
unlike the feel of the plow-handle butt of the
Frontier model revolver; and there has never
been a better stock grip made than that. The
balance comes just in front of the trigger
guard, which makes the arm slightly muzzle
heavy, but which can hardly be avoided in this
type of weapon with its long barrel. Both
sights are on the lO-inch barrel, giving a sight
radius of9 inches. Adjustments for elevation
and windage are possible on the rear sight,
which contains a square notch that is com
fortably filled by the ramped rectangular
front sight when the arm is held in the normal
shooting position.

The rifling of the barrel is right-handed
and of the shallow-groove type, with lands
about half the width of the grooves, and twist
apparently about one turn in 15 inches.

The greatest feature of the new pistol is its
action, for therein we find something that no
other American pistol possesses-namely, a
short hammer fall. That of the Harrington &
Richardson is just about half that ofany other
target pistol made in this country, and this
feature alone is worth many points in a score.
When one fires or snaps the arm he gets a
feeling of pleasant surprise which he cannot
quite understand, for it reminds him of the
wonderful quick action of the foreign free
pistols. Not only is the fall short, but the
hammer is made thin and light and is actuated
by a strong coiled spring, instead of a spring
of the usual flat type. The short distance the
hammer stud comes to the rear when the
piece is cocked will enable anyone who so
desires to take a very high grip on the butt
without danger of the web ofhis thumb inter
fering with the hammer action. This brings
the barrel so low that the thumb when held
horizontally along the frame comes at the
same height as the bore. In other words, the
ideal is approached, for the barrel is in pro
longation ofthe upper part ofthe forearm and
points as naturally and easily as the 'index
finger when the arm is fully extended in the
most approved shooting position.

The next most pleasing thing about the arm
to a shooter is the trigger action, which is
smooth, clean, and crisp. The unusually
wide face of the trigger is well grooved, and
gives one a feeling of security when the fin
ger rests on it. The trigger pull of the pistol
that I possess tests slightly more than 3
pounds, and seems lighter. This can be' re
duced if desired, but is light enough for any
but real experts. The space back ofthe trigger
guard is a little too small for my second
finger, but is not uncomfortable, as with this
gun there is no recoil to bruise the joint.

Silhouette Shooters Diary
SHOOT BETTER, SCORE BETTER
TAKE AWAY THE GUESSWORK

Send check or money order ~
(eT residents add 7Y2% sales tax)
with name, address. zip code to

ONLY RAMS TEN. INC.

$ P.O. BOX 396
3.25 WALLINGFORD. CT 06492
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30016 South River Road
....OU"t Clemens, Michigan 480458 (313) 468·1090
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High Quality - Reliable Pistols
Basic to Full House Competition

Specializing in
Custom Knife
Supplies

• Blades • Spacer Material
• Nickle Silver. Brass. Ivory
• Laminated Woods • Micarta
• Pearl-Lite

THE TIIEEI
slar

• Glare-FR EE
• Protects against

the harshest elements
.Deep Black Texture
• Improves Sight Visibility
.Blueing Process Developed

For Stainless Steel Firearms

Please send $1.00 for Brochure

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colt, S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00
AT YOUR FAVORITE DE:AltR OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stog-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. lee looders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hond·
made Holsters & Belts. leather & Clarino.

New! IVORE» GUN G RIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Brillon Rd.• Oklahomo City. Okla. 7311
I r 0 ·654· 15 Outside Oklohomo

Richard Heinie - Pistolsmith
821 E. Adams

Havana, II.., 62644

1120 Helen
DeerPark,Tex.77536
(713) 479·7286

Send $1.50 for catalog.

Call or write for details.Dealer Inquiries Invited

.--TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTlNG.....R.
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grip

DAPTOR. For Colt.
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50

A very positive automatic ejector throws
the empty shell clear of the breech, and with
strength enough to sting one's face if turned in
that direction, as I learned from experience
on my second shot.

All of the foregoing description is, after
all, not what a pistol shot wishes to know
about a new arm. What a real marksman
does desire to be informed on is the shooting
ability of the weapon. This, after all, is. the
real test of any arm. A pistol may be of good
appearance, of satisfactory weight, and
equipped with suitable sights; but until one is
convinced that it is accurate and capable of
making good scores in the hands of a good
Shot, all the other attractions it has to offer
carry little weight. It is one thing to have a
nicely functioning and handling gun of good
weight and balance, and quite another to get
out of that gun the groups and scores it may
be capable of producing.

When one has been accustomed to a favor
ite pistol for many years it is not likely that he
can do nearly as good work with a strange
gun as with the one that seems like second
nature to him. For this reason every new
pistol has a hard row to hoe in establishing
itself in the confidence of the older shots. The
interesting thing about the new Harrington &
Richardson is that it resembles in weight,
shape, and balance one of the old favorite
target pistols, with the additional advantage
of a better grip, weight, action, and hanuner
fall. Information passed on to me from a
reliable source states that the factory requires
that each barrel group five shots in one hole
at 15 yards when the arm is fired from a
machine rest. Failure to reach this standard
results in the rejection of the barrel, if my
information is correct. With these things in
mind, and the target that came with the pistol
to support me, I ambled down to the indoor
range in the armory, and in the presence of a
brother officer and an old civilian shot of
national reputation in indoor shooting, pre
pared to make the real test of the pudding.

Without changing the sights or firing any
sighters I very deliberately fired, in the reg
ulation manner without a rest, five shots for
a group at 60 feet on the indoor Standard
American target. Four of the shots got off in
good shape, and one was called a little high.
Four of the sh9ts could be completely cov
ered with a dime, while the wide one was
within half an inch of the others. The center
of impact of the group was a little low, at
7 o'clock.

After changing the sights and firing a few
sighters, the first IO-shot string I fired gave
me a 94, and by continuing until I had com
pleted twenty-five shots, the number required
in each of the U.S.R.A. Indoor League
Matches, I found that my score was 227,
which is nearly 91 per cent and good enough
for me at any time. The anununition used for
the 5-shoot group was Remington Keanbore,
and for the other twenty-five Western Marks
man, with Lubaloy coated bullet.

The new pistol was a pleasure to shoot, for
one could call his shots with unusual accu
racy, which was helped, no doubt, by the
quick-acting, nonjarring hammer; and al-

...
Pat. Pend

PO BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA

CA 93103-1529
USA

'-
Id2::1

JOHN
SPILBORGHS

"'Para Comp .45" •

$ 1.00 FOR PICTURE AND INFO

TUE - FRI1pm to 10pm. SAT lOam t06pm
SU N 2pm to 6pm

SOLID OAK HANDGUN BOX
I) 4x7x J3" 532.00
2) 4x9x 15" 542.00
3/4xl Ixl?" 555.00
• Ught or Dark

Finish
• Adaptive Foam

• Shipping
Included
Send Check
orM.C.

Pa. Res. add
6% Tax

ZeU Mfg. RD #2. Box 248A
Export. Pa. 15632

#1245
California
Challenger

~Gunsllte
..... Inc.

Self-Defense Center
Indoor Shooting Range

12 FIRING POSITIONS: .22·.44 MAG
GUNS AND SUPPLIES

WOMENS' BASIC PISTOL COURSE
PISTOL PERMIT CLASSES

DEFENSIVE SHOOTING
5-DAY DEFENSIVE PROTECTION COURSE

UNARMED SELF·DEFENSE

2458 Boston Post Road
Guilford, CT 06437 .

(203) 453·1570

Many new products
for practical pistol
shooters and law
enforcement. Send
$1.00 for current
catalog.

VISA or MasterCharge Accepted.
..~~ Davis Leather Company
:J ~ 3930 Valley Blvd. Unit F1 J. Walnut, CA 91789 (714) 598-5620
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RX22

RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22lR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system.

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

$7.95

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2. DO for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

H EXCAM, INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

I
I
I

--- 1

--------1

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwise information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!" (GUNS
Magazine). '" learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did in law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a criminal justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

I." ti"j,',,!lh,
I "_":' "I 1"'I~'l!l"t

t:l"l.',ll',n

1"- l!ll {,~\\i\l l\.rWJ.'tL

MASSAD F. AYOOB'S
".N THE .RAVEST EXTREME"

GT22, 32, 380 
Ail steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22, 32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

GT32XE, 380XE 
Fire power with
style, this pistol
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner
tial firing pin, and
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~~""!
380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values

plus $1.50 postage and handling

---~GRAVESTEXTR~ME P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301----

1Please check one:
10 Check or Money Order· $9.45

1
0 Charge my MC N~.

Exp. date Name10 Charge my VISA No. Street
Exp. date Cit

I.Bank on which account is drawn: y I.
______________ State Zip, _

L~__----------------------------J

His basic concept here is quite simple; the
idea is to place the gun in an imaginary box,
or square, over and over and over again,
forming a mental and physical index in the
center of the shooter's body. Training is
started in the daytime, to better facilitate
checking the position of the weapon, from a
shoulder-width stance, as opposed to crouch
ing stance.

A firm, high grip on the revolver or auto is
emphasized from the draw and through the
firing of the gun. At seven yards, the weapon
should be held straight out from the chin with
both hands, arms equally extended into a
triangular hold. In this position, an immedi
ate sight picture is available over the top of
the gun, although it will not be used if the
lighting is insufficient. There is no cocking of
the head over one arm or another to facilitate
aiming, which takes precious time and is of
little value without adequate light. By con
centrating on the target with both eyes open,
a shooter will discover that the front sight
post becomes immediately visible with what
Santiago describes as "secondary" vision if it
is light enough to do so. The gun is thrust into
the imaginary box into its instinctive posi
tion, both eyes focused on the target over the
sights. As soon as the weapon is in this posi
tion, it is fired, sight or no sight.

Iniiially, students practice repetitiously
placing the weapon into the "box" until it is
properly indexed just below the chin level
and held straight out from the center of the
body. After the student is comfortable dryfir
ing in this position, the weapon is loaded and
slow-fired one round at a time, both eyes still
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NIGHT SHOOTING
Continued from page 37

though the trigger pull was just enough heav
ier than my regular pistol to be noticeable, it
apparently did not affect my firing adversely.
When I had finished my string of twenty-five
I was fully convinced that at last there was
available for the fraternity an excellent
single-shot target pistol at a reasonable price.
Time alone can tell how it will hold up and
what popularity it will have; but I do know
that there are five of the best indoor shots in
the country using them right now, with good
prospects of their continuing to do so. Dr.
I. R. Calkins, the best indoor deliberate-fire
pistol shot in the country, is using the new
arm, and in the first and second matches of
the U.S.R.A. Indoor Pistol League he made
scores of 241 and 242, respectively, for 25
shots; and that is "some shooting"!

After firing sufficiently to make a thorough
test of the new pistol with different makes of
ammunition, I do not hesitate to recommend
it as an excellent target arm for deliberate
small-bore shooting, possessing as it does,
fine accuracy, a super quick action, a very
satisfactory stock, and capable of being
pointed, aimed, and fired with ease and com
fort. A marksman who uses this pistol and
cannot shoot it well has no alibi ~
to offer on the arm he is using. ~



Lanark, IL 61046

Heavy Duty
Decapper~(tool steel) ..... ~.,.

.~.. ~

Trimmer Accessory Case
For Collets. Pilots,

Reamers, etc.
Se/ld 2S( for /lew calalog.

87 Lanark Ave.

.32 Long & Magnum .41 Avengcr
32-20 Winchester .41 Magnum
9mm Parabellum .44-40 Winchester
.38 ACP &Super .44 Special

.38 Special .44 Magnum
.357 Magnum .44 Auto Mag
.357 Auto Mag .45 ACP & AR

.38-40 Winchester .45 Colt
Brcn Ten .451 Detonics Magnum

Post Office Box One
Carson, New Mexico 87517

(505) 758-3891, 758-9821

MMC
Adjustable Combat Rea; Sights
Available for Colt M-1911 & Descendents
(No.1 base). High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases). Ruger Std. autos (No.3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

When ordering state
gun, base no., leaf no.,
finish & width of notch

Bases only (less Leaf) $26.15
Plain Leaf 7.75
White outline Leaf . 11.40
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N.M. residents add
sales tax.
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls. please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

NEW FROM FORSTER

VANRIPER
AMMUNITION
COMPANY

Custom Handloads

(N"~~M~~!!~
~~~OVER460pgs.
HUGE NEW CATALOG #12 • 212 Ibs.

~~~i~~ it:~:~~SS~~;k200 S4J ~
7000's of ILLUSTRA TIONS -atS
DRAWINGS. Loaded with lod."
New Additions - LATEST .' LO,,"
PRICES on Foreign, U.S., tI~~(;-;
Antique, Modern, Military {
Parts & Accessories. Helpful '"
Schematics MACHINE GUNS. c....." a'
Used by Militaries, Collectors,
Gunsmiths the world over.

SU8SC.,•• TO TH.
AM••,CANHANDGUNN••

open, using secondary vision to place shots in
the center of mass. Santiago also emphasizes
pointing at a spot below the chest, to compen
sate for the tendency to shoot high, and also
tries to discourage worrying about tight
groups. Two fast shots that hit are better than
one slow one in the five ring.

With the gun still positioned, the student is
directed to close his or her eyes and to print a
mental picture ofhow the weapon felt. Next,
the student is required to keep the eyes
closed, and to then bring the weapon up and
into its position in the box. Does it all feel the
same? Next, the shooter will fire the weapon
with eyes closed. The gun is drawn and fired
from the box, one shot at a time. After each
shot, the shooter opens his eyes to check the
position and the resultant target hit. Correc
tions are made before moving on.

With closed eyes, the student neM draws
and fires tandem series of shots - three shots
in four seconds, or five shots in six seconds.
This sequence is repeated continually, until
most acceptable hits are being made from
ranges up to 10 yards, far beyond the distance
that most shootouts occur in -day or night.

')\t night," contends Santiago, "you keep
both eyes open and just thrust the weapon
into the box. It's a real confidence builder
when you discover how accurate you can
be-even when you can't see your sights."

One recent graduate of Santiago's Night/
Day Combat Handgun Course remarked
that, "I was shown how to best use my
weapon in basically the worst shooting situa
tion (night) and still be able to hit the kill
zone." One policeman claimed that "It
(Night/Day) should be mandatory training."
Another recent student admitted that, "I
shoot very well at targets through sights, but
had to relearn shooting all over again for
combat situations."

One thing that Santiago points out to those
who go through his fully-accredited course is
that there is a loss of efficiency with such an
instinctive method once the target begins to
move quickly. In this case, he recommends
that a luminous dot be installed on the front
blade, giving the shooter a reference point
with which to follow the target. This, says
Santiago, will give the shooter the capability
of doing as well at night as he would in
daylight, using the same basic technique.

'~ quick blaze of gunfire and it's too late to
correct an indiscrete action or careless
move," warns Deputy Santiago. "Seldom is
there a second chance."

The Night/Day Combat Handgun Course
is currrently being offered by Mr. Santiago
nationwide, as well as in Canada, to inter
ested law enforcement, security, and civilian .
groups. If you or your organization feel that
effective night shooting te<;hniques might
save your life, write or call: Julio A. San-

,tiago, 13713 Susan Lane, Burnsville,
Minnesota 55337, ......
(612) 890-7631. ~

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS
DONALD K. JUDD. INC.

TARGETlCOMBAT PISTDlSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ..• RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST

P.O. BOX 50366 .915-694·1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

WOODEN LOADING BLOCKS
Sizes available for

25ACP through 577 Nitro
Write for size chart

-STALWART CORPORATION
Box 357 • Pocatello, ID 83204

GALCO
GUN

LEATHER
(FORMERLY

JACKASS
LEATHER)

HAS MOVED TO
4311 W. VanBuren
Phoenix, AZ 85043

(602) 233-0956

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA . -;.

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME. .1;in
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU: • -

I
.BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR· CUSTOMIZING· CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING. SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS. HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I . RELOADING FOR PISTOL ANO RIFLE· SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEOERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE!
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE v.A. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 I
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602)_6r --- ""'Please RUSH fuli'Triio ;;;;-;'o;Ica~ protesl

I. sional gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way. I
.. No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE --I
~_ AOORESS _

I -- CITY STATE -- ZIP --I
' MOOERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG114

• • 2538 N. 8TH ST.. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85_ I
....-----------
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KARTVSDAY
Continued from page 53

New! Beeman Lets You Choose
Your Own Brand of Air Power

SYSTEMS
from

$99

Send for 92-pg. Adult
Airgun Catalog/Guide
reg ularly $2 Free with
mention of code HGN.
Include $1 to receive
our new, full-color,
Firearm. Catalog also.
Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery or add an
additional $1 for fast,
1st class mail. Add $3
for overseas delivery.

-WRITE FOR FREE TEST REPORTS
CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.

Box 1061-A, Brewster, WA 98812

-VELOCITY TEST YOUR
RELOADS AND FIREARMS

-509-689-2004

BULLET SPEED METER

Beeman FAS 604: Latest Italian match air pistol
is a single stroke pneumatic with excellent trigger
action and superb anatomically-shaped walnut grip.
Sugg. Retail from $495.

II not available at your local dealer, order direcl

'.lELQCIYl•

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.
47-HGN Paul Dr., San Rafael, Calif.94903 U.S.A. (415) 472-7121-24 hrs, 7 days

CHRONOCRAPH MODEl. 900

Beeman FWB Mini-2: New, short barrel
version of the champion Model 2 C02 pistol.
The Model 2 was used to win the U.S. Inter
national Championship this year.
Sugg.Retail from $555. flliiiiiiiiiiiiiiili
Beeman FWB 65 MKII: World's only air pistol
that can instantly switch from a recoilless airgun
to a recoilling firearm trainer. Reliable spring
piston power. Sugg. Retail from $495.

the AMT Hardballer receiver and locked in
the rest, 20 shots were fired to settle it in
place. Starting with CCI Mini Group, we
proceeded to punch holes over a four hour
span. Our hopes had been high because of
previous hand held shooting at 50 feet, but
what was achieved was beyond expectation.
Five sub one-inch groups were turned in by
the Day, with the Kart unit firing six groups
under one inch. But what was more incredi
ble was that three of the Kart clusters were
under one-half inch while the Day had two!

Tiniest group of the testing belonged to the
Day and Eley Club arruno, at .391 inch. Next
best for this unit was .497 inch with some
dated Western Super Match. Its largest offer
ing came from Winchester Super-X, at 1.683
inch.

The Kart conversion was the overall win
ner, turning in nine tighter groups over its
Texas competitor. The three sub one-halfinch
clusters measured .415 inch, Western Super
Match; .425 inch, Winchester Mark IV, and
.492 inch, Eley Club. Winchester's Super-X
also provided the biggest span with this
piece, a 1.798 inch.

Both units also functioned flawlessly with
the match type arruno, recording no jams.
Stovepiping in each was experienced with
some of the high speed cartridges; there were
some failures to feed from both, also. From
the overall testing, both from the rest and
handheld, I tend to believe that the bullet
coating has much to do with the ease of
feeding. We also discovered that if a round
was hand fed into the chamber, then the slide
closed before the magazine was inserted, it
resulted in fewer cases of failing to feed or
eject properly. This, of course, was con
firmed after the group firing,

Now come the $64,000 questions. Which
piece do I judge best? And which would I
keep if limited to only one unit? Right now
the Day lists at $119.50 and the Kart at
$240.00. But selecting from monetary and
performance standpoints is like the ancient
Chevy-Cadillac argument. Both will get you
to your destination, but one does it with more
luxury and style. But fm lucky. I have both.
And so I don't have to choose. Actually it
comes down to availability, and therein lies
some bad news and some good news.

Because of the jamming on the Day unit,
there is a very slight indentation between the
slide and ejection port. I called Bob Day
about this apparent "softness" and was told
that incorrect feed ramp or rail alignment
would cause this problem, but that it was a
matter of simple correction. This is really not
the bad news, however. What is, is that he no
longer is producing his 3D-X conversion unit
at this time. But the good news is that plans
are being formulated to manufacture a new
unit with much broader consumer appeal, in
that it will be targeted towards the general
shooting public instead of the precision paper
punchers.
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WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

;

-~-- .-'......\ \\1 SON'
,~ .45 d'

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON· PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967-

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

BRASS*SpecialislS in melal finishing*

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest .223, .38SPL
or the professional. Largest supplier in .45 Aep,
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra- AND OTHERS
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies (512) 858-4441
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog. THE BRASS WORKS

******** P.O. Box 315-H2
P.o. Box 13522, Arlington, TX 76013 Dripping Springs, TX 78620Dept. AH Phone (817) 274-1282

From Riverhead, New York, there is noth
ing but good news. Waiting time for one of
the tight shooting Karts is only four weeks.
When I purchased mine there was a 14 week
shipping delay. And now there is available a
five inch barrel unit for those who want the

. same length shooting piece as their Govern
ment or Gold Cup model Colts. Price,
though, is $15.00 more. Whichever way you
choose, you will undoubtedly have a unit that
will lay them in the black with the best of
pistols.

There is additional good news on the .22
conversion front. The famed Pachmayr Gun
Works, Inc., of Los Angeles, California, is
on the verge of importing units from Ger
many that will fit not only Colt .45s, but also
the Browning Hi-Power and the Smith &
Wesson Model 39. On a custom basis, I have
been told, the L&B Metalworks in Van Nuys,
California, will rebuild the Colt conversion
to fit the Colt Commander and the autos
produced by Detonics Associates of Seattle,
Washington. So whatever your choice in big
bore automatics, it finally looks like the day
of the multiple conversion-one frame
target pistol is finally here. ~

Happy paper punching! ~

TUNE-UP TIPS
Continuedfrom page 35

holding the trigger fully to the rear. The gun
is then pointed straight up and the range rod
lowered into the bore without releasing the
trigger! If the range rod does not pass
through the barrel/cylinder gap freely the
revolver is not "ranged" properly and is in
need of attention. Like the previously noted
problem with cylinder lockup, known as
being "out of time;' this is usually due to a
worn hand if the headspace and endplay are
correct and the ratchet undamaged.

The last dimension we shall examine is the
barrel/cylinder gap. This should be not less
than 0.003 inches nor more than 0.008 inches
with the cylinder fully forward. Ideally, the
gap is 0.004 to 0.006 inches.

Now then, to check the headspace,
endplay and barrel/cylinder gap start with an
unloaded revolver and clean it- make sure
you get under the extractor star and all the
counterbores. A quick look at the firing pin
hole or bushing for burrs is next; carefully
remove any you find. If you are using a
headspacegauge make sure you know what
its specs are (ask the manufacturer when
ordering). Make sure you measure every
chamber and write down the results. Then,
with the headspace gauge and shim(s) in
place in each chamber in turn, check the
barrel/cylinder gap, write this down also. If
you then check the barrel/cylinder gap with
out the headspace gauge in place you will
then see the cylinder endplay is the difference
between the two measurements. Youll also
want to check to see if the gap is uniform at
the sides, top and bottom of the barrel shank.
An uneven gap can cost you velocity and
accuracy and may indicate a bent crane.
Should you find that your headspace and
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~u-1liitle ®Utl5, ~tlC.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

PYTHON BBLS: 8""':'$94, 6"-$82

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight filted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

W h£ £1 ~ un QE 0 no £f 1) ion

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe, or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915~698-2006
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Now Available to

Mid South Institute of
Self Defense Shooting
503 Stonewall
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 725-1450

HANDGUNNERS

Introducing the

Shaw SpeedeEeLoad
• The Solution to faster re-load
• The ultimate in interchangeable

magazine wells
• Made 0 f 316 stainless steel
• Designed for all 1911 Colt

models
• No alterations necessary
• Slips on in seconds
• Increase mag well size by 100070
• Will last a life-time

Because of its performance at the Steel Challenge,
the Pro Timer II has now become the official timing
device of the World Speed Shooting Association.

The Pro Timer II provides shot mode with review,
stop plate mode and par time mode. It is the "state of
the art" in electronic timing.

To order, send $274.95 certified check or money
order. VISA or Mastercard accepted. Add $4.00 for
shipping and handling. Illinois residents add 6% tax.
Contact your local dealer.

OFFICIALTIMER

Competition Electronics. Inc
POBox 239. Roscoe. IL 61073 • (815) 877-3322

ONLY $2995

OTHER
SHAW

PRODUCTS

1% X 14" or 1Y4" X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Boulevard • Ennis, Texas 75119 • (214) 875·5318

Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16"

~~ 38 .357 14"
"""'" .357 .357 18"

44 .429 20"
45 .451 16"

- You Can't Miss Book
Limited Edition
Paperback

- Pro Shooter's Bag 6995

- Classes Now Forming at M.I.S.S.
(write for class dates)

"Add $2/or shipping and handling 011 all orders

Shilen ~'!"'!!fT

Barrels~

38 SUPER TODAY
Continuedfrom page 57

endplay are excessive, recheck the headspace
with the cylinder held to the rear by shims
between the barrel and cylinder. This will
show whether the excessive headspace is due
to excessive endplay or to improper machin
ing of the extractor star/ratchet.

rve ignored crane misalignment. Align
ment spuds are available to check this but the
correction is best left to a competent profes
sional. Cranes are not released outside the
factories and ruining one is expensive.

Now that we have all the figures, what do
they mean? If, for instance your piece has
excessive cylinder endplay but the headspace
is OK and the barreUcylinder gap will be
within specs with the endplay corrected (cyl
inder set to the rear) all you need is a couple
of Ron Power's endshake bearings. Correc
tion ofyour problem is of nominal cost.

If, however, your headspace is excessive
and the extractor/ratchet has to be faced off to
bring it within specs you have a problem. The
barrel/cylinder gap will most likely become
excessive when the headspace and endplay
have been corrected. This will require that
the barrel be set back in the frame. This is not
difficult in principle but it requires extreme
accuracy and is therefore expensive to do
right. Leaving the barreUcylinder gap exces
sive will cause your revolver to spit lead and
will cause erosion of the top strap (gas cut
ting) if high pressure loads are used.

What rve tried to do in this work is to
provide the proper tolerances for revolvers
and the means ofmeasuring those tolerances.
The individual owner can decide whether to
turn his revolver into a do-it-yourself project
or not. I would like to point out, however,
that this is an area where small changes can
make a big difference. A clod can readily turn
a small problem into a major one.

As an example, a New York customer's
Model 27 S&W required corrections for
excessive cylinder endplay, a bent crane and
an uneven barrel/cylinder gap. Once this was
corrected, the machine rest groups dropped
from 6 inches to 2-2'h inches at 50 yards
using the same lot of ammo.
So you see, it does ~

make a difference. ~

Next I turned to two premium double
action autos, the Astra A-80 by Unceta of
Guernica, Spain, and the Sig-Sauer P220
from Sauer of West Germany. Both are
imported by Interarrns (10 Prince S1., Alex
andria, VA 22313). These guns are made in
9mm and .45 ACP also, but I was especially
impressed with them in .38 Super.

Ifyou are unfamiliar with modern double
action semi-autos, you have some learning to
do, as I did. Once learned, they are as safe as
single-action Browning-type guns.

These are billed as combat pistols,
intended for military and police use, but like
the Colts they are excellent for general shoot
ing. In the hands of a master, they are very
fast.

These guns are tightly fitted, nicely made,
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INFORMATION (615)B89-0862 - ORDERSONLY(Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

reliable, and rugged, and they are mechan
ically similar. Both have two flat, serrated
thumb pieces at the top of the left grip. The
use of the slide catch release is obvious, but
after you chamber a round from the clip,
there are no regular safeties. A single-action
pull on the trigger fires the gun.

If you are not going to shoot, press firmly
down on the decocking lever, dropping the
hammer. The gun is safe to carry with a
round chambered and the hammer down. A
long double-action pull on the trigger fires
the gun. After this first shot, regular single
action takes over.

Never touch the trigger or hammer when
you want to lower the hammer. These guns
have a trigger-released firing pin lock, like
the newest Series 80 Colt autos. The pin is
locked as long as the trigger is not pulled. If
you always use the decocking lever, you can't
go wrong. Of course, the gun can be cocked
manually to fire the first round single-action.
But if you're in a hurry, double action is very
fast.

It's a neat, fast system. The only problem
with it is that you have two trigger pulls to
learn, not one. I have trouble trying to keep
the first DA shot in the group with later
single-action shots. Most shooters complain
of the same thing.

Double-action auto pulls are not as good as
good DA revolver triggers. They tend to
"stack up", getting stiffer near release. The
Astra seemed to show this effect more than
the Sig-Sauer, and the Astra had a longer DA
pull. Although the Astra was smoother and
lighter (13 Ibs.), I still shot the Sig (15 Ibs.)
better in this mode.

Single-action pulls were very good and
right at Sibs., with little creep. The Astra had
a graduated pull, not really creepy, but
unusual. The Sig had the best SA pull among
all of my test Supers.

From the Lee rest, the Sig was also
amazingly accurate for an out-of.-the-box
gun. First I tried Winchester loads-and
printed a great 1.04-inch 5-shot group. That
seemed to be pure luck, so I tried another,
which spanned 1.02 inches! I ran out of that
ammo, but Remington 115 JHPs averaged 1.19
inches, and my handloads ranged from 1.07
to 2.58 inches, averaging 1.89 inches. With
best loads, this gun would match or beat
many accurized ASs. The Sig-Sauer never
heard of .38 Super "inaccuracy."

From the Sig's 4 3/8-inch barrel, velocities
dropped a bit, compared to the Colts, and
from the Astra's 3 3/4-inch tube, a little more
loss was seen, muzzle energies falling well
below 400 ft-Ibs.

Despite its comp~ctness, the Astra A-80 is
no lightweight at 34.4 ounces. It is all steel,
while the Sig has a light alloy frame with a
steel slide. This is no disadvantage for the Sig

. at 28 OZ., because no noticeable increase in
recoil is felt. Shooting friends who tried these
guns remarked on their mild recoil, and they
like their handling properties. These men
were dyed-in-the-wool Colt and Browning
shooters.

I did not have a Lee adapter to fit the
Astra's big IS-round magazine well, but the

CATALOG
$1.00

ROGERS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS
.... 300t
~ Night Sights

$34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

Fred Schmidt
Tei: (004) 746-9269
5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

Auto Ordanee
Choate
Bushnell
B-Square
Selenta
Rogers
PPC Guns
Paehmayr

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

SA W'Ne.

Shoc1 Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. Paten!
Douglas 1·10 twist BBl 1,080" Dia. 6" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.

H.B.w.e. only
* Reduced Leading
'No bullet jump
•Reduced r~il

X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

'4~~J!~EXl~6°J~~KE Z
NASHVillE, TENNESSEE 37214 VISA 1

SHOP: (615) 889·0862

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

. (314) 696-5544

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
24 years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member COMMERCE. OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint
Gerber
HKS
MGW Sights
MTM
Norton
Combat
.45 Custom

Work

lJ1rrbg ~tttt ~111lP
CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

30% OFF
GALCO LEATHER

:(formerly Jackass) SSII

For .45 Autos & f.l
Most Revolvers .' .•.

$55.95
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gun is certainly accurate. I easily fired single
action 1.5-2+-inch groups from an arm rest,
so the Astra has to be capable of very tight
machine rest groups. The obvious question
was: why are these guns so accurate?

Again I have no definite answers. Both
headspace on the case mouth in pretty tight
chambers. They have no barrel bushing, the
barrel working through an integral bearing in
the front of the slide, like the Browning P-35
Hi-Power. The answers have to be in fine
design, close-tolerance machining, and
expert fitting. That sum(> up high quality. At
any rate, they are fine, accurate guns.

Both guns are nicely finished, but the Astra
looks slicker with its polished slide sides and
frame. The Sig has a tough matte black finish
on all visible surfaces; it won't reflect light.
Both black plastic grips fit my hand and the
trigger guards have finger holding notches.
With white-spot combat sights they are fast to
line up on the target, and they shoot close to
where the sights point.

Are the Astra and Sig-Sauer "perfect"
combat pistols? They seem very close to that
ideal. There are a few minuses, though they
seem niggling compared to the pluses. For
example, a buyer at these prices should be
able to choose low adjustable rear sights, so
that he can zero handloads.

The decocking lever of the Sig is too far
forward to be worked by my right thumb
easily. I'm actually left handed, so I use my
index finger, but again my hold must be
shifted. The Astra's decocking lever can be
reached by stretching my thumb. This may
seem unimportant, when you're just decock
ing, but it really takes two hands, to operate
positively.

The same is true of the magazine catches,
located on the bottom of the grip frame.
These are serrated, but the Astra's is flat and
hard to push. The Sig's catch is a loop, but it
still takes two hands, and you have to hold the
catch and pull out the clip. I prefer the faster
Colt release-and-drop. However, with
15-(Astra) and 9-round capacities in .38
Super, you don't need to reload as often. The
Sig has a tapered magazine well, the Astra
does not.

Some shooters may not care for the use of
stamped small parts in these guns. The'
designs are complex and compact, and it
seems necessary. These parts are probably
stronger and more dependable than more
expensive machined parts. The parts have no
rough edges or sharp corners; they work
smoothly. But amateurs should not try to tune
these guns, in my opinion. The factories have
already done most of what anyone but an
expert might accomplish.

Handloading the Super
The standard reloading manuals have good

data for .38 Super, using 90-130 grain jack
eted bullets of .355-inch diameter, i.e., 9mm
bullets. This is fine if you lean to highest
velocities for all shooting, but for most pur
poses I prefer heavier cast bullets at some
what lower velocities. One advantage is that
cast bullets lead less below 1200 fps.

Although the use of .355-inch bullets is

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of holsters
and accessories, creatively designed to fill the

specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law
enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite

Firearms or Sporting Goods Store, or mail
$2 for catalog. Dealer inquiries invited.

GUN HIDe" , DEPT. AH-411
149 DENTON AVENUE· NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11040
516-354-8000

22 AUTO
NINE .22 LR High Velocity

The perfect Back-up
for Law Enforcement
and. Sportsmen

ACTUAL SIZE

Features include ..
• Fully machined
• 6 groove rifling
• Pushbutton safety ~~"""I-+ Marketing Corp.
• Superb balance & pointing
• 10 oz. loaded
• 9 shots (8 in magaZine, 12521 Oxnard Street Dept. B

1 in chamber) North Hollywood, CA 91606
• Internal hammer (NEW DESIGN) (818) 985-6039
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Summing Up The Super
Where is the Super today, and where is it

going? It is still at a low ebb, but the signs are
up. I hear that more shooters are going to
Supers for the big matches, including the

standard for .38 Super, I have often seen.
mediocre accuracies in both 9mm and Super
with such slugs. So I measured and slugged
the bores of a series of guns in both calibers.
Only a couple slugged less than .356 inch.
All but one of my test Supers slugged over
.356 inch. One expert told me that the larger
bores are the rule, not the exception.

For best accuracy, the handloader should
slug his barrel first, then select his bullets. I
use a soft swaged .357-inch wadcutter, and
push it through the bore' with a long wood
clamp and a wooden dowel, then mike across
the ridges left by the grooves in the rifling. If
the ridges aren't shiny, I know that the bore is
larger than .357 inch.

Using .357-inch (.38 Special and .357
Mag.) bullets gives noticeably better
accuracy in .356-.358-inch bores in Super
guns (and in 9mm autos). My favorite cast
bullet is the SSK Industries 148-grain trun
cated cone (TC). It casts easily, feeds well,
and can be pushed pretty hard before leading
is noticeable. Best of all, it is the most accu
rate I know of, bettering factory ammo in the
best loads. I size it to .357-inch, lube in the
last groove, and use it in Super, 9mm, .38
Spl., and .357 Mag. guns. It is equally good
in all four calibers. SSK (1 Della Drive,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910) supplies NEI
molds for this J .D. Jones design.

My standard load for the SSK 148-gr. TC
uses 5.0 grains of Unique and Winchester 1
112M magnum small pistol prime~s, with
bullet seating to 1.24 inches overall length in
Remington ReP brass.

Seating length is important in .38 Super.
Shorter seating of heavier, longer bullets
pushes up pressures, but the rounds must be
kept short enough to work through the clip.
This load was pretty reliable in all of the test
guns and very accurate. Velocities were in
the range 1030-1080 fps from the test guns,
highest in the big Colt and dropping off a bit
from the shorter barrels.

For hunting and other serious purposes,
the above cast-bullet load will work but it
does not expand. I prefer Speer's 140-grain
JHP with 6.0 grains of Unique, with bullet
seated to 1.20-inches overall, and crimped
into the cannelure. Crimping is not critical if
a tight resizing die and a .353-inch expander
is used. The Speer bullet is also a .357-inch
slug intended for .357 Mag. use, but it works
fine in Supers. Velocities run from 1150 fps up
to over 1200 fps in these guns.

For highest velocities with good accuracy,
I use the little Sierra 9O-grain JHC, a .355
inch bullet. My charge is 6.8 grains of Bulls
eye, and that needs to be worked up carefully,
seating to 1.19 inches overall length. No
crimp is needed with proper sizing, but the
flare is taken off of the case mouth. I do this
with a tapered .357 Mag. RCBS carbide
sizer. Velocities are at least 1503 fps from my
test guns, higher in the Colts.

---,..,- ,

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

World's Premiere Mini-Revolver
Produced by the ORIGINAL Manufacturers

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson, Dan
Wesson, Colt and Ruger.

Send for Free M83 folder and Catalog 38H.

JACK·s GUN SHOP
3911 W. Waters Ave.

Tampa. Fl. 33614
(813) 932-8824

• All new cylinder design incorporating the best
of safety and convenience features.

ed cartridge provides 'ma>,<imum safety with .22 ammunition.
The gun can be safely carried with a full five rounds providing
maximum fire power by using the safety slot between chambers.

• The only five shot magnum mini-rev,olver.
• The world's smallest mini-revolver ... our .22 Short.
• Quality manufactured backed with a limited lifetime warranty and over

40 years of precision machining for the Aero-Space Industry.
• Laminated wood grips standard on all production models.
• Available barrel lengths for the .22 Short, .22 l.A., and .22 Mag.,

1 118", 1 5/8", and for the first time, a 2 1/2':.
• Full line of accessories available, including: leather holsters; cast

aluminum and silverI turquoise belt buckles; simulated ivorY,turQuoise
and a variety of colored wood grips; tnlelled presentation boxes.

Custom .45 work. checkering. trigger
guard modification and accurizing. In
dustrial hard chrome. PPC revolver
work. barreling and installation of all
typ.. of sights. Complete machine shop
for all of your needs.

~ii1~t=::.~:~~O~D~RI~ll5IN~GOR TAPPING

WREN QUALITY COUNTS....
NORTB
AMERICAN
ARMS

.1800 N. 300 W.
P.O. Box 707
Spanish Fork,
Utah 84660

[801] 798-9893
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TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In todaYs
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
equipment. r--

L_

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770/
Ph. (213) 442-5772 .~;;,

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc, under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds alll.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.1. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.I. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw, Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers, Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark rv, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date,

WIRNINO'The FIRING SIMULATOR for your .45 Auto
• Won't show on the line...

... But will show in your score

Bianchi. There have been a few competitors
trying Supers here and there, but if others
join in and do well, it could make a big
difference for Super guns and for the caliber.

For competition, a Bar-Sto barrel is often
fitted in a Colt and the gun carefully
accurized. SSK target barrels, properly fit
ted, also are said to be.very accurate.

From my results, there is no doubt that the
Super has the accuracy, power, and other
marks ofan outstanding defensive, police and
military caliber, as well as a great general
auto cartridge for civilian shooting.

There are now newer, more powerful auto
calibers. Bren 10 and .451 Detonics Magnum
outpower the Super, but they are not easy to
handle and the guns are expensive. .41
Avenger is a very superior conversion, but it
is a wildcat for those who have outgrown the
.45ACP.

For most handgunners who need a fine,
practical semi-auto, .38 Super is very proba
bly the best all-around caliber.

In the course of my work on .38 Super, I
developed a couple of suggestions to gun
makers. I would like to see more good autos
in the caliber; the Smith & Wesson Model
659 would make a fine Super. Also I see a
place for a good double-action revolver, such
as a Colt Python, S & W Model 19, Ruger
Speed-Six, or a Charter Bulldog..38 Super is
a small round and it could fit in a small, light
revolver.

I am confident that handgunners are will
ing to change their minds, if the facts call for
it. I have tried to pin down the facts about the
Super today. They seem very impressive to
me.

Only handgunners can give the Super the
success it deserves. That process .....
could get going in 1984. .~

Detaifed brochure sent on request ORDER FROM:

p.1>V'ANC~l) SIMULATOR for std.. 45 $120.00 ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY

~
SIMULATOR w/C02 regulator, 150 PS.1. $156.00 Depl. AH

.45 . SIMULATOR wlreg. & full C02 bottle $236.00 1031 Elder 51.
Oxnard. CA 93030

:J>b . G~ I S I "home practice dry fire kit" (805) 485.0113
<->ClfNOLO INC. included with each order (805) 485-4435

All prices include shipping. surface UPS. Full C02 cylinders cannot be shipped air. Payment either C.O.D., Visa. Master.
Card. money order. or cashier's check. AU personal checks held until clear. California residents add 6% sales tax.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNERWELCOMES
letters to the editor of no more thon 350 words.
They must include the writer's full name and'
address and be typewritten. Letters may be edited
lor purposes 01 efarity or space Editor.

Wheelgunner Aroused
Sorry - I've just gotta squawk about this
one ....

In my 20-some-odd years of newspaper
and magazine writing and editing, I've been
guilty of "reaching" for headlines for stories.
But I hereby surrender my "Faulty Font"
honors to American Handgunner.

I refer specifically to the article by J.n.
Jones in the May/June, 1984 issue headlined
"Revolver 'Practically Useless' for Big Game
Hunting in Africa". As a subscriber to
American Handgunner for over a year, I have
been painfully aware of the publication's bias
against wheelguns and wheelgunners - but
this one goes a bit too far, folks.

Why not a subsequent piece under the
headline, ".380 Auto Questionable for Use on

• NO MODIFICATION

• INSTALLS EASILY

• RAPIO FIRE TIMING'

• COMPLETELY SAFE

• DRAW FROM HOLSTER

• HAVE A RANGE AT HOME

• CO, or COMPRESSED AIR

• DRY FIRE REALISTICALLY

• CYCLES SLIDE AND RECDILS

• LETS YOU PRACTICE DAILY

• INEXPENSIVE, 80 SHOTS 1 CENT

• OVERCOME FLINCH, TRIGGER. JERK

• 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

• PRACTICE TRIGGER CONTROL & FOLLOW THROUGH

"This system is a must for anyone
serious about improving their 'defen

sive' or 'competition' pistol skills".
_ Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton

~ISI' International Shootists Inc.
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THE EDGE TO ACCURACY #4

First 80 Straight
To Phil Briggs:
I was reading your report on the 1983
IHMSA Internationals. It was a good report
on the new guns, new records and load data
of the winners.

I have to disagree with you, however,
when you say that Lon Pennington shot the
first 80X80 with his Dan Wesson Super Mag.
Granted he won the revolver class, but it was
not a new record and was not the first 80X80.

If you'll refer to the 1982 International
scores you'll see that the first 80X80 Interna
tional competition was fired by myself with a
Ruger Super Blackhawk. I was the 1982
Revolver Champion as well as the 1982
Standing Champion with a score of 67X80.

I would appreciate it if you would set the
record straight with your readers, _as it is
something of which I am extremely proud.

Claude Kinard

Moose''? Or maybe ".25 ACP Can't Cut It as
Mule Deer Handgun''? Those heads would
make as much sense as the one over J.D.'s
article.

Don't get me wrong- I have no quarrel
whatsoever with fanciers of the TIC and
other single-shot handrifles, or with cham
pions of the auto pistol. All I'm asking is that
American Handgunner cease and desist these
haughty editorial sniffs at those of us who
fancy the wheelgun.

We aren't second-class citizens, and I for
one am beginning to -resent this continuing
editorial bias against the revolver. I'm not
going to let your magazine's put-downs stop
me from enjoying my fine Smith & Wesson
25-5, Cal. 45 Colt. I'm not going to cancel
my subscription at this point, but I have been
thinking that the yearly re-up would buy a
few rounds of new Colt Ctg. brass.

Gene Shelton
Sulphur Springs, TX

Weaver vs. Isosceles
Dear Mr. Romero:

As a police officer, firearms instructor, and
graduate of the American Pistol Institute, I
was very interested when I first saw your
article on the Weaver stance in the Julyl
August American HalUigunner. I was, how-
ever, extremely disappointed in the lack ofin
depth reporting in your article. I also saw no
mention that either you or any of the instruc
tors that you talked to had taken the time to
attend a class at the American Pistol Institute.
I will admit that not all of what Jeff Cooper
espouses will work for a police officer, but
how can anyone who has not actually seen
what the course at API does give a really
valid critique of the use of the Weaver stance
by police officers? You will find below my
more detailed criticism of the points you
bring up in your article.
1) Must turn your side towards the

opponent.
This is totally incorrect. The Weaver as
taught at API only involves moving the
strong foot slightly back, and does not
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DEALER
INQUIRIES

INVITED

ELIMINATE:

Hand Slippage
Large Groups
Excess Recoil

The Edge Co.
P.O. Box 36896

Tucson, AZ 85740
No C.O.D. Orders

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO'
~Highestquality workmanship by a champion

competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place In USA IPSC Nationals. 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. I Box 203

. Roland, Arkansas'72135 501-868-9787

ACQUIRE:

$4.98 + S1.50

Easy Installation: Remove grips & slip under grip & retighten.
(Some autos may need slight trimming.)

Postage & Handling

Consistent Shot
Placement

Tighter Groups
Less Hand Fatigue

HANDGUNNERS!
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
• Rosewood. Pearl • Ivory • Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony • St~g •
Handcarved or plain. Standard style replacements.
Oversized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for

(\~ speed loader).

~ Finest 'quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted
to all current models of Colt, S&W, Ruger, Charter
Arms, Dan Wesson and other models.

~
• Priced from $20.95 and up. Order direct from your
~ dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48·hour delivery,
~ ~ most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AJE, LTD., Dept. AH-11, 421 A Irmen Dr. Addison,lL 60101
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

JASMAR HIGH STANDARD GRIP MOUNT
FITS MILITARY GRIP MODELS 106-108 ~

$49.00 postpaid ...- ..
CERTIFIED CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER ONLY!

NY Residents add 7% sales tax
UPS COD add $2.00 per order

• Quality Injection Molded Aluminum with black anOdized
finish • Multi-position mounting for individual balance
preference • Directly centered over frame • Accepts
Aimpoint or Weaver type scope rings .' Use of qpen sights while mount is
installed • Optional mounting hole provided for additional rigidity •
lifetime guarantee against defects in workmanship or materials • Weight 4.5 oz.

JASMAR SHOOTING ACCESSORIES, INC.
955 MILSTEAD WA Y, P.O. BOX 24638, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14624

(716) 436-0058

Auto-Ordnance Corp.
Lone Star Armaments
Detonics
Colt
Merrill
Erma
Beretta
Ruger
Llama
Star
Browning
Taurus
Luger
Walther
Hi Standard
Mauser
AutO-Mag
Randall
Smith & Wesson
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.$agle grips
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"
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You'll be five steps ahead of the pack

wlien it comes to getting the most pleasure

from your.handguns.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the only magazine in

tlle nation devoted exclusively to handguns, and

designed for handgun enthusiasts like yourself. It

coversaifaspects of handgun activity with in

depth-tes reports on exotic-handguns, unique

desis.ns of famous pistolsmiths, conversion info

from top competitors, and much more! Plus, in

each issue, you have a chance to win a One-of-a

Kind Customized HandguI!..with our Special Custom

Gun Giveaway Contest.

You'll get full coverage of handgun competitions,

and discover- the-equipment and techniques used

by the winners. Plus, you will pick up valuable

Reloailing Tips that could save you the cost of

your whole subscriptien.

Each issue features exciting regular articles' on:

*' HANDGUN HUNTING

* SELE·DEEENSE HANDGUN NEWS

* CUSTOMIZING HANDGUNS

.. PISTOI:SMITHING

* AIR GUN ACTMTIES

____,,.....
* COMPETITIVE SHOOTING ..

_
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SSK
MOOSE, MICE & COMPETITION GUNS

SPEAK OUT
Continuedfrom page 80

BOlDT PlleISIIII

mean any body movement is necessary.
2) Night shooting scores go down.

I really have to wonder what version of
the Weaver was being taught that pro
duced lower night shooting scores. I have
found that those who use the Weaver
properly increase their night scores. This
is due to two different reasons. The first of
these is that those who consistently use the
Weaver learn that you do not have to see
your sights to know that they are perfectly
lined up when you are in a perfect stance.
Secondly, the Weaver is the only stance I
know of that allows the shooter to use a
flashlight and still maintain an excellent
two-hand hold on the weapon using either
the Harries or Chapman method.

3) Weaver is a crutch for .45 shooters.
I cannot really believe you put this one in
the article. Are you really going to try to
tell me that Jeff Cooper, Ray Chapman,
Mickey Fowler, et aI., are using a crutch?
Besides, must I remind you that the
inventor of the Weaver was a revolver
shooter?

4) Revert to Isosceles.
Ofcourse, any police officer will revert to
the isosceles after only a short exposure to
the Weaver, just as I did when I first
attended API. The officer will have to
work with the stance, like with anything
else new. After all, a police officer will
revert to almost anything if it is drilled
into him long enough, like putting empty
brass into his pocket, or placing an empty
weapon in his holster during a firefight
all of which have gotten officers killed in
the line of duty.

In closing, I would like to recommend that
you read Robert E. Fairburn's article in the
May/June 1984 Police Marskman. Better yet,
contact John Bowman at the University of
Illinois. Police Training Institute, where they
have been teaching a modified Weaver to
their recruit classes for close to two years.
Still better would be to take the time to go to
API or Ray Chapman's school and find out
what the Weaver stance is all about.

C. Allen Reed
Chicago, ILL.

Pistolsmith Moves
As a member of the American Pistolsmiths
Guild, HI like to personally thank you for
including a list ofour members in the Marchi
April edition of the American Handgunner.

At the time the list was given to you by our
organization I was in the process ofmoving. I
wonder if it would be possible for you to list a
change of address for me. Current address
follows:

Austin &Frank Behlert
BEHLERT PRECISION, INC.

U.S. Route 611 North .
Pipersville, PA 18947

215-766-8680

.SSK INDUSTRIES
Route lA, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910

Ale 614-264·0176

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS has moved to Eastern Pennsylvania from New
Jersey. We're about 30 minutes north of Philadelphia and 15 minutes from New
Hope-Lahaska. Come and visit our retail store and custom shop.

Built by a competitor for competitors. We know what you want and need. The
most complete custom pistolsmith shop in the country.

SPECIAL: BoMar BMCS melted into your slide-Colt or Browning P35. In
cludes machining, sight, "rounded corners, silver soldering in front
sight and rebluing $125.00 complete. Two week turn-around.
Please add $2.50 for postage and handling. Lower and flute ejec
tion port (a la Gold Cup) for only $45.00.

Send for our 21-page illustrated catalog that includes a full line of custom holsters and
pouches for IPSC, street carry, and general-$1.00.

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include 41
AVENGER conversion kits for the 1911 Colt, Match Grade replacement
barrels for the 1911 in various calibers, CUSTOM CONTENDER barrels in
over 75 calibers including the 375 JDJ and 45-70, XP-100 competition and
hunting conversions, custom T'SOB scope mounts that stay on handguns
in either shorty or full length vent rib configuration, ARRESTOR muzzle
brakes, heavy weight bullet molds, SSK SILHOUETTES, incredibly tough
rubber targets, RECHAMBERING and many other services for discriminating
handgunners. We want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for
information.

CUSTOM RUBBER GRIPS
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George F. Long
c/o Rogue River Gunworks

914 Rogue River Hwy.
Grants Pass, OR. 97527
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EDBADRS
He makes 'em short and mean.

By Len Davis

with blued finishes) and holds up better dur
ing inclement weather conditions:'

His law enforcement customers include
members of the Georgia Bureau of Investiga
tion (GBD, the Georgia State Patrol and sev
eral county sheriff and municipal police
departments in Georgia.

Banks said that most narcotic agents in
Georgia "stake their lives" on a reliable .45
auto - their number-one choice when it
comes to a backup gun.

I interviewed one of his customers, a GBI

The name of the game for Georgia law
enforcement officers working under

cover is a relatively compact, lightweight .45
auto-one that is easily concealable, totally
reliable and extremely accurate.

Edward K. Banks, a custom pistolsmith in
Fort Valley, Georgia, a small (9,000 popula
tion) city situated about 25 miles southwest of
Macon, believes he has come up with one
that fills the bill in every respect (his backlog
of orders-at $550 each-indicates he is on
the right track).

He calls his custom-built .45 auto SAM,
an acronym for short and mean. It is short (a
half-inch shorter than a Colt Light
Commander) and it is mean (he
produces 1% inch groups from a
Ransom rest at 25 yards). His six
round modified GI magazine fits
in a butt that is % inch shorter
than a Commander's.

SAM weighs 26 ounces with an
empty magazine, only one ounce heavier
than a lightweight Commander, mainly
because of the gun's recoil system (modified
Detonics).

''The weight's out front where it counts;'
said Banks, who opened his shop in 1973, a
year after he retired from the U.S. Air Force
as a master sergeant.

To produce SAM, Banks starts with a
Ranger high-strength aluminum alloy
frame. He cuts % inch from the bottom of
the butt, adds a Colt slide, which he trims
1-7/16 inch up front, and installs a short
ened 3.8 inch barrel. From it he removes
the front locking lug, so it will mate prop
erly with his modified recoil system.

SAM comes with MMC front and rear
combat sights, a grip safety, Pachmayr wrap
around grips, an exposed round spur hammer
and a ported receiver. The loading ramp is
ground and polished to exactly the right angle
for smooth feeding, the trigger pull is honed
to perfection and the trigger guard forestrap
stippled with hammer and chisel (Banks
doesn't use an air gun) to help provide maxi
mum controllability during recoil.

His Parkerized fInish is one of Banks'
trademarks .

"Most of my law enforcement customers;'
he said, "want their guns Parkerized, because
the process reduces reflection (compared
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agent who asked to remain anonymous. He
told me that Banks produces "the best cus
tomized autos for undercover work rve ever
seen; they are super-accurate and rarely mal
function:'

Being somewhat of a cynic when it comes
to such superlatives, I suggested a range ses
sion with SAM.

A few days later we met at a local range
and test-fired SAM. We fired more than 100
rounds of .45 ACP ammo, with various loads
and bullet shapes/weights. Result: no mal
functions and accuracy comparable to a
match-grade auto, at 25 yards. SAM's felt

recoil was surprisingly pleasant
not bad for a lightweight "shortie:'
Banks has been working on guns

since he was fourteen (he's now 53),
when he built his first pistol from

a Stevens Crackshot .22 rifle.
And he has a box full of

medals for shooting, attesting to
his marksmanship skills which earned
him a berth on one of the USAF pistol
teams at Camp Perry in 1958.

More than 70 percent of his
custom pistolsmith work involves
autos, mainly for combat shooting
and police undercover use.

He customizes autos for
IPSC (International Practical

Shooting Confederation) and bowling
pin shooters throughout Georgia, does no
advertising and· acquires his burgeoning
cadre ofcustomers strictly by word-of-mouth
praise for his work.

Every so often he gets what he calls an
oddball request for some off-the-wall altera
tion ofa handgun. One such request involved
the installation of a 2% inch barrel on a .45
Long Colt revolver ("a real pocket cannon'').

Another customer-a Georgia county
sheriff-asked that he install a 17'8 inch barrel
on his .44 Special Bulldog.

"He wanted it for a hideout gun. The barrel
just cleared the extractor rod, and the muzzle
flash was almost blinding;' said Banks.

His son, Randall, a 26-year-old deputy
sheriff in Houston County, Georgia, helps his
father work on guns in the shop (2762 High
wa~ 41 ~orth, Fort Valley, GA 31030)~
dunng his off-duty hours. ~
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LEAD BUILD-UP

·WIPE AWAyTM
GUN CLEANING CLOTH

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS. & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiFlES & SHOTGUNS

CONVERSATION
WITH A

CHAMPION
THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,

IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING

.... I can vouch lor it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... ~

By Jon Winokur
Jack Breskovich is a man of seemingly
boundless energy. A civil engineer bypro
fession, he joined the Southwest Pistol
League in1976andhas been a regular com
petitorever since. He serves as Match Direc
torfor the Steel Challenge, and is President
of the Shooting Machine Practical Pistol

Team. But shooting isn't Jack's only pas
sion: he collects vintage Mustangs, prefera
ble fast ones. (He owns five of them at
present). In the field ofJuuulgun design, he
is both theoretician and craftsman, IWving
conceived and developed an innovative line
of add-on competition hardware which he
markets by mail. (Advantage Competition
Accessories / P. O. Box 828 / Whittier, CA
90608). He's a keen student of ballistics,
and his two-pound trigger jobs are legend
ary among world class shooters. With all the
emphasis on equipment in practical shoot
ing, I asked Jack to talk about some ofhis
favorite things:

Winokur: As semi-official "chronographer"
for the Southwest Pistol League, you've
tested thousands of rounds of competition
ammunition. Can you give our readers any
ammunition tips?
Breskovich: In order to make "major" cali
ber in IPSC (International Practical Shooting
Confederation) competition, your ammuni
tion must equal or exceed a power factor of
170, which is based on a mass times velocity
formula. The minimum requirement works
out to a 200 grain bullet travelling at 850 feet
per second.

In my experience, shooters often fail to
make major caliber with ammunition they
believed they had carefully loaded to exceed
850 fps. Getting "dropped" to minor caliber
in an IPSC match because of faulty ammuni
tion can cost a competitor a bundle of points.
It's demoralizing, and some people find it a
little embarrassing. It happens because
shooters ignore the many pitfalls involved in
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PATENTED

proven

Rt. 2 Box 22A
Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318)925-0836

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip redu<;:es recoil by 17%, allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."
Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered walnut
stocks. $40.00 - Add $3.00 postage and handling. Calif.
residents add 6'h% Sales Tax. I ship immediately upon receipt
of money order or certified check. Allow 2 weeks for all other
checks to clear. Quantity discounts available. Dealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and mathe
matical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

-SobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that t have worked
with to date. *

~ lor It .t YOU' Lac.1 De.Ie" 0' _ ....ll5 • 1.00 P. H to:

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, At. 37, Sherman, CT 06784

1. Removing lead Irom the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2*x1/2*
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same e;al·
iber. A lillie scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face 01 the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the jOb is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

Dealer inquiries invited.

WRITE OR CALL
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

-Advantage Grip System competition

by MICKEY FOWLER
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Look for Jon-e~Handwarmers and Acces
sories and Deer-Coy~Natural Deer Lure Scent
and other fine ORBEX products in Sporting
Goods. Fishing and Hunting Goods Stores and
Departments all over the U.S.

MARTIN CUSTOM GUNSMITHING
514 E. MAIN, ROBSTOWN, TEXAS 78380 (512) 387-9755

Giant-Jon-e®. Designed for those·
whose rugged outdoor work or play in
cold weather demands a much greater
volume of heat; and for longer periods
too. Ideal for construction workers,
postmen, drivers, farmers and other
outdoorsmen. Works up to 36 hours
with one filling. Comes with flannel bag
and fuel dispenser.
Model 701 Chrome Plated Steel

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

SERVICES
For Colt .45 autos

IPSC-Duty-Bullseye
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

SPECIALTY
SUPER FORGED MAG. WELLS

PRACTICAL - ATIRACTIVE
AFFORDABLE

Send SASE or $1.00 for list.

Fine products from...

@Orbe~~
® 620 South 8th Street

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
612/333-1208 © 1983 Orbex Inc,

Standard Jon-e~ Model 700 Jon-e®
will keep you warm and comfortable all
day long on just one filling. Jon-e®
gives heat without flame. Reusable.
Gives years and years of service.
Safe. Odorless. Starts easy. Simple to
operate. Comes with flannel bag and
fuel dispenser.
Model 700 Chrome Plated Steel
How Does A Jon-e® Keep You
Warm? The platinum catalytic heating ele
ment reacts with the naptha-base fuel without a
flame during operation. The generated heat
warms the chrome plated case which radiates
warmth through the carrying bag to your hands.

Deer-Coy'® natural deer
lure scent.

Attracts both buck and doe. Gives
close sure shots. A must for every
bow and gun hunter. Made from
natural deer musk and other ani
mal glands.
All animal scent lures are more ef
fective when activated by the heat
of a Jon-e~ Handwarmer. It really
makes them work!

Model 706 comes with season's
supply and handwarmer clip.

handloading. There are all kinds ofvariations
in the components ofa round ofammunition,
including measured powder charges, the
dimensions and weight of the bullets and
cases, and even the size of the cavity where
the explosion takes place. Anyone of these
factors can account for a loss of velocity or
accuracy or both.

Lack of uniformity in components avail
able to the reloader generally balance each
other out, but if all the tolerances stack up in
one direction, a variation of only 2% can
vary your load seventeen feet per second.

.The lesson is that you can't afford to cut it too
close ... you have to give yourself a cushion
of at least 20 feet per second and load for 870
to 875 fps.
Winokur: What load do you recommend for
IPSC competition?
Breskovich: First of all, keep in mind that
any powder charge I specify is not an abso
lute but only an indicator based on the equip
ment I use. I've found substantial variations
between scales and between different lots of
the same brand of powder.

Using my scale, I find that in a five-inch
match grade barrel, you can sometimes make
850 feet per second with as little as 5.5 grains
ofWW231 powder. With a stock Colt barrel,
you may have to go to 5.7 or 5.9 grains to
make major caliber. For example, my gun,
with its rather worn stock barrel, takes at
least 5.8 grains ofWW231 to reach velocities
in the 855 to 860 range. In a gun with a six
inch match grade barrel you'll gain as much
as 50 to 70 feet per second. So you can
sometimes get down to 5.2 or 5.3 gains and
still make major caliber with a six inch gun.

These loads should give you a reasonable
margin for error, but try them in your gun
and chronograph them to be absolutely sure.
Winokur: You've been on a kind of quest to
reduce recoil, haven't you?
Breskovich: That's right, because the less a
gun recoils, the easier it is to shoot accurately.
The less the gun jumps, the less you have to
concentrate on the gun and the more you can
concentrate on sight picture and trigger
squeeze. The faster you can get the gun back
on target, the faster you can re-acquire the
sight picture for the next shot. Reduce recoil
and you increase speed and accuracy.
Winokur: How does your Advantage Grip
System reduce recoil?
Breskovich: It's axiomatic that the heavier
the gun, the less it's going to kick. When we
fire a shot, we have an object with a high
velocity and a relatively small mass - the bul
let- exiting the barrel. Coming back at the
shooter as an equal and opposite reaction we
have an object with a relatively large mass
the gun- and a very small velocity in the
form of recoil. If we make the gun heavier,
we have the same mass times velocity going
out the front, but a greater mass resisting the
momentum to the rear. So the rearward
velocity of the gun is reduced with a corre
sponding reduction in free recoil.

The Advantage Grip system adds seven
and-a-half ounces of weight to a Colt Gov
ernment Model in the form of a pair of steel
inserts that fit between the frame and the
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tapered wooden stocks. The stocks are
designed to add just enough bulk: to fill in the
large cavity of the hand between the little
finger and the thumb to promote a more
consistent grip and distribute recoil over a
larger area. For people with large hands, the

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE
Sculptured magazine release will not snag or

~~1f:;e~c;~~e~~~:I~u~~~i%~~ ,'g~n~~,fj~s~
drill and tap one hole. {installallOnavai:ablefor
S1DI '21~"",

EXTENDED SAFETY
Positive safety operation with no more
·fumbles·. Rounded corners eliminate sna9
ging on holsters or clothing Simp:e. drop-m
Ir1slatlation s32~ppd

WIDE TRIGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull lor better control.
Exclusive design is bener than atrio.ger shoe.
will not snag holster on draw or Insertion.
Drop-in installaf:on. also eliminates magazine
safety. s32"Plld

PLEASE NOTE ...
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prices and tJelivery.

Extensive combat modificattons are available!
Please send $2 tOf 0lKcomplete catalog.

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY
Npwrighl or left hand safety Op'eralion for the
HI-Power. Exclusive design WIll pOSitively fit

:~e:dO~~·afn~lc~~~I~;~.estructable ~~~p~~
(SS ctedillOf yoUt orioinal, unaltere'. Browninll

"''''I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

system provides an even greater benefit: it
helps keep the gun centered in the hand and
eliminates the bad habit that so many people
have of wrapping their fingers too far around
the gun. We find that it reduces recoils by 17
per cent.
Winokur: You've also developed a recoil
system that uses a heavy guide rod.
Breskovich: Yes, I was looking for a place to
add more weight to the gun. And, like the
grip system, I wanted a simple, drop-in item
that would require no gunsmithing. Now, the
stock Colt recoil spring guide weighs about
half an ounce, while the typical full-length
guide rod weighs a little over an ounce. I
realized I'd have to put something bigger in
there if I wanted more weight. I finally
decided to take the recoil spring plug out,
increase the spring's outside diameter to hl!1f
an inch, and put a massive tungsten guide rod
into the gun. Tungsten is two-and-a-half
times heavier than steel. The new guide rod is
more than 40 per cent greater in volume than
the stock rod, and weighs five-and-a-half
ounces. The grip and recoil systems com
bined give a total recoil reduction of 25
percent.

The only modification necessary to install
the recoil system is the removal of the little
flange on the back of the lower part of the
slide that houses the recoil spring plug. Any
body who can fIle metal and has a little
patience can file that flange away with a
round file and then polish the hole with sand
paper wrapped around a wooden dowel.
Winokur: Do you sacrifice reliability or
accuracy with the system?
Breskovich: No. Removal of the flange in
the bottom of the slide in no way affects the
gun. It doesn't reduce the recoil bearing sur
face that strikes the flange, and if you ever
went to sell the gun and keep the rod, all the
standard Colt parts can be replaced. Nothing
is done to render the gun "altered."
Winokur: Your trigger work is renowned
for extremely light pulls without being prone
to "following." How do you accomplish that?
Breskovich: I get a light, crisp, two-pound

TO ORDER =tIC 1'-,,,:'':''11 IP'jI CYLINDER&SUDESHOP,INC. pull by carefully polishing the mating sur-
5endMon""'d"",cash~(,Checkonly.M,,'e","d""''''de,,,we''on''d. ... 240W.6thSt.- BOX937 faces between the hammer and sear, not by
=~S:.=~=:~::CC:~~~f~~~=:':~ly~~r~:=sd::p~~~~.~~ FREMONT, NE. 68025 shortening the engagement. Doing a trigger
In the conllnenlal U.S. Alaska and HawaII, please add $1.50 per item. Please 'ur- ".-r Pho'402) 721 4277
"'''',,,....'''''''''o'd.;,.'y. ~M.,'~· job is like fine tuning an automobile, which is

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• simply putting it together the way the manu-
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Bullseye Spring Kits will lighten the Single and or Double Action trigger pUll
up to 45% on your revolver. On Automatics, the trigger pull will be lightened
up to 45% and an increase in your slide power by 15%.
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$14.45

$14.45

$14.45

$ 8.60

$ 8.60
$ 8.60
$ 8.60
$ 8.60

$13.50

$ 8.60
$ 8.60

-100%
reinforced
Nylon
No cheap
plastics.

z-
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.00

#8 Fits all Browning Hi-Power $13.50
#9 Fits all Colt Government
Models

#9A Fits Colt Government /70
Series Hardballer &Crown City
Arms. Target Kit

#10 Fits Colt Commanders
#11 Fits Smith & Wesson
39, 59, 69 & 659

#12 Fits Dan Wesson 357 Rev.
#14 Fits Ruger Redhawk Rev.
#15 Fits Star Pd or 9 MM.
Please specify model

#16 Fits Virginia Dragoon
#18 Fits Dan Wesson 44mg
#19 Fits New Colt Mark V
#20 Fits All Charter Arms

TRAPPER GUN, INC.
BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
18717 E. FOURTEEN MILE RD.
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 792-0133

$11.50

$11.50

$ 8.60

$ 8.60

$ 8.60

$ 8.60

$1895 Add 51.00 for
Ivory White Color.

Check or money order plus
$2.00 postage & handling (California
residents add 6% sales tax). Specify model.

NOW ft dt. k®
AVAILABLE! tne "aw

MONOGRlp®
MONOGRIPS® also made for
'S &W: Sq. & Rd. Butt K, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
'COLT PYTHON (I Frame)
• RUGER: Security Six*, Police

Service Six*, Speed Six*
'(Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

Send for your free products brochure today.
Dealers inquiries welcome
Visa & MasterCard Accepted
Include $2.00 for postage & handling
Overseas Airmail add $10.00
All checks or money orders in US Funds
Checks over $25.00 will have a 3 week hold

HOGUE®
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 2038
Dept. AHRH
Atascadero, CA 93423

BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
First on Target with Complete Tuning

Accessories

~
SHOOTING AIDS

@J

Video tune up tape for revolvers: Smith, Colt &
Ruger. Complete in every detail, VHS only. $100.

The proven leader in spring design for firearms. Plus new Rifle Kits, Shotgun Kits,
Rear Sights Blades, Tooling, & Gauges. Everything needed-to tune any troublesome
handgun.

#1 H Fits New Model Ruger
Single Action Revolvers $11.50
#1T Fits New Model Ruger Single
Action Rev. Reduces

.trigger pull up to 60%
#2 Fits all Colt Mark III
Trooper & Lawman $ 8.60
#3C &3R Fits Smith & Wesson
J frame Centerfire or Rimfire
Rev. Please specify
#4 Fits Ruger Security Six &
Speed Six Rev.
#5 Fits Smith & Wesson
K, N, & L Frame Rev.
#6 Fits Thompson Center
Contenders, older &
newer models.
#7 Fits Colt Python &
Older Style Trooper Rev.

facturer meant it to be put together. All I do is
polish the edges on the hammer and sear
without changing any of the angles - to the
point where the shooter can no longer feel the
two surfaces shear.
Winokur: You recommend these two pound
triggers for competition only, correct?
Breskovich: Absolutely correct. I would
never, ever recommend that light a trigger for
a defense gun, for obvious reasons. My
Lightweight Commander is regulated at a
crisp four pounds, and I strongly suggest that
any kind of defense or carry gun have a
trigger pull of four pounds or more.
Winokur: I understand you're now working
with Randall on a new gun.
Breskovich: I'm involved as a consultant in
their efforts to build an affordable, out-of-the
box combat auto. The gun will have high
visibility fixed sights, a trigger guard squared
right out of the casting so it doesn't require
stretching, a beavertail grip safety, a com
mander style hammer and all the other nmc
tion goodies we've come to expect from a
competition gun. The gun is completely
stainless, including the hammer and sear.
Winokur: What about the conventional
wisdom that says stainless steel is impractical
for an automatic because of possible galling?
Breskovich: I suspect that that "wisdom" is
the backward thinking of the traditionalist
who is unwilling to face up to modern tech
nology. To date I've done experimental trig
ger jobs on two Randall guns. They were
both set at one-and-three-quarter pounds.
After thousands of rounds, I examined the
hammers and sears on both guns and found
them to be much "rougher" than I would
normally expect, but the trigger action was
still glass smooth, crisp and holding at the
original one-and-three-quarter pounds. I"m
enthusiastic about the stainless auto.
Winokur: A lot of people say the inex
perienced shooter can't take advantage of
sophisticated modifications and should stick
with a basic gun. Do you agree?
Breskovich: No. Why shouldn't he have the
most sophisticated weapon he can afford?
Granted, he isn't going to beat "/\' shooters
with equipment alone, but it's almost certain
to help him in his own class, even if he only.
shoots 50 per cent of a possible score. If the
equipment accounts for one or two extra
points, that may be all it takes to win in his
class. At a typical Southwest Pistol League
match while testing ammo on the chrono
graph, I'll shoot 150 different guns in one day.
Some are so bad I almost feel sorry for the
shooter. There's nothing that feels better in
the hand than a well accurized competition
gun. Such a gun can do nothing but help. It
instills confidence in the shooter.

I've heard shooters say they can't hold well
enough to really take advantage of an accu
rized gun. Well, if your gun has a six inch
spread and you've got six inches of wobble,
your average group would measure twelve
inches. If the wobble stays the same but your
gun is capable of shooting a three inch group,
you've immediately increased your accuracy
by 25 per cent. The less shooting ability
a person has, the more he's going ~
to benefit from good equipment. ~
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RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box 145. Malinta, OHIO HSJS

H1£~aM22~45S~~~~
Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample.

. send a self·addressed, stamped envelope.
(We now make full-moon clips.)
Clip Prices: 25 for $4.99; 50 for $8.99 ppd.

house specialties, Bear Hug can provide
wrap around stocks with plain or finger
grooves and open back stocks, either
plain or finger grooved- these for re
volvers. For auto pistols, factory-type
replacements or custom contour style
with or without thumb rest are available.

Beside the physical pleasures ofown
ing a pair ofstocks made especially to fit
your hand, there is the visual pleasure
that a finely figured wood adds to your
handgun. Bear Hug can supply a wide
variety of exotic woods, including fig
ured walnut, Cordia, Thlipwood,
Kingswood, Morodilla, Rosewood,
Zebrawood, Cherry, Maple and Blood
wood. The fine grains of these woods
combined with the smooth contours and
handcrafted finishes-gloss, satin, oil
or matte-add a new dimension to your
favorite handgun.

The Bear Hug guarantee is simple;
refund or replacement within 30 days if
you're not satisfied. A copy of their bro
chure will be sent on receipt of a large
self addressed stamped envelope. From
Bear Hug Grips, Dept. AH, P.o. Box
9664, Colorado Springs, CO 80909.
Someofthe Bear Hug grip styles will be
available through dealers soon; check
with your local gun shop, they may have
some you can look at. J. R.

Open back, p'aln front grip In Cordia.

BEAR HUG GRIPS

''1 Then Robert McGrew, custom
VVpistolsmith from Colorado

Springs, sent The American Handgun
ner a couple of his reworked Ruger .22
auto pistols some time back, we were
impressed with the stocks on the guns.
When we inquired as to the source of
these exotic wood stocks, we thought he
was kidding when he said that they
were made by an outfit called ''Bear
Hug Grips."

McGrew sent us a copy of their order
blank and brochure, and from that point
on we were hooked. After examining
several pairs of stocks from this outfit,
we were impressed with the quality of
the workmanship as well as the great
variety ofexotic woods available.

While Bear Hug Grips can supply
replacement-type stocks for most popu
lar handguns from about $20 to $30
depending on the wood, their forte is
their line of custom-fitted stocks, made
from a drawing of the custOmer's hand.
These run from $45 to $70, again

, depending on the style and the wood
selected. 1\vo styles of revolver stocks
from Bear Hug are most interesting;
the McGrew Target and the Skeeter
Skelton. These have moderate palm
swells and a tapered front to assure a
positive grip. In addition to these two

I
I
I

Name

S M L XL
GREEN
(Special Forces)

BLUE
(Air Force)

MAROON
(82nd Airborne)

BLACK
(Rangers)

SCARLET
(Air Force)

·....DREADNAUOHy..·
357/44 B & 0

Conversion of S&W 27-28
Ruger 357-9MM
T.C. Contender

BAIN&DAVIS
307 E. Valley Blvd. San Gabriel, CA 91776

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I Street

• CityI
•

State/Zip
•add '2.50 for shipping & handling

• rArkansas residents add 4%)

I For Credit Card Orders ONLY Call

•
1-800-227-3800 Ext. 361

24 Hour Service

• BANCROFT CAP COMPANY
L Dept. AH·l, 59 Fountain Street, Framingham. MA 01701 .I

-----------

r------------,Official'
U.S. Military
BERETS

In 5 Elite Corps Colors
The official supplier of genuine berets for all I
American armed forces has made these durable
caps to mllltary speclflcatlons. The 100% virgin I
wool beret is fuBy lined with adjustable drawstring.•
Includes Certificate of Authenticity. *

$1425 I

1------------...Please indicate quantities I

I
I

•I
I

•I
TOTAL AMT. $ I

OVisa OMC OCheck OMoney Order I
Exp.Date I

•I
•I
•I
•I
I
I
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RAM-LINEjM INC. Dept. 12A11,406 Violet St., Golden, CO 80401

Item SRK
1220

$4.95

Item MAK
1210
$9.95

• Holds bolt open
after last round on
MK II

• Factory guaranteed

• A Register~d Trademark of Sturm Ruger Co. Inc.

'," .
-~ ·REASSEMBLE your Ruger MK 1/11 pistol In 60 SECONDS'
"7:'.'1'::", Send S 1.00 lor our "secret" lnslruCllons and a Ram-LIne· catalog.

Ask your dealer.

For Ruger MK 1·11* Pistol

Converts factory clip latch to
extended Kwik release ~

in seconds! ~'

12 SHOT
MAGAZINE

FITS RUGER*
MK I or II Pistols

Totally new 1 lb.
spring design allows:
• "Easy-Load", No

thumb Buster
• Hold 2 or 3 extra

rounds without
extending from gun

'SNAP' MAG RELEASEOwners and dealers of HW 70's sold or
distributed by Beeman (these are identified
by the Beeman name factory-stamped in the
gun's metal) should send them to: Beeman,
Inc., Dept. HW 70, 47 Paul Drive, San
Rafael, California, 94903. Beeman will
rebuild the sear units and return the con
verted guns free of charge in the United
States (foreign-add $20 for postage).

Beeman advises returning non-Beeman
HW 70's to the original seller. As a courtesy,
Beeman will rebuild the sear unit of non
Beeman HW 70's for $13.50 plus $6.00 ship
ping/handling.

Air Pistol Recall
Beeman Precision Arms, Inc. announces a
voluntary recall of all Beeman HW 70 air
pistols distributed and sold by the company.

Beeman has determined that a very small
number ofHW 70 air pistols has developed a
condition in which the gun may discharge
when the action is snapped shut after cock
ing.

Anyone in possession of HW 70 pistols is
advised not to sell or use them until the sear

. has been replaced with a new, different fac
tory unit.
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Good 01' Squirt
Outers Laboratories has introduced five new
aerosol gun care products. Named The Pro
tectors© they are: Gun Oil, Nitro Solvent,
TR-3 Teflon® Lubricant, Crud Cutter, and
Water Shed. Crud Cutter is a powerful pen
etrating solvent; Water Shed is a silicone
based water and stain repellent for leather,
cotton and nylon fabrics. Available in gun
shops everywhere.

AH, Englishtown, NJ 07726) has mtroduced
a free-standing brass catcher. It will catch
even erratic ejections common to the .45, and
does not intrude upon the shooter's line of
sight. Models are available for prone and
bench shooting ($30) or standing ($45).

Catch That Brass
Auto pistols are notorious for tossing brass in
all directions. For those who want to reload,
or for keeping ranges clear oflitter, M.A.M.
Products (l53-B Cross Slope Court, Dept.

Manstopper Ammo
Available

Manstopper Products of Warwick, New
York has been purchased by Personal Protec
tion Systems, 101 Pittston Ave., Scranton, PA
18505, and all .44 Manstopper ammunition
and bullets for reloading are now distributed
by Personal Protection Systems. These prod
ucts can be ordered through your local
dealer.

THE FIRST SIX-SHOT
CHAMBERED IN .32 H&R
MAGNUM!

Teflon Bushings
To remove the wobble and center the hammer
or trigger ofS&W revolvers, gunsmith Terry
Kopp (Highway 13, Dept. AH, Lexington,
MO 64067) has devised Teflon® bushings in
.001, .002, .005 and .010 sizes. Kopp recom
mends that these be installed by a gunsmith.

WHA'rS
NEW

Department 4E-AHN, 430 Sniffens Lane, Stratford, CT 06497

a-w<TER AAMS

inch barrel length and fixed
sights; The Police Bulldog
series offers one four-inch
barrel model with an adjusta
ble rear sight.

The first six-shots chambered
in .32 H&R Magnum are only
available from Charter Arms,
whose first commitment is to a
quality product at an afforda
ble price. For more "Points of
Superiority;' send for the free
Charter Arms catalog and find
out for yourself how much
more you get when you choose
Charter Arms.

New ITP Holster
The new inside-the-pant holster from
Michaels of Oregon is made of a soft, thin
and pliable laminate. The outside surface is
suede-like and soft, the lining is tricot nylon
for a smooth draw. Available in five sizes to fit
most popula~ revolvers and auto pistols, in
black, right hand draw only. Price, $6.95.
For complete catalog of all Michaels prod
ucts send $1.00 to Michaels ofOregon, Dept.
All, Box 13010, Po?tland, OR 97213.
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Get the increased energy that
the .32 H&R Magnum load
packs - but with one-third less
free recoil compared to a .38
Special!

Be the first to own one of
the Charter Arms' six-shots
chambered in the NEW .32
H&R Magnum caliber. This
exciting new load - developed
by the Federal Cartridge Cor
poration - features approxi
mately 36% more muzzle
velocity than a .38 Special.

In the Police Undercover
series, you can choose from two
.32 H&R Magnums in two-
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$2
for a C-H
reloading
equipment
catalog,
$3 back on
first order
over $25.

. '-.....

I/Z,D06D
~/onmark

FA the most
successful
progressive
pistol ammo
loader

I,!

Fastax'" quick-release couplers,
Thumb-break gun release. Six sizes
for most small 10 large revolvers and
auto·s. Harness not included-order
separately.
HHM $35

Update
your bench
with a

1 ,

Diamond -J-Outfitters

Deer ~ JoeStuemke~
Elk . 0 .\ R·t
Sheep . J ,'IIe
Antelope ''-t'-J . Bow
Bear " Box 1347 '4' Handgun
Mt. Lion / (307) 326-8259 !/Muzzleloader

Saratoga, Wyoming
82331

,VertIcal MocIuIarHolsters
Fastex· quick-release couplers. Adillstable Hook & Loop
strap secures weapon. Sewn In sight channel. Four sizes
available to fit most revolvers and automatics fJQll1 amalilo
large. Harness not i,ncluded-order separately.
VHM $35

_·~·~.·;----lMa AccessD..
, ; (for UM with OMH)

............. IMMP45 Mag Pouch for .45 cal. 115

IMllPlMII Mag Pouch for 9mm 115

I·MIIP9XL for 2 9mm, 21-td mags 115

MMP380 Mag Pouch lor .380 cal. 115
, MMPU Utility & Mag Pouch iOf Handcuffs,
i magazines, speed loaders, money, etc. 115
i MKS Knife ScabbarcfiOf Assault Systems'••~.IIIl!. ~Survival Knile Of the Gerber Boot Knife. 112

J. ~Iqd"., ...,,\! ':'.. .m ....'.e""' ..... m" MMPt< Mag Pouch & Knife SCabbard. Holds
YMH V.rtical Modular DMH Double Modular 29mm Of .45 mags plus Assault Systems"
Harness ... 115.00 Harness ... $15.00 Survival Knife or the Gerber Boot Knife S22

New Hornady Bullets
Hornady has added to their line of swaged
lead bullets with a 124 grain round nose
9mm, a 150 grain SWC hollow point .38 and
a 240 grain SWC hollow point .44. All are
swaged, knurled and lubricated. There is
also a new 9mm 124 grain FMJ bullet for
trouble free feeding in auto pistols. Details on
these and the entire line of Hornady rifle and
pistol bullets for reloading are. in the new
Hornady Shooter's Guide. Free from Hor
nady Mfg. Co., Dept. AH, P.O. Box 1848,
Grand Island, NE 68802.

Crosman
Sharpshooter

The popular Crosman 357 C02 pistol is now
available with a 8" barrel, extended eye relief
scope, cleaning rod, desert ram silhouette
and an extra clip. This Sharpshooter Set with
its longer barrel offers added velocity and
better accuracy. At your Crosman dealer.

Assault SystemS- new Modular Shoulder
Holster System bossts 2 types 01 harness
plus 11 holsters and 7 accessories. Mix and
match all the interchangeable elements to
suit your own personal requirements. Be
creative ..• the possibilities are almost end
tess. For example, with the Double Modular
Harness you can wear any 01 the 11 hols
ters on your strong side. On the weak side
wear a magazine pouch, utility pouch, Of
fl\I8Il a backup holster... and we have a
holster to fit almost any gun made.

SUBSIDIARY OF COMSEC INTERNATIONAL. INC. DEPT. AH-l14
869 HORAN DRIVE. ST. lOUIS, MO 63026·2478

TOLL FREE ORDER L1NE:J-800-325-3049
IN MISSOURI: '·31.-343·3575 TWX: 91016OW29

ASSAULT
5Y5TEm5~

A5SAULT®
SYSTEmS

Modular
Shoulcler
Holster

Reloading Catalog
01 Catalogs

The National Reloading Manufacturers
Association is offering a collection of cata
logs and brochures from its members. The
package covers equipment for all phases of
reloading-rifle, pistol, shotshell, bullet cast
ing and swaging. Most popular brands are
represented. To order the package, send
$4.00 to NRMA Catalogs, Suite 101, Dept.
AH, 4905 S.W Griffith Dr., Beaverton, OR
97005.
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads $.50 per word per insertion. ($.35 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) in
cluding name and address. Minimum charge $7.00. Copy and rerun orders must be accom
panied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received
with advance payment no later than the 14th of each month. Example: Closing for Januaryl
February 1984 issue (on sale November 1) is September 14th. Ads received after closing
will appear in the following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS WILL BE FUR
NISHED. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city and state as counted words.
Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE,
591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES

HAND GUN Caddys·All nylon molded. mounts under
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hard
ware included, $10. Check or Money Order. Specify Cal.:
B.G. & R. Inc., P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 33114.

JADE GRIPS FOR.45 Govt. Auto. $225.00 per set. MAZE,
2124 Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. residents
add 60,0 sales tax.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest, $19.95, postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS, P.O.
Box 801-H, Payson, AZ 85541.

TREADLOK SECURITY CHESTS: Fire-Resistant Safes.
Check our prices. G & J Security Chests Corp.. Box
13711·AH, Roanoke, VA 24036. (703)345-9119.

CHRONOGRAPH CIRCUITS measure bullet velocities
easily. Kits or assembled. SASE brings information: lCD,
PO Box 10261 C.C.. Fairbanks, AK 99701.

SEND FOR ONE TODAY! T.L.C. Cloth will remove
powder stains, leading and burnt residue from the barrel,
chambers and front of the cylinder. Send MO for $3.75 to:
MARK MYERS, 2412 Bayshore Parkway, Bradenton, Flor
ida 33507 without delay. You'll like the way it works on
your stainless, chromed or nickeled handguns...Prompt
service and satisfaction guaranteed.

FULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22 900 rpm, Guaranteed to work,
Mtrls. Inc. Complete in I-hour, Simple and Reliable $10. E.
Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata Street, Farmington, NM 87401.

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY...peruse our Procure-

~:~~1~n~~~I~e:~u:.i~o~~:~~~~te6~\~~~~.t~:~~r~~i~:,o~i~~
guised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 to
over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box
18595/AH, Atlanta, GA 30326.

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID for Mark I &
Mark II. Like it or money back on return. $1.79 ea. post
paid. Reedshop, Box 62, Wonewoc, Wis. 53968.

Feel Secure when away from home with TREADLOK
Security Chests. Send $1.00 (Refundable wIPurchase) for
Color Catalog and Discount Price List. CAVALIER
SECURITY, Box 12507-HG, Roanoke, VA 24026 (7031
992·3355.

IVORY GRIPS-ALL MAKES-HAND CARVINGS. Free
Colt Medallions Stamped addressed envelope for list: GUN
ART, Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

Exotic Hardwoods-Over 50 species for the knifemaker &
stockmaker. Briar, Blackwood, Bocote, Burls, Cocobolo,
Ebonies, Ironwood, Rosewoods, Snakewood, Tulipwood,
Ziricote. Gilmer Wood Co., 10426 N.W. Laidlaw, Portland,
OR 97229. (503)297-4182.

HIDE A GUN invisibly under counter top, desk or table.
Push hidden button, pistol leaps to your fingertips. Cheap
and easy to build. Detailed plans-$3. SCRAMCO, 832H
West First, Birdsboro, PA 19508.

TIC CONTENDER BARRELS octagon or round, rifle or
pistol, standard or wildcat. Made to your spec's. Write to:
KOGOT, John T. Pell, 410 College, Trinidad, CO 81082.

100 ASSORTED Gun Screws, no five alike, $15: Satisfac·
tion Guaranteed, please add $1.55 for ins. and postage;
Overland's Gun Screws, Independence, IA 50644.

Hornady Belt Buckle. Handsome solid Brass (2'/"'x1 %").
Hornady logo etched in relief. Send $15.50 to: Hornady
Manufacturing Company, Box 1848, Dept AH2114C, Grand
Island, E 68802-1848.

AA·Blue magic hulls-12ga. once fired (postpaid) 10001
$85.00, 5001$45.00, 250/$25.00, 125/$15.00. Win, Rem, Fed,
20ga., 28ga., 410ga., 12ga. 3" 5001$65.00, 250/$37.50, 1251
$20.00. Wholesale catalog $2.00. C. Check or C.O.D. 308
584-3418. Ault's, Brady, NE 69123.

RUST PATROL - Silica Gel desiccant. Absorbs moisture,
protecting firearms. shooting supplies & fishing tackle
from rust, corrosion & Mildew. Four Mini Bags $3.95, Handy
Cans $3.75 (rejuvenate in oven), Maxi Bags $4.95 (rejuvenate
perfect for gun safes & cabinets). Add $1.25 postage. RUST
PATROL, 6245 Rosier Road, Canandaigua, NY 14424.

22 GA. AA, Hulls 28 gao AA, 410 gao AA, also Rem. & Fed.
(ALL POSTPAID). 500/$65., 250/$35., 12 gao AA or Blue
Magic 1000/$85., 500/$45., 250/$25., Fed. Gold Medal 12 ga.,
1000/$65.; 500/$35.; All once fired hulls. PH. 308-584-3418.
Send C. Check or C.O.D.; Ault Fur & Tackle Co., Brady, NE
69123.

HUNTING HANDGUN REST. Rugged. Lightweight. Ad·
justable. $6.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling. Custom
Development, P.O. Box 423-H, Webb City, Missouri 64870.

AMMUNITION

Free Catalog #85: Reloading Tools, Bullet Mounts, Dies for
over 150 calibers, etc. Holsters, Ctg. Belts. Air Guns. Safari
Outfitters, Baker, OR 97814-0931.

BOOKS

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun. authoritatively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (encloses post
age) to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept.-CA, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. GUNS BOOKS IDept.-CA,
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use
your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn
how and where to shoot. firearms responsibility, what am
munition to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defen
sive pistol shooting, plus az:lossary of handgun terms. Only
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept. HS, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

1984 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes
reports on New Handguns for 1984. Airgun Revien, Self
Defense Handgunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the
U.S. plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUN
NER ANNUAL, Dept. GH-3, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108.

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book
ever published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles.
handguns and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings.
Only $4.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. GN, 591 Camino de
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

OUT-OF·PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS!! Updated cat
alog listing fascinating books on survival. weaponry, knife
fighting. creative revenge. exotic weapons systems, self
defense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press, Box
1307-KPI, Boulder, Colorado 80306.

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
here are the plans for a super-compact, selective-fire
machine pistol! Transform your Ruger Mark I or II into a
fistful of power! 9x12, soft cover, 96 pages, complete with
machinist s drawings and full-scale templates, plus detailed
photos. Send $15.00 to; Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-KLJ,
Boulder, Colorado 80306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY OWNED
FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a firearm.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING TO FED
ERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS $1.75.

L~~sesx~'E aR~GutA¥rlJger$J.J'i~PA"tsi. F~~E¥~~
ABOVE $4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHP, Box
19466, Houston, Texas 77224.

Illustrated clltalogues FREE lor 12 months! Throwing
knives, 'hawks, Survival. Send $1.00 postage to: V.S.I.P.C.,
1422 Del Norte Drive, Corona, CA 91720. -

HIT FROM the hi! by instinct-fast, easy. Book. Capt. Ray
~o'l:'J~.son. Postpai $4.95. Cypress, Rt. 2 Box 724, Gray, LA

"1001 Things You Can Get Free" is an ama~ing book allow
ing you to get products from all areas of mterest . Free!
$5.95: R&D Distributors, Rt. 6, Box 660, Easley, SC 29640.

THE PINFIRE SYSTEM. A must for the cartridge and gun
collector. Includes charts of patents, headstamps, civil war
purchases, rarities. Hardbound, 224 pages, 308 photo'
graphs. $37.50 postpaid. Californians $2.10 tax. The Pinfire
Systems, Dept. H, Box 16184, San Francisco, CA 94116.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. How to start your own firearms business. You take
gun orders. then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail.
Sent same day your order received: Latest Official Federal
Application Forms. Complete instructions, Wholesale Di·
rectory. Federal addresses and phone numbers, practical
dealer tips (written by a gun dealer). discounts on business
cards. rubber stamps, forms, etc. Most complete kit avail
able. Send $5.00. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box
19466, Houston, TX 77224.

BECOME A GUN DEALER-Professionally prepared kit in
cludes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing. records,
everything! Lists hundreds of top wholesalers. GUARAN
TEED! $4.00: BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, Dept. H, P.O.
Box 1232, Uniontown, PA 15401.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER - Finally a "no rip-off' FFL
KIT (new 3-year applicationl and GUN DEALERS GUIDE.
Not misleading. Others still have discontinued 800's and
"laws" that are in the library and come free with FFL. We
have the complete illustrated requirements. All ATF
"help" numbers. Other licenses needed. Useful tips. Part
time from home OK. Apply right! $7.95. CLASS 3 KIT (Ma
chinegun Dealer) (FFL Neededl. ATF/IRS licensing forms
in kit. Explains the 14 NFA forms used. The only complete
and current Gov't procedures. $5.95. BOTH KITS FOR
$12.50. Sent (1st Class) same day. RK Enterprises, Dept,
AH, 2616 Las Postas, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

WHOLESALE ONLY! Dealers needed, leather gun belts,
rifle scabbards, Mexico handcrafted. Indian rugs, sheep
skins, cowhides, Mexican saddles. FREE Wholesale Cata
log (Business letterhead needed I: El Paso Saddleblanket
Company, 2449 East Indian School Road, Phoenix, AZ
85016. 5000 rugs in stock.

"HANDGUN...BANNED IN THE USAf", invest in movie
that will depict the horrendous effects of anti-handgun law.
Opportunity to make a statement to protect your rights
and get potentially high ROI at the same time. For informa
tion call (201)241-4424, or write: VENTURE BUSINESS
BROKERS, Box 160, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054.

EARN MONEY FROM YOUR HOME, $100-$500 a week
possible. Write for free details. Supplemental Income Ad
visory Services, 9794 Forest Lane, Suite 210, Dallas, Texas
75243.

$$$ Would you like to make more money than you ever
thought possible? All I ask is a chance to show you how.
Send a S.A.S.E. for complete details to: C.R.H., P.O. Box
3025, Laurel, MS 39442-3025.

JOB FOR $9.95 PER HOUR. Interested in linding a job
that pays $9.95 per hour? We will help you to find one, and
if we don't find it, you pay nothing. Why not try? Write for
FREE details to: Employers Market Enterprise, P.O. Box
704, Iowa City, Iowa 52244.

COLLECTORS

COLOR casehardening done by the old lost factory proc·
esses, rediscovered. Expert work for the most discriminat·
ing connoisseur, collector, gunsmith and gentry. Over 20
years experience. Specializing in Winchester, Colt. Parker,
L.C.. Smith, English Dbls., contemporary engraved or gold
inlaid art work. We are now able to redo and enhance cyan
ide colored guns. Bring them back to the most highly es
teemed authentic factory-type case colors, especially
Parkers. Call to discuss restorations, family guns, presen
tation pieces, faded or cyanide work enhancement; Creek
side Gun Shop Inc.. Main St., Holcomb, NY 14469. 716
657-6131, Terry or Douglas Turnbull.

EMBLEMS &.INSIGNIA

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price ~uotes. Highest quality guaranteed-Lowest
prices, NO MInimum. Money Back Guarantee. Send Sketches
to: Stadriah, 61 Jane Street, New York, NY 10014.

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50,
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. GP, 591 Camino de
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

HANDGUNNER KEYCHAINS- Authentic detailing. Die
cast metal. Short or long nose revolver, Luger or Colt
styles available. $2.95 + $.50 Shipping. B&F, 7131 Owens
mouth #926, Camoga Park, CA 91303.
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CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES- Your emblem or insignia
hand-engraved on solid brass. $9.95 per buckle. Quantity
discounts available. No minimum order. Free brochure. Vic~
tory Sales. Dept. B. 1621 August Road. North Babylon, NY
11703_ (516)667-7234.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-Enameled Pins,
Your Design. Low Minimum, Excellent Quality, Low Prices.
Free Booklet. A.T. Patch Co.• Dept. 93, Littlecon. NH
03561. (6031444-3423.

FIREWORKS
ROCKETS, COLORED SMOKE DYES for signalling. sur
vival applications. M80 Salutes, Fireworks-you construct.
More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr. Box 5585. Pocatello. Idaho
83202.

Fireworks to your door!! top quality low prices. Illustrated
catalogue $1.00 refundable. Great Lakes Fireworks. P.O.
Box 5324. Cleveland. OH 44101.

BE A FEDERALLY LICENSED EXPLOSIVE DEALER.
A financially rewarding, exciting & challenging business
with very limited competition. Explosives are used in min
in~. construction, agriculture. industry, underwater demo
litIOn, oil rigs. aerospace. Defense Dept., and a huge Fire
works industry to service. EXPLOSIVE DEALERS KIT
includes: Federal Explosive Application Forms (for Explo
sive License and Explosive Permit), Instructions, Federal
Explosive Laws, Explosive Security, Directory of Explo
sive Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors; Explo
sive License/Permit Numbering System; EXRlosive

R~~~~~~s5.~~~ gO~~~RbdE \NF~~~to~~vIE~~The e~~~~
plete book on dealing in EXPLOSIVES and FIREWORKS
covers: License and Permits. Conduct of Business & Opera
tions, Administrative Proceedures, Records & Reports,

~O~HfEIXM,~sfvEai}~eAL~~Saft.h~eA';1ricoiiM~~~~
IN EXPLOSIVES...$10.95. S.G.S.E.. P.O. Box 780-AH,
Mocksville. NC 27028.

DISCOUNT FIREWORKS: Firecrackers. bottle rockets,
roman candles. and much more. For catalog send $1.00 to:
Spartan Fireworks, P.O. Box 792(AH), Tiffin, Ohio 44883, or
after May 5 call toll-free in Ohio 1-800-821-7901, outside
Ohio 1-800-821-2483.

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple
easy method. my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diversi
fied, Box 53. Fishers. Indiana 46038..

FIREWORKS-FIRECRACKERS. ROCKETS. ROMAN
CANDLES. BOTTLE ROCKETS. MUCH. MUCH MORE!
LOW PRICES, QUICK DELIVERY. HIGH QUALITY. DE
LIVERED TO YOUR DOOR THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES YEAR-ROUND. ILLUSTRAT~D CAT
ALOG $1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS. DEPT.10-G. BOX 800.
CLACKAMAS, OR 97015.

FOR SALE

. RED WINDOW DECAL: "Warning! This property pro
tected by an armed American citizen." $1, 6/$5; Profes
sional FFL Application Kit, $3; 'Personal Firearms Record
Book (56 gunsl $2.50.3/$6: Business Card Kit, $1. PFRB/8.
Box 2800, Santa Fe. NM 87501.

FOR SALE: War relics. militaria. head gear. edged weap
ons. field equipment, medals, bad!"es military books and
records. etc. Send $.50 (or latest hsts. (Also interested in
buying militarial. Globe Militaria Inc., R.F.D. 1, Box 269.
Keene. NH 03431.

NAZI REGALIA. Send SASE for Free List: NSDAPAO.
Box 6414-AH. Lincoln, NE 68506.

ESTATE SELLING signed. numbered Remington Bronze
$450_ Rene Briegel. 1129 Brady. Devenport. Iowa 52803.

CHESAPEAKE-Pups. Trail. Hunting stock. Stud service.
Redlion Chesapeakes, Box 213, Vincentown. NJ 08088. (609)
859-3570.

GUN PARTS

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington, Ruger 77,
Winchester. Mauser send $1.00 for list. Bozeman Gunsmith.
2010 N. 7th. Bozeman. MT 59715.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell you any new handgun at 100/0 over our cost.
Write today for free price quote(s). Send us a complete des
cription of the handgun(s) you are interested in purchasing
and we will mail you a firm price quote along with ordering
details. No catalogs or phone quotes please. We also pay
cash (or used handguns_ Bullseye Arms, 701 N_ 20th Street,
Banning, California 92220_

QUALITY SHOTGUNS & RIFLES WANTED: Parker
Bros., Win. Models 12, 21. 42 & 70. Browning. L.C. Smith.
A.H. Fox, Ithaca. Prussian Charles Daly, Purdey. Boss.
Woodward, Westley Richards, Holland & Holland. Fabbri,
Merkel, Sauer or any other high quality American, Euro
pean or English guns: Don Criswell. Box 277, Yorba Linda.
CA 92686. (714)970-5934.

WANTED: Orig. Luger & Czech Pistol Parts: Write: Fritz
Gunsmithing & Explosives Co.• Wilber, NE 68465.

GUNSMITHING

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-Unimat 3". Compact 5". Compact

~~ih~~~~dc~J~:'E~c~M~ie~u~I[l~:ct"S~e~i!;,3~'Job~eb~~:~
top milling machines. Measuring instruments, cutting tools,
chucks and collets. Catalog $1.00. Blue Ridge Machinery and
tools. Inc_. P.O. Box 536-H, Hurricane. WV 25526. 304-562-3538.

Repair Work, Custom Tuning. and Timing on S& W
Revolvers. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write or
call for prices: Ensley's Shooting Supply. Rt. 2. Box 225.
Louisville. TN 37777. 615-970-GUNS.

MACHINE TOOLS. Specialize in Gunsmith's require
ments. Lathes. Mills, Drill. accessories &More. Catalog one
dollar. Watkins Enterprises. 1915 Middle Glen, Carrollton.
TX 75007.

"SHORT-ACTION" S & W CONVERSIONS. P.P.C. GUNS
BUILT. .45 AUTO CUSTOMIZING, TRIGGER JOBS. AC
TION JOBS, SCOPES AND AIMPOINTS INSTALLED.
HANDGUN PROBLEMS FIXED. COMPLETION DATE
90 DAYS OR LESS. WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURE.
BOB MACKOVICK-PISTOLSMITH. 64 SPRING GAR
DEN. BOARDMAN, OH 44512. (2161758-8031.

PEN GUN - .22 cal. make with only simple tools and ma
terials. Easy copy-righted plans. $4.95. ENTIUM. Box
1650(D). Carolina. P.R. 00628.

Custom metalwork: Octagon or heavy revolver barrels,

df:.c~~~i:a~n~h~g~~~~j~lfTh~~ls~d:t~o~it)!1fn:n~~~~n~
Co.• 654 Lela PI., errand Junction. Cb 81504. %ASE Please.

INSTRUCTION

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM. Learn what you do
when you can't reach your gun in time. When survival is
reduced to man against man. What? Send $10.95 to: Green
Dragon Society. 6810 N. Sheridan. Chicago. IL 60626. Dept.
A8, Catalog $1.00.

VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS - World champion John
Shaw's new release "Combat Pistol Shootinf;'" $59_95 and

~~ll';,':d~~ ,,¥~~tfjlnm~t~OS~\f'b~fe~~~'~~u;'~~~r ~~m;~~
$59.95 (seen by over one million peopleI; Other p'rograms
priced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment". 'Survival
Weapons". "Remington 1100 Shotgun". "Remington 870
Shotgun", "Colt .45 A utoma tic", "M-16 Rifle".
"Rappelling"; VHS or Beta: $2.00 shipping: Master Video
Productions. Dept. AH. 7947 Carol Elaine Circle, Memphis.
Tennessee 38134.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of quali
fied students in the basic practical skills of modern defen
sive pistol craft'., For information and applications. send
$1.00 to: Northeast Pistol Institute. Dept, 714C, PO Box
453. Union, NJ 07083.

SMOKE and Cure Venison. Send $1.00 S.A.S.E.. Ole's
Secret Recipe, Box 296. Torguay, Saskatchewan SOC 2LO.

FFL APPLICATION Kit! Official forms, wholesale
sources. BATF Phone Numbers. complete instructions,
15"10 discount on bound books. $4. Metro. Box 2161-BA.
Boulder, CO 80306.

JOB GUIDE TO FEDERAL AND ALL 50 STATES. 100
PAGES. SEND $15.95 TO: JOB GUILD. BOX 587. GOOD
LETTSVILLE. TN 37072.

KNIVES & SWORDS

Custom Handmade Knives. reasonably priced_ Also all type
Knives and Historic weapons. Unbeatable prices. Color cat·
alogs $2.00. Delntinis. 107 Summit Ave_. Staten Island. NY
10306_

KNIFE Tiger lock blade opens to a big 8" stainless steel
blade. beautiful hardwood handle. $11.95. GB Trading Co.•
P.O_ Box 1088B. Bullhead City, AZ 86430.

30-40% OFF GERBER. KERSHA W KNIVES, RED
FIELD, LEUPOLD SCOPES; Muzzleloaders! Send $1.00
for illustrated pricelist! KNIVES. Dept. AH, 52 Edmund.
Uniontown, PA 15401.

QUALITY KNIVES-Reasonable prices. Full color 14 page
catalog. $2.00 refundable with first order. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Recondo. 930 Hialeah Dr.• Suite 2. Hialeah. FL
33010. .

BUTTERFLY KNIFE! Pattern made famous by the Phillip
pine Combat art of Escrina. Incredible snap-of-the-wrist ac
tion. Finest surgical steel blade, Genuine smooth bone
handles - nickel silver bolsters, superb quality. Ineludes
boot/belt sheath_ $23.95 + $2.00 shipping - Ks. Residents
add 4% tax. Send Check or money order to: The Survivor's
Edge. P.O. Box 16050.Q4B. Shawnee. KS 66203.

NEW - Just arrived. Hunting. fishing, speciality knives.
Decorative swords_ Quality guaranteed. Catalogue $.25 (25
cents I. Schaefer Enterprises. Dept_ C. Battis Road. Mer
rimac. MA 01860.

LEATHERCRAFT

BIANCHI GUN LEATHER 20"10 to 30"10 off retail. Dis
count prices on Pachmayr Grips, Peerless Handcuffs and
Mag-Lites. Free shipping. Send $1.00 for color catalog and
details. LJI Enterprises Inc.• 14800 Cicero Unit 4, Oak
forest, Illinois 60452.

MILITARIA

Military Medals. Shoulder Patches. Badges, Insignia. J.D.
Books. Buy-sell. trade. large catalog $1.00. QUINCY. Box
52641-HG. Tulsa. Okla. 74152.

MILITARY SURPLUS

Brass Mil 45 ACP "WCC" $48pm. This Ole House. 706 W.
Central. Commanche, TX 76442. (9151356-2441. Cert. Funds
& FFL Shipped COD.

MILLIONS OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS!
Many 10f0 original cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Gov
ernment Buyer's Guide/Directory" - $2.00 (Guaranteed).
Disposal. Box 19107-MX. Washington, DC 20036.

MISCELLANEOUS

Chewing-Smokinf Tobacco!! do you chew~smoke? Free sam-

~lfa~ti:_iF~~D66PJ:D:~~d~~~~~~~~~~~~s3~2~'[anteed sat-

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS. VANS. Confiscated from crim
inals. Auctioned by U.s. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for profit_ We
send same day: Instructions, application, tips. etc. $4.95. In
terstate Enterprises. Dept. AHA. Box 19466, Houston. TX
77224.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality. 4 Decals $2.00.
10 for $3.50. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD. Box 19466.
Houston. TX 77224.

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE.
1225 MANZANITA. DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES. CA
90029.

PASSPORTS. DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available form
Castellania_ Information package. $5.00. Box 40201, Pasa
dena, CA 91104.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You
Never Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties. Jokes, Tricks.
Science. Sports, Hobbies. Johnson-Smith. C-6522. Mt.
Clemens. Mich. 48043.

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperweights. not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police Sup
ply, PO Box 1754. Matthews. NC 28105.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10.
bill (refundable I. Disco. Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012.Q331.

NINJA CATALOG Nil!:htsuits. handelaws. footspikes. cal
throps. blowpens, shurlken and reference materials for the
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems. Box
28222/AH. Atlanta. GA 30358_

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne. Special Forces. C.I.A.• Police. etc. Borchure $1.
Kenwood, Box 66. Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

ELK ANTLER BELT buckle with carved elk. $20. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Send check to: ANTLER CREATIONS,
782 Dickson. Idaho Falls. ID 83402. Please specify large. or
small.

HANDGUN ART- Put your weapon on your wall. For (ree,
illustrated brochure write: Plumark, Box 32493. Kansas City.
Missouri 64111.

BUMPER STICKERS for Gun Dealers. For list. call Toll
Free 1-800-548-7216.

IN THE LINE OF DUTY. an authoritative Newsletter of
Law Enforcement Combat experiences and survival strate
gies $12 yr. P.O. Box 278. Bonita, CA 92002.

DEER HUNTER FAVORITES, 4 hearty. family pleasing
venison (or beef) recipes, $3.00. Mountain Top Enterprises,
General Delivery, Schooley Mountain. NJ 07870.

FREE PRIVACY BOOK CATALOG. Discover latest "low
profile" techniques. Avoid banks, taxes, surveillance. Hide
assets. Buy/sell anonymously. Secret loans. Keep mail, tele
phone. finances confidential. EDEN PRESS. Box 8410-HG,
Fountain Valley. CA 92728.

TOBACCO. Custom Blend, Five one ounce samples, $4.50
Plus $1.00. Mark Twain Tobacconist. 710 Broadway. Hanni
bal. Missouri 63401.

BULLETIN-More Winter Weather to Come! Canvas-Poly
thene Tarpaulins! Cover, Protect your Valuable Equipment!
Details:The Phillips Co.. Dept. H-984. 509 West Spring St.•
Lebanon, TN 37087.

DELICIOUS RECIPES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
SEND $5.95 TO: WORLD KITCHEN. BOX 587. GOOD
LETTSVILLLE. TN 37072.
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"I love guns." Bumper Sticker S2.00. Mart Assoc. PO Box
717, Brooklyn, NY 11237.

DON'T START THE REVOLUTION without reading THE
COMMISSION by Vietnam hero Richard Barrett. $25
from: P.O. Box 6700, Jackson, MS 39212.

Wholesale Prices. Satin jackets, caps, shirts, camouflage
apparel, bags, shorts, bandanas. Send $3.00 for catalog.
LSAD Inc., Box 214, Palestine, TX 75801. (800)527-2178.

Mesquite wood pistol grip blanks, fancy $25 - limited quan·
tity, superior $15, Standard S10. State pistol mod. $2.50
postage and handling. Wheeless, Box 585 Dept. AH, Brown
wood, TX 76804.

POKER-expert shows you how to become a consistent win
ner. Get the inside facts on betting, bluffing and "Poker
Psychology." Put the odds in your favor! Send $.95 to:
Stevenson Enterprises, Dept, 104, Box 29126, Chicago, IL
60629.

REAL ESTATE

LAND-FOR-TAXES! For Almost Nothing. Complete In
structions. S2.00: Grandcees, AHT, Hamilton, GA 31811.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA·FREE CATALOG! Blue Ridge
Mountain land, farms, homes. Wetherbee Realty, Box 84·H,
Woolwine, VA 24185. (703)930·2155.

SURVIVAL

EXCALIBER WAX PELLETS, for .38 spl., 9 mm Luger,
.380, .41 mall., .44 mag.. .45 L.C., .45 acp. Inexpensive prac·
tice approximately liz velocity of factory ammo. No rico
chetting, no reloading tools. no gun powder, uses shotgun
primers only. 100 pellet sampler w/6 reusable cases S5.00.
Special weapons catalogue $1.00. M & M ENTERPRISES,
Box 64 AHG, Island Lake, IL 60042.

EXPLOSIVES, INCENDIARIES, TWENTY USEFUL
FORMULAS ONLY S3.00. DOC ROSCOE'S GUNCOTTON
RECIPE S1.50. BOTH FOR $4.00! SEND TO :D&R EN
TERPRISES, BOX 14741. CLEVELAND, OH 44114.

Food preservation. build traps, snares, survival water still.
Purify water. find shelter. learn direction finding. Survival
weapons and Ammo. Send 53.00. Survival Powers Unlim·
ited, Box 957, Westchester, Ohio 45069.

MULTIFUEL HEATER! Eliminate heating bilJs! Self ad·
dressed-stamped envelope to: 091 L CompuHeat, 1625F
Sycamore, Bohemia, NY 11716.

Individual SurvIval guide food preservation. Build traps,
snares, survival water still. purify water, find shelter.
Learn direction finding. Survival Weapons and ammo. A
must for all outdoorsman. Send $3.00: Survival Powers Un
limited, Box 957, Westchester, OH 45069.

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT· DISCOUNT PRICES. Sports·
men, Hunters, Survivalists. Discount prices on top quality,
brand name products. Commando and regular army sur
plus, survival books, weapon accessories, edged weapons,
binoculars, electronics, and more. Request your free dis
count price list. Write: American Wilderness & Survival
Supply, Box 161, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

BUYING DUCK STAMPS. Paying $1 to S350 each. Send
large self·addressed, stamped envelope for buying list.
JOHN SNOW, 4539 Barlett, Shorewood, WI 53211.

Inventions, Ideas, new products wanted for presentation to
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition.
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona, call 1·800·352·0458.
Extension 831.

SUBSCRIBE TO
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER

PISTOLSMITH
I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat· Pin shooting' Target· Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. ,All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn.

Tel. (203J 653-3901 Zip 06027

STOP RUST!
010 YOU KNOW THA T COL T, SMITH AND WESSON, AND THE U.S. ARMY

ALL USE THE SAME METHOD TO PROTECT HANDGUNS FROM RUST?

All three wrap their handguns in volatile corrosion inhibitor paper.

Volatile corrosion inhibitor paper is a special material that is coated with a chemical
on one side. The chemical continually gives off a vapor. It is impossible for rust to form

in the presence of this vapor. And because the vapor thoroughly penetrates inside the handgun,
all inside surfaces are just as completely protected as the outside.

This remarkable product is now available to the public.

RUST WRAPPER™ is the highest quality volatile corrosion inhibitor paper made. It's waterproof, moldable,
and puncture resistant. One sheet will keep a handgun rust-free for over 3 years. The standard size sheet

can wrap one S & W M29 with an 8W' bbl.

I •• •• ••• • _

deale! mqumes mVlted

Name _

RUST WRAPPER, Box 10337, Torrance, CA 90505

Please send me _ sheets of RUST WRAPPER'M at $4.95 each.
Make checks or M.O.'s payable to American Industrial.
Please add 75<1: postage; $1.60 for overseas delivery.

State __ Zip _

Address

City __

RUST WRAPPER. Box 10337. Torrance, CA 90505

RUST
WRAPPER"
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It about time
discovered
quality? You

n learn more
out why

Iscrlmlnatlng
portsmen choose

HK by sending
$3.00 for our full
color 24 page
catalog.
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